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An Bord Pleanála 

 

 

Planning and Development Acts 2000 to 2011 

 

 

Clare County Council 

 

 

 

APPLICATION by The West Coast Surf Club care of Lahinch Surf Shop, Old 

Promenade, Lahinch, County Clare requesting An Bord Pleanála to exercise its power 

under article 120(3)(a) of the Planning and Development Regulations, 2001, as 

amended,  and its power under section 50(1)(b) of the Roads Act, 1993, as amended, 

to direct the local authority to prepare an environmental impact statement in respect of 

the construction of a new access road, pier, revetment and to carry out blasting and 

dredging at Doolin, County Clare.  

 

 

 
DECISION 

 
DIRECT the local authority to prepare an environmental impact statement in 

respect of the said proposed development based on the reasons and 

considerations set out below. 

 

 

 
REASONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

 

Having regard to:  

 

(i) the submissions and observations made to the Board, 

 

(ii) the report and recommendation of the person appointed by the Board to make 

a report and recommendation on the matter,  

 

(iii) the nature of the proposed development which is likely to be characterised by 

significant blasting, dredging and construction works within the terrestrial 

and/or marine environments,  
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(iv) the potential impacts of the proposed development on wave and tidal patterns 

in the area, 

 

(v) the environmental sensitivity of the proposed development site having regard 

to its proximity to the Black Head – Poulsallagh complex Special Area of 

Conservation (site code 00020) which has as a conservation objective the 

maintenance or restoration of the favourable conservation condition of the 

Annex I Habitats and/or the Annex II species for which the SAC has been 

selected and which include “reefs”, “limestone pavements” and “submerged or 

partly submerged sea caves”, and 

 

(vi) the guidance set out in the document entitled “Environmental Impact 

Assessment (EIA) Guidance for Consent Authorities regarding Sub-threshold 

Development” issued by the Department of the Environment, Heritage and 

Local Government in August 2003,  

 

it is considered that the proposed road and pier development would be likely to result 

in significant effects on the environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Member of An Bord Pleanála 

Duly authorised to authenticate 

The seal of the Board. 

 

Dated this              day of                            2011. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

 

The West Coast Surf Club have requested An Bord Pleanála under Article 

120(3)(a) of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 as amended to 

assess whether or not Clare County Council should prepare an Environmental 

Impact Statement in respect of a development intended to be carried out by 

Clare County Council comprising of a new access road, pier, revetment and 

the carrying out of blasting and dredging at Doolin, County Clare.  I have 

inspected the site and read the entire contents of the file.  This report assesses 

whether or not an EIS should be prepared for the works in questions having 

particular regard to the criteria set out in Schedule 7 of the Planning and 

Development Regulations 2001 as amended.   

 

 

2.0 SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 

 

The new pier and ancillary works including the construction of revetments and 

the dredging of the channel leading to the pier are to be carried out in close 

proximity to the existing pier which is currently used by commercial ferry 

operators, fishermen and more general leisure craft. The pier is used in 

bringing passengers to and from the mainland to the two smaller Aran Islands, 

Inis Oirr and Inis Mór.  The existing pier is located within a small cove 

between Doolin Point and Ballaghaline Point in the townland of Ballaghaline 

to the west of the village of Doolin.  Access to the existing pier is provided via 

an access road from Doolin Village.  A small island (Crab Island) is located 

approximately 500 metres out to sea directly across from the cove.  The 

existing pier and adjoining slipway are located centrally within the cove and 

extend for an entire length of approximately 75 metres from the shore.  The 

pier extends approximately 20 metres into the sea beyond the high watermark.  

The area between the high and low watermark within the cove comprises 

mainly of rock shelves of limestone pavement interspersed with some sand 

and cobbled areas.  Car parking and a number of single-storey portacabin type 

ticket offices are located adjacent to the pier.  Also a number of small 

portacabin/fast food structures are also located in close proximity to the ticket 

offices.  A private house is located c.100 metres south-east of the pier adjacent 

to the access road leading to the pier and slipway.  The main area of car 

parking associated to the commercial ferry operators from the pier is located 

back from the coast adjacent to the access road serving the peir.  Doolin 

campsite is located adjacent to the access road approximately 250 metres to 

the north-east of Doolin Pier. 

 

 

3.0 PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT 

 

In accordance with the provisions of Section 179 of Part 11 of the Planning 

and Development Act 2000 as amended and the provisions of Part 8 of the 

Planning and Development Regulations 2001 as amended Clare County 

Council intend to carry out the following works:-  
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(a) The construction of a new pier, parallel to and approximately 70 metres 

to the west of the existing pier of Doolin.  The new pier is to be a 

maximum length of 85 metres and 8 metres in width.  The pier will be 

served by an extension to the existing access road adjacent to the 

existing ticket office.  The road extension will be approximately 135 

metres in length and 5.6 metres in width and will terminate in a turning 

area adjacent to the pier.  Along the southern side of the pier it is 

proposed to construct a 2.5 metre high wall which would be one metre 

in width. This wall is to protect against the over topping of the peir 

during periods of particularly stormy weather. 

 

(b) A large armoured revetment area is to be provided along the southern 

side of the pier.  The revetment area will extend to a maximum of 35 

metres from the south side of the pier.  The revetments will comprise 

of boulders, concrete units or slabs and will be situated adjacent to the 

southern side of the pier in order to prevent sea wall erosion, storm 

surges and the effect of currents.  The revetment crest will be 

approximately 7 metres above ordnance datum (Poolbeg).   The 

revetment will slope seaward at a gradient of 3:1.  A typical cross-

section of the revetment is indicated in drawing no. 13536-5003.  It 

comprises of a base core material, covered by a geo-textile layer over 

which an under layer is laid (c.1.5 metres in thickness).  The main 

primary concrete armour units comprising the main of 9-12 tonne 

boulders.  This layer ranges between 1.5 metres and just over 3 metres 

in depth.   

 

(c) Dredging will take place along the approach channel to the pier.  The 

area to be dredged is indicated on Drawing No. 13536-5001 Rev. B.  It 

would comprise of an area of 38 metres in width and c.100 metres in 

length beyond the pier.  The dredging will take place to a depth of c.-

2.6 metres ordnance daum (Poolbeg) (low water level).  The stratum 

underlying the approach to the pier is primarily bedrock (limestone 

pavement) and will be removed by drilling and blasting.  Much of the 

dislodged strata will be used in the construction of the revetment.  The 

volume of material to be dredged is estimated at 5,000 cubic metres 

which could increase the 9,000 cubic metres if the dredged area is 

extended to the low watermark.   
 

 

4.0 PLANNING AUTHORITY DOCUMENTATION SUBMITTED  
  

4.1 Manager’s Report to the Elected Members of Clare County Council  

 

The Manager’s Report outlines the nature and extent of the proposed 

development (see section above).   

 

Details of Development Plan policies and objectives which relate to the 

proposed development set out in the Clare County Development Plan 2011 – 

2017.  Reference is also made to the Draft North Clare Local Area Plan 2011 – 

2017 where it is stated that it is an objective of the Council to accommodate 
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the renovation and extension of Doolin Pier and to upgrade visitor facilities at 

this location. 

 

With regard to environmental screening, it is noted that the proposed 

development does not fall within the mandatory requirements for an EIA and 

is therefore classed as a sub-threshold development.  The report goes on to 

assess the development in the context of the criteria set out in Schedule 7 of 

the Planning and Development Regulations 2001.  The report concludes that 

the proposed development will not have a significant effect on the 

environment and consequently does not require an EIS.  The report 

recommends that an Environmental Management Plan is prepared as part of 

the contract documents for the construction phase of the works.   

 

The Manager’s Report makes reference to various report which were prepared 

in relation to the development. These various reports are summarised in an 

appendix attached to this report.  

 

The Manager’s Report also makes reference to the Natura Impact Assessment 

Screening Report which was also prepared in the context of the works 

proposed.  It is noted that there are five Natura 2000 sites within 15 kilometres 

of the subject site.   

 

The report notes the quantities of materials likely to be used within the 

construction phase of the various elements of the proposal (roads, pier 

structure, revetment, dredging). The impact on terrestrial and marine habitats 

during both the construction and operational phase would be local.  During the 

operational phase it is noted that there will be a change in the current direction 

just south of the pier and an increase in currents around the head of the pier.  

However there would be no significant impact on the adjacent Blackhead 

Poulsallagh Complex SAC or any of the Natura 2000 sites within 15 

kilometres of the pier development.   

 

A Desktop Assessment in relation to the impact of the proposal on marine 

mammals namely whales, dolphins and porpoises recommends that a marine 

mammal observer is used to ensure that there are no such species close to the 

site during blasting or pile driving.   

 

The coastal process report was also prepared and specifically deals with storm 

events and waves generated by the storm events.  A 50-year storm event gives 

a design wave for the Atlantic of 4.8 metres.  Waves generated locally within 

Galway Bay could have a once in a 50-year wave height of between 2.3 and 

2.8 metres.  A down time at the existing pier due to wave action exceeding 1 

metre in the vicinity of the existing pier could be expected to be almost 20% 

of the time.  It is noted that the dominant sediment transportation mechanism 

is due to wave action.  The report notes that post-dredging, the sediment 

transport situation will remain much as it is now and the potential impacts on 

the beach are likely to be small. 

 

A Maritime Cultural Heritage Assessment indicates that there are no recorded 

monuments on the subject site; however, An Archaeology Website indicates 
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that RNPCL008A006 is located on the subject site.  This is classified as being 

a habitation site. The development of the proposed pier will result in the 

removal of this site.  The site was excavated in 1996 by the National 

Monument Service where the field survey recorded that there is a possibility 

that subterranean remains may still be contained within the localised clay 

covered crevices.  It is therefore recommended that this area should be 

archaeologically tested to identify the nature and extent of any subterranean 

archaeological material.  It is considered that pre-development archaeological 

testing will be required should the proposed development proceed.   

 

Finally the Manager’s Report refers to two reports in relation to wave 

modelling assessment (Marine Development at Doolin Wave Modelling 

Interim Report Revision A, November 2010 and “Marine Development at 

Doolin Wave Modelling December 2010”).  The latter is the relevant report.  

The report notes that the impact of the proposed structure on waves is slight to 

none on water levels below mean tide level.  Above this level impacts increase 

but are only locally potentially significant at the highest water levels for longer 

swell waves.  Longer swell waves are likely to be significantly impacted upon 

as they approach the point at the higher stages of the tide.  The report notes 

that changes will occur in the wave heights to the east and north-east of Crab 

Island which are outside the general surfing areas and to a lesser extent in the 

approach between the island and the point.   

 

The Manager’s Report goes on to outline the various observations which were 

submitted in relation to the proposal.  It is noted that there were observations 

received both in favour and against the proposed development.  The main 

arguments in favour of the proposed development included the importance of 

improving infrastructure for tourism and providing better facilities for 

commercial ferries, local fishing boats, diving clubs and other leisure crafts 

etc.  The existing pier is inaccessible due to tidal conditions and during the 

busy tourist seasons, difficulty arises by Doolin Coastguards in launching 

emergency boats during peak tourist times.  The improvement in infrastructure 

will add to the tourist potential of Doolin. 

 

It is noted that 27 observers submitted observations opposing the proposed 

development.  Concerns expressed included the following:- 

 

 The development should not be undertaken as a Part 8 application but 

should be submitted to An Bord Pleanála in accordance with Section 

226 of the Planning and Development Act. 

 

 The proposal represents a serious health and safety hazard as surfers 

will have to paddle across the paths of ferries to get to the surfing 

waves at Crab Island. 

 

 The proposal is not in accordance with the North Clare Local Area 

Plan.   
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 The proposed development is invalid as the documents submitted were 

intended for a separate development.   

 

 The proposal should have been the subject of an EIA due to the 

sensitive nature of the site.   

 

 The proposed development should have been the subject of an 

Appropriate Assessment. 

 

 No assessment was undertaken in relation to the impact on the existing 

marine hydrology of the area. 

 

 The proposed development could alter the dynamics of wave 

propagation which could impact on the surfing of the area.   

 

 Various criticisms were made in relation to the wave modelling 

techniques undertaken.   

 

 No comparative analysis was carried out on the benefit of a new pier in 

the context of the loss of tourist amenities associated with surfing.   

 

 The Manager’s Report then goes on to summarise submissions from 

various prescribed bodies. 

 

The submission from An Taisce argues that the proposed development will 

have an adverse impact on an environmentally sensitive area and is in close 

proximity to SACs and NHAs.  The shoreline of the site is the best example of 

important bio-geographical variation of inter-tidal reefs extremely exposed to 

wave action.  The shallow rock pools of the shoreline accommodate a wide 

variety of marine species.  The site is of international scientific importance.  

The limestone pavement is classed as a priority Annex I Habitat under the EU 

Habitats Directive.  This pavement is going to be negatively impacted upon by 

the proposed development.  An Taisce also have concerns regarding the 

proposed dredging activities.  Siltation can adversely impact on light 

penetration.  The Natura Impact Statement and the Appropriate Assessment 

does not adequately address the issue of the marine currents transporting silt 

into the SAC.   

 

A report from the DoEHLG recommends that mitigation measures be applied 

as a condition of development in order to ensure that marine mammals are not 

injured or disturbed during activities likely to generate underwater noise.   

 

A report from Failte Ireland states that a further assessment should be 

undertaken to determine the nature and extent of the impact on the proposed 

development on the wave dynamics of the area and the resulting impacts on 

the quality of the surfing experience.  Access to the waves as a result of the 

proposed development does not appear to have been addressed.  The proposal 

could impact significantly on the quality of surfing in the area, while it is 
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acknowledged that it will also improve services and infrastructure for tourists 

to and from the Aran Islands.   

 

A separate report was submitted to the DoEHLG Archaeology Section which 

recommends that further archaeological investigations be carried out. 

 

In relation to all the reports by the prescribed bodies, the Manager’s Report 

notes that responses to the concerns raised by the prescribed bodies were 

addressed in separate reports received by the consultants acting on behalf of 

Clare County Council.  The Manager’s Report goes on to summarise the 

various internal reports submitted by the various internal departments of Clare 

County Council.  These include reports from:-  

 

 The Water Safety Officer. 

 The Conservation Officer. 

 The Acting Senior Executive Architect. 

 The Area Engineer (Road Design). 

 The Chief Fire Officer. 

 The report of the Area Engineer (Water Services). 

 The report of the Senior Engineer, Planning Land Use and 

Transportation Directorate. 

 

The main points contained in these reports are summarised below:-  

 

 The Architect’s Report recommends the more detailed sections 

showing the relationship of the lights mooring bollards, street furniture 

etc. are submitted.  Additional cross-sections should also be submitted. 

 

 The Road Design Report notes that there are potential visibility issues 

and there is a need to submit details of turning areas as part of an 

overall Traffic Management Plan. 

 

 The Planner’s Report notes that the EIS screening undertaken found 

that a full EIA was not required and thus there was no need to apply for 

permission to An Bord Pleanála.  The potential impacts on waves have 

been appropriately assessed.  The location of the proposed pier is a 

compromise between competing requirements regarding the 

requirements of the surfers and issues of navigational safety.  The 

proposed development has been the subject of an Appropriate 

Assessment and a Marine Hydrology Assessment has also been 

undertaken.  The underlying limestone of Doolin Bay is of the same 

rock formation as the Burren, but it has little in common with the 

Burren proper.  The proposed pier will be considered more safe than 

the existing pier. 

 

Section 4 of the Manager’s Report outlines the context and the requirement for 

the facility and notes that the subject site is not located within a Natura 2000 

Site however it is within 15 kilometres of five Natura 2000 Sites.  Reports 

have been prepared in respect of the Natura 2000 Sites and concluded that the 
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proposed development will not have a significant effect on the environment or 

the adjacent Blackhead Poulsallagh Complex SAC.  It is considered therefore 

that the proposed development may proceed without undue impact on the 

Natura 2000 sites.   

 

In terms of archaeology it is noted that there is a recorded monument within 

the vicinity of the subject site.  It is noted that dives were carried out at the 

location of the proposed pier.  Recommendations pertaining to the 

archaeological testing to identify the nature and extent of any subterranean 

archaeological material are included in that report.   

 

With regard to the impact on the waves it is acknowledged that the design of 

the proposed pier is a particularly important consideration given the amenity 

value of the area in general, particularly in relation to surfing.  It is noted that 

the location and orientation of the pier has been re-evaluated from that 

originally proposed (It appears from the information on file that originally a 

100m long pier was proposed), specifically in terms of the impact on the 

surfing waves.  Two Wave Modelling Reports accompanied the plans and 

particulars submitted in relation to the proposed development.  The more 

recent report notes that the greatest changes appear to occur to the east and 

north-east of Crab Island (which are outside the general surfing areas), and to 

a lesser extent in the approach between the island and the Point.   

 

In terms of the visual impact of the area it is considered that the proposed 

development is acceptable and will not adversely impact on the visual 

amenities of the area. 

 

The Manager’s Report therefore recommended to the elected members of 

Clare County Council that the development should proceed subject to various 

conditions and mitigation measures which are set out in the report. 

 

4.2  Other Documentation on File 

 

The following documentation was also submitted by Clare County Council 

accompanying the Manager’s Report:- 

 

 Wave modelling interim report Revision A  dated November 2010 

 Wave modelling – December 2010 

 Natura Impact Statement and Appropriate Assessment screening 

prepared by Moore Group Environmental Services. 

 Amendments to Maritime Cultural Heritage Assessment prepared by 

Moore Marine Services Ltd. 

 Environmental Screening Report for a new pier at Doolin, County 

Clare.  

 

A summary of these reports a set out in the appendix to this report. 

 

Also in the same pouch are details of the various internal reports from the 

various departments of Clare County Council referred to in the Manager’s 
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Report. The Board will note that the consultants acting on behalf of Clare 

County Council have also responded to some of the issues raised in these 

internal reports and these are also set out in the pouch attached. 

 

 

Also contained in the pouch is a report on the planning submissions prepared 

by the consultants on behalf of Clare County Council in relation to the various 

submissions from the general public. Again I refer the Board to the Manager’s 

Report which is summarised above. The Manager’s Report adequately 

summarises the issues raised in the various submissions and for this reason it 

is not proposed to reiterate them in this section of the report. Where 

appropriate issues raised in the various submissions will be referred to in the 

assessment below.  

 

A Consultant’s Report is also attached addressing issues raised in the 

submissions in the various statutory consultee’s and prescribed bodies 

including the submissions from An Taisce, the DoEHLG and Failte Ireland.  

 

Pouch 1 also contains plans, elevations and cross-sections of the proposed 

works to be carried out.  

 

Pouch 2 contains submissions and acknowledgements from  

 

 Statutory consultee’s  

 The general public.  

 

The contents of these submissions have been read and noted and the main 

points contained therein have already been referred to in the Manager’s Report 

which is summarised above. I therefore do not propose to reiterate the issues 

raised in this section of the report. Where appropriate issues raised in the 

submissions by both the statutory consultee’s and the general public will be 

referred to in my assessment further on. 

 

 

5.0 APPLICANT’S SUBMISSION 

 

The West Coast Surf Club have requested under Article 120(3)(a) of the 

Planning and Development Regulations 2001 as amended to assess whether or 

not Clare County Council should prepare an Environmental Impact Statement 

for the works proposed to be undertaken.  

 

It is considered that the proposed development falls under two classes of 

development set out in Part 2, Schedule 5 of the Planning and Development 

Regulations 2001 namely  

 

2(d)  Extraction of stone, gravel, sand or clay by marine dredging (other 

than maintenance dredging) where the area involved would be greater 

than 5 hectares or in the case of fluvial dredging (other than 
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maintenance dredging) where the length of the river involved would be 

greater than 500 metres.  

 

10(e)  New or extended harbours and port installations, including fishing 

harbours, not included in Part 1 of this Schedule where the area, or 

additional area of water enclosed will be 20 hectares or more or which 

would involve the reclamation of 5 hectares or more of land, which 

would involve the construction of additional quays exceeding 500 

metres in length.  

 

The proposed development is sub-threshold and an Environmental Impact 

Statement is not mandatory. Notwithstanding this it is considered that the 

proposed development due to the nature and scale of activities and the location 

of the subject site on the foreshore including its close proximity to a number of 

designated sites would warrant the production of an EIS. The submission goes 

on to set out the site location and description and the proposed development as 

well as the background to the works proposed.  

 

It is stated that the limestone pavement which is to be blasted and excavated in 

order to facilitate the proposed new pier has distinctive clints and grikes 

characteristics similar to that found on the Burren. The site is also located in 

close proximity to the Blackhead Poulsallagh Complex Special Area of 

Conservation and proposed Natural Heritage Area.  

 

It is stated that the West Coast Surf Club do not object to the proposition of a 

new pier at Doolin however the application has not investigated the full effects 

of the proposed development as there are many and different complicated 

elements which could be severely impacted upon and the most appropriate 

method of assessing these impacts is through the preparation of an EIS.  

 

The submission goes on to outline the legislative provisions and guidance in 

relation to sub-threshold development and reference is made to Schedule 6 and 

Schedule 7 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 and the 

Environmental Impact Assessment guidance for consent Authorities regarding 

sub-threshold development prepared by the DoEHLG.  

 

Section 5 of the submission sets out the detailed grounds on which an 

Environmental Impact Statement is sought. 

 

It is stated that inadequate drawings have been submitted with the application 

including detailed sections, elevations and engineering specifications. As such 

it is not possible to provide an informed decision as to the exact scale of the 

proposed development and thus it is considered that the development is 

premature pending the submission of such information. This point has been 

acknowledged in the departmental submission of the Architects Department of 

Clare County Council. The works represent a large-scale development in a 

sensitive area adjacent to an SAC. In this regard the development could be 

considered considerable and significant. 
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The proposed development would have a significant visual impact on the area 

of Doolin Point with respect to scale, size and other visual attributes.  

 

In terms of cumulative effects the combined impact of the proposed pier and 

the new ticket office may be significant. The proposed pier at Doolin will in 

conjunction with the new pier at Innishman allow for a great deal more 

visitors and ship movements in and out of the area. These boat movements 

will travel through the SAC and proposed Natural Heritage Area. Thus the 

impact could be significant.  

 

Blasting could give rise to significant noise which can travel long distances 

under water. The impact of this has not been evaluated. The dislodged material 

from the seabed is characterised as waste and will require a waste licence or 

permit for transport and disposal. Again these impacts have not been 

investigated.  

 

The road network in the area does not have the capacity to cater for large 

increases in traffic especially Heavy Goods Vehicles. Much of the proposed 

roadway will be constructed on undisturbed Annex 1 habitat limestone 

pavement. The remainder of the road will be constructed on an unauthorised 

car park which if returned to its original condition would likewise comprise of 

limestone pavement. During the construction phase a considerable amount of 

machinery will be active in the area. Oil and fuel leakage from this machinery 

during the operation and construction works is a high possibility. The 

limestone pavement is a highly permeable surface and any contaminant would 

be immediately absorbed. The substantial increase in traffic both during the 

construction phase and operational phase will create serious nuisance for 

tourists.  

 

The risk of accidents is a significant consideration having regard to the 

location of the development within the sea. It is argued that this is dismissed 

during the EIA screening report. The potential impacts from the use of 

explosives in such close proximity to water users, ferries, surfers and alike 

have not been properly investigated.  

 

The EIA screening report with the application does not evaluate or investigate 

to any extent the existing land use. The screening report offers no assessment 

of the existing use and habitat of the area both in relation to the limestone 

pavement Priority 1 habitat above sea level and the screening report offers no 

assessment of the existing use and habitats of the area under water.  

 

There is no reference in the screening report to the current status or EU 

evaluation of the limestone pavement habitat and there is no evaluation of its 

loss. 

 

The two main natural resources in the area are habitats and surfing waves. 

Both of which are extremely vulnerable to development and change.  

 

The site is located 250 metres from Crab Island which is designated as part of 

the Blackhead Poulsallagh Complex Special Area of Conservation and the 
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proposed Natural Heritage Area. The site synopsis notes that the shoreline of 

this area has been described as some of the most interesting open coast shores 

of both Britain and Ireland. The site is also located c.1.3 kilometres from the 

cliffs of Moher which is also a designated SPA and proposed NHA. The 

proposed development involves extensive blasting and dredging in close 

proximity to these protected areas. These works could also have a significant 

impact on the environment. The blasting and dredging could also have a 

significant impact on the caves at Doolin and the species residing therein. 

 

The dredging and blasting will also have a significant impact on cetacean 

habitats along the coast (porpoises, dolphins and whales). The proposed 

blasting and dredging could also impact on other important coastal species 

including the purple sea urchin.  

 

It is unclear how much dredged rock will be utilised on site and how much 

will be transported off site. This likewise will have traffic implications.  

 

The main potential negative impacts due to construction activity include dust 

and noise, HGV traffic, disturbance to flora and fauna, storage of chemical 

and fuels, potential risk of injury to tourists and surfers.  

 

In terms of operational impacts the proposal will give rise to the permanent 

destruction of habitats of protected species, the loss of valuable limestone 

pavement, visual impact, and potential destruction of surfing waves at Doolin 

Point and Crab Island. The intensification of road traffic and the removal of a 

safe access point for surfers to surfing waves is also a significant potential 

impact.  

 

The probability of the impact will be high and the reversibility of the impact 

once carried out would be negligible.  

 

The EIA screening report submitted with the application refers to a proposed 

development which was not granted approval under (PA Ref. 10/8006). The 

report is not specific to the proposed development which was redesigned and 

altered under the current approval (Ref. 10/8010) while the alterations 

between the two applications could be described as modest it does not negate 

the requirement to submit complete accurate and up to date documents with 

the application.  

 

The tidal and sub-tidal environments were not considered in the EIA screening 

report.  

 

The Appropriate Assessment documentation contains mitigation for impacts to 

cetaceans which reinforce the fact that significant impacts on these species are 

likely.  

 

Reference is made to previous decisions by the Board where it directed a 

Planning Authority to carry out an EIS in relation to specific developments 

even though the developments in question were sub-threshold developments.  
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Reference is also made to ‘Ireland in the EIA Directive’ and notes the level of 

enforcement against Ireland in relation to the implementation of the EIA 

Directive. The European Court of Justice has noted that projects of a size 

below the threshold set by Irish legislation are nevertheless likely to have 

significant effects on the environment by virtue of their nature or location 

since they are likely to have substantial or even irreversible impacts on the 

environment.  

 

Reference is also made to the precautionary principle and that this principle 

represents a central part of EU Environmental Policy. 

 

In conclusion therefore it is considered that an EIS is necessary to ensure a 

fully informed decision is made in respect of the proposed development 

having particular regard to  

 

(a) The sensitive nature of the site in close proximity to designated sites 

(b) The likely disruption of many habitats 

(c) The possible negative impacts on aquatic ecology and  

(d) The proposed impact on cultural heritage including the impact on 

surfing at Doolin Point and Crab Island.  

 

 

6.0 RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF CLARE COUNTY COUNCIL  

 

The response submitted by Malachy Walsh and Partners Consulting Engineers 

outlines the background to the current proposal for the new pier and ancillary 

works at Doolin. An initial report dated March 2002 concluded that the 

construction of a new pier would be appropriate - approximately 100 metres 

from the existing pier. A number of reviews of the findings of this report were 

undertaken throughout the 2000s and the latest review undertaken in March 

2010 confirmed the conclusions in the original report. 

 

The following representations, alterations to the pier structure were proposed 

including shortening the pier by approximately 15 metres, re-orientating it to 

make it parallel to the existing pier and relocating the pier some 25 metres 

from the intended location. Changes were also made to the gradient of the 

revetment. 

 

It is the view of the Planning Authority that the proposed development is not 

considered to have significant effects on the environment and as a 

consequence does not require an EIA. A screening exercise undertaken for the 

development supports this view. An Appropriate Assessment of potential 

impacts on Natura 2000 sites has been undertaken.  

 

The submission goes on to address some of the specific issues raised in the 

West Coast Surf Club submission.  

 

The drawings submitted represent the fundamentals of the scheme. They give 

an adequate representation of the proposal to be built, the scale and size and 
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the pier furniture locations. These are considered sufficient for planning and 

assessment purposes. Any details which are omitted are minor.  

 

The issue of potential cumulative impact is assessed in the Appropriate 

Assessment. The potential significant impacts of the proposed pier 

development are predominantly considered to be marine in nature and are not 

considered to be cumulative with other pier development. Issues regarding the 

blasting of the rock prior to the dredging are dealt with in the Appropriate 

Assessment. Materials for the pier structure will be sourced locally where 

possible.  

 

It is intended that any production of waste will be minimised by the use of 

dredged rock in the core of the revetment.  

 

With regard to pollution and nuisance, proper construction practices and 

procedures will limit such impacts.  

 

The risk of accidents during construction is subject to a separate legislation 

and will be covered by adherence to risk assessments by practices and 

procedures laid down by such legislation.  

 

Issues relating to ecology and surfing activity have been assessed by means of 

an Appropriate Assessment and a wave study report.  

 

The limestone pavement habitat because of its location in a wave washed area 

and because of its existing use as a car park would be a poor example of this 

type of habitat.  

 

It is not the purpose of the screening report to investigate the detailed impacts 

of the construction phase but rather to highlight the potential impacts that 

could have a significant impact on the environment. The Environmental 

Management Plan in conjunction with tender documents will include measures 

to deal with impacts resulting from the project.  

 

Detailed Construction Management Plans and contractors method statements 

will address details such as drilling, blasting and hydrocarbon management.  

 

A mitigation regime for cetaceans was prepared and included in the 

Appropriate Assessment. It is not the function of the EIA screening to 

undertake such detailed assessments. Appropriate Assessment found that 

impacts on the purple sea urchin are local and that this species is considered to 

be common on the west coast of Ireland.  

 

The identification of potentially significant impacts has been examined in 

considerable detail through the Appropriate Assessment, Archaeological 

Assessment and a Wave Study. It is considered that  

 

 The proposed development will result in improvements to public safety  
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 Will not result in the permanent destruction of habitats of protected 

species in designated areas 

 And that the limestone pavement that will be lost is predominantly 

under water. Where it is terrestrial it is species poor due to the reasons 

referred to above.  

 The proposed development is not deemed to be visually intrusive. 

 The potential destruction of surf waves has been assessed by means of 

a wave study report. This concluded that impacts will be localised and 

are only likely to be significant during high tides for very long waves 

that will have a relative frequency of occurrence.  

 The pier has been moved from its original location to facilitate surfer’s 

access 

 The purpose of the development is to improve safety for ferry craft and 

other users.  

 

There are some minor adverse impacts as is the case with most civil 

engineering projects but these can be managed and mitigated.  

 

It is not considered necessary to revise the original EIA screening report in 

light of the revisions in the location, length and orientation of the proposed 

pier.  

 

Risk of accidents during construction can be dealt with through health and 

safety legislation. 

 

 

7.0 DEVELOPMENT PLAN PROVISION 

 

In section 11 of the Plan it states that it is the objective of Clare County 

 Council to  

 

(a) Facilitate the maintenance and improvement of existing ports, jetty, 

harbour, quay and pier infrastructure within the county and to 

safeguard lands within the facility from inappropriate uses that may 

compromise their long-term economic and recreational potential and 

environmental setting and  

 

(b) To safeguard lands for development in support of all marinas, piers, 

harbours, slipways to ensure safe and convenient access to water for 

the purpose of public transport industry, or sea rescue, tourism, 

agriculture and recreation.  

 

It is the objective of Clare County Council to maintain and improve the 

network of piers and harbours for which it has responsibility. To generally 

support development for new pier and harbour facilities, or the maintenance 

and/or improvement of existing facilities, subject to compliance with relevant 

objectives and development management standards within the Plan.  
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In terms of European sites Section 17.3 of the Plan seeks to  

 

(a) Afford the highest level of protection to all designated Natura 2000 

sites in accordance with the relevant Directives and legislation on such 

matters  

 

(b) Require all planning applications, within or adjacent to or with the 

potential to effect a Natura 2000 site to submit a Natura 2000 

Statement in accordance with the Habitats Directive and  

 

(c) Recognise and afford an appropriate protection to any new or modified 

SPAs or SACs that are identified during the lifetime of the Plan.  

 

 

8.0 LEGISLATION AND POLICY GUIDANCE  

 

Article 120 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 as amended 

states the following  

 

(1) Where a local authority proposes to carry out a sub-threshold 

development, and where it considers that the development would be 

likely to have significant effects on the environment, it shall prepare, or 

cause to be prepared, an EIS in respect thereof. 

 

(2) Where a local authority proposes to carry out a sub-threshold 

development on or in  

 

(a) A European site  

(b) An area the subject of a notice under Section 16(2)(b) of the 

Wildlife (Amendment) Act 2000 

(c) An area designated as a Natural Heritage Area under Section 

18 of the Wildlife Act 2000 

(d) Land established or recognised as a nature reserve  

(e) Land designated as a refuge for flora or as a refuge for fauna 

under the Wildlife Act. 

 

The local authority concerned shall decide whether the development would or 

would not be likely to have significant effects on the environment of such site, 

area or land as appropriate.  

 

(3) (a)  The Board shall, where it considers that a sub-threshold 

development proposed to be carried out by a local authority 

would be likely to have significant effects on the environment, 

require the local authority to prepare, or cause to be prepared, 

an EIS in respect thereof.  

 

(b) For the purposes of Paragraph A, the local authority shall 

provide information requested by the Board in relation to a 
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sub-threshold development proposed to be carried out by the 

local authority.  

 

(4) The local authority or Board shall, in deciding under this article 

whether a proposed development would or would not be likely to have 

significant effects on the environment, having regard to the criteria set 

out in Schedule 7. 

 

Schedule 7 sets out criteria for determining whether a development would or 

would not be likely to have significant effects on the environment and includes 

the following 

 

1. Characteristics of the proposed development  

 

The characteristics of the proposed development in particular 

 

 The size of the proposed development  

 The culmination with other proposed development 

 The use of natural resources 

 The production of waste 

 Pollution and nuisances 

 The risk of accidents having regard to the substances or technologies 

used 

 

2.  The location of the proposed development  

 

The environmental sensitivity of geographical areas likely to be effected by the 

proposed development having particular regard to  

 

 The existing land use 

 The relative abundance, quality and regenerative capacity of the 

natural resources of the area 

 The absorption capacity of the natural environment, paying particular 

regard to the following areas 

 

(a) Wetlands 

(b) Coastal zones 

(c) Mountain and forest areas 

(d) Nature reserves and parks 

(e) Areas classified and protected under legislation, including 

special protection areas designated pursuant of Directives 

79/409/EEC and 92/43/EEC 

(f) Areas in which environmental quality standards laid down in 

legislation of the EU have already been exceeded  

(g) Densely populated areas 

(h) Landscapes of historical, cultural or archaeological 

significance 
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3.  Characteristics of Potential Impacts 

 

The potential significant effects of the proposed development in relation to 

criteria set out in Paragraphs 1 and 2 above, having regard in particular to  

 

 The extent of the impact (geographical area and size of the effected 

population) 

 The trans-frontier nature of the impact 

 The magnitude and complexity of the impact 

 The probability of the impact 

 The duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact. 

 

8.1 DoEHLG Guidance for Consent Authorities Regarding Sub-Threshold 

EIA Development (August 2003) 

 

Section 3.6 of the above Guidelines states that in the case of sub-threshold 

development on sites of conservation sensitivity, the competent/consent 

authority must formally decide whether or not a project would or would not be 

likely to have significant effects on the environment. Experience and rulings 

by the European Court of Justice have shown that in certain circumstances 

small-scale projects can have significant effects on the environment. 

Considerations of “significant effects” should therefore not be determined by 

reference to size only. The nature and location of the project must also be 

taken into account. No hard and fast rules can be applied in relation to what 

constitutes “significant”. Section 5 of the Guidelines set out criteria governing 

the need for a sub-threshold EIA. The Guidelines make reference to the 

characteristics of the proposal, the environmental sensitivity of receiving areas 

and in particular SACs, SPAs and NHAs. Particular attention should be paid to 

projects which are close to national statutory thresholds.  

 

There is also a need to address the issue of culmination with other projects. 

The Guidelines also highlight the importance of evaluating the characteristics 

of the potential impacts including the extent of the impacts, any trans-frontier 

impacts and the magnitude and complexity of the impact.  

 

Section 5.39 of the Guidelines set out a checklist design to help decide 

whether or not an EIA is required. The questions are listed below. 

 

1. Will there be a large change in environmental conditions? 

2. Will new features be out of scale with the existing environment? 

3. Will the effect be particular complex? 

4. Will the effect extend over a large area? 

5. Will there be potential for trans-frontier impact? 

6. Will many people be affected? 

7. Will many receptors of other types (fauna, flora, business facilities) be 

affected? 

8. Will valuable or scarce features or resources be affected? 

9. Is there a risk that environmental standards will be breached? 

10. Is there a risk that protected sites, areas and features will be affected? 
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11. Is there a high probability of the effect occurring?  

12. Will the effect continue for a long time? 

13. Will the effect be permanent rather than temporary? 

14. Will the impact be continuous rather than intermittent? 

15. If it is intermittent will be frequent rather than rare? 

16. Will the impact be irreversible? 

17. Will it be difficult to avoid or reduce or repair or compensate for the 

effect? 

 

In relation to consultation it is stated that competent/consent authorities may 

find it useful to consult and take advice from other authorities including the 

EPA, the DoEHLG or experts such as EIA practitioners and academics etc.  

 

 

11.0 ASSESSMENT 

 

This assessment is solely concerned with the question of whether or not the 

proposed development will have a significant impact on the environment so as 

to warrant the submission of an Environmental Impact Statement in 

accordance with the provisions of Article 120(3) of the Planning and 

Development Regulations 2001 as amended. The assessment will not evaluate 

the merits of the proposal in accordance with the proper planning and 

sustainable development of the area.  

 

A key consideration in determining whether or not an EIS is required relates to 

the proximity of a number of designated Natura 2000 sites and in particular 

the Blackhead Poulsallagh Complex SAC (site code 00020). This SAC at its 

closest which incorporates parts of Crab Island is c.250 metres from the 

proposed works. The site synopsis for this designated site notes that the littoral 

and sub-littoral are interesting because of the rock type, physical exposure and 

flora and fauna communities. The shore has been described in the site synopsis 

as some of the most interesting open coastal shores of both Britain and Ireland. 

Shallow rock pools on the shore support large numbers of Mediterranean sea 

urchins. A variety of algae are also found within rock pools in the area. The 

synopsis goes on to highlight the interesting coastal cave formations, 

terrestrial habitats such as dry calcareous grasslands and sand dune formations 

associated with the area of Fanore to the north. These habitats are of less 

interest in the context of the current application. The shoreline habitats 

referred to above are particularly important in terms of any EIS Direction or 

appropriate assessment.  

 

Both the grounds of appeal and the environmental screening report which 

accompanies the Part 8 application evaluates the potential environmental 

impact on the development in accordance with the criteria set out in Schedule 

7 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 as amended. It is 

appropriate that this assessment evaluates the environmental impact under the 

same criteria.  
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1. Characteristics of the proposed development. 

 

Under this criteria regard shall be had to  

 

 The size of the proposal 

 Its cumulative impact with other developments  

 The use of natural resources 

 The production of waste  

 The potential pollution impact  

 The risk of accidents. 

 

In relation to the size of the proposed development, the proposal is 

considerably below the threshold set out in Section 2(e) of Part 2 of Schedule 

5 of the Regulations namely the extraction of stone, gravel, sand or clay by 

marine dredging where the area involved would be greater than 5 hectares. In 

the case of the current proposal the area to be dredged is estimated to be in the 

region of 3,200 square metres considerably less than the threshold set out in 

the Regulations (50,000 sq. m.). Likewise any evaluation made under Section 

10(e) of Schedule 5 would not be applicable in this instance as it is not 

proposed to build harbour walls to enclose any area but is proposed rather to 

build a pier extending out from the shoreline. The DoEHLG Guidelines 

however point out in Section 5.1 that even a small-scale project can have 

significant effects on the environment where it is located in an area of 

environmental sensitivity. This point has been highlighted in Case C-392/96 

(Commission vs. Ireland in 1999). Therefore the requirement for an EIS 

should not be ruled out purely on the modest scale of the development 

proposed in the context of the threshold set out in the Regulations.  

 

With regard to the cumulative impact with other developments, the West 

Coast Surf Club makes reference to an anticipated application for a new ticket 

office and this should be assessed cumulatively with the pier development. I 

would not accept such an argument. The provision of a ticket office is likely to 

have a negligible impact on the receiving environment. The issue of 

cumulative impact would only arise in my opinion where other marine based 

offshore projects were proposed which could result in a cumulative 

environmental impact particularly in relation to adjoining SACs.  

 

With regard to the use of natural resources, I note that the proposal involved 

blasting and dredging limestone bedrock from the seabed in order to increase 

the draft in the vicinity of the pier. While it could be argued that limestone is a 

ubiquitous resource in the context of the wider area, regard should be had to 

the fact that the limestone pavement to be excavated is listed in Annex 1 of the 

Habitats Directive (8240). This implies that the natural resources of special 

conservation value and the impact of such excavation therefore should be 

evaluated in environmental terms.  

 

With regard to the issue of the production of waste, pollution and nuisances, 

the EIS screening report merely states that the pier and revetment together 

with the road will be constructed using heavy machinery which will result in 
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some nuisance and pollution but the risk can be mitigated against by site 

controls and good practice.  

 

The nature of potential pollution problems and nuisances are not quantified or 

evaluated in any great detail in need of the Appropriate Assessment or the 

screening report.  

 

I acknowledge that the Natura Impact Statement and Appropriate Assessment 

surveyed the terrestrial and marine habitats in the vicinity of the proposed 

development. The Natura Impact Statement notes that the limestone pavement 

is listed as a priority habitat and also notes in Section 4.1 that “the main 

biotope type present in the sub-tidal environment in the IR Infra-littoral Rock 

which corresponds to the Fositt classification “exposed Infra-littoral Rock 

SR1 and corresponds with the annexed habitats – reefs (1170)”. The 

assessment therefore acknowledges that the site is of conservation value in 

accordance with the provisions set out in the Habitats Directive.  

 

The construction of the pier and access road will result in the loss of 

approximately 1,200 square metres of terrestrial habitat. The loss of marine 

habitat will be greater at almost 0.5 hectares. There is a lack of information in 

relation to the impact of the works to be carried out on the environmentally 

sensitive receiving environment. The NIS acknowledges that sediment plumes 

will arise from dredging however no information is available on the amount of 

sediment generated nor is information available by way of dispersion 

modelling as to where the sediment will be deposited. This in my view could 

be an important consideration having regard to the sensitivity of adjacent 

coastal habitats as indicated in the site synopsis for the adjoining SAC. The 

NIS or the AA does not in my view assess to an appropriate extent the 

potential impact of the proposal on the sensitive littoral habitats located in 

close proximity having particular regard to the sensitivity of those habitats.  

 

Drilling and blasting is also another important consideration in assessing the 

environmental effects. No information is provided in relation to the nature and 

frequency of blasting which will take place at the site. The blasting is likely to 

give rise to sediment plumes, vibration and noise all of which could 

significantly affect marine habitats. No details are provided in relation to the 

type and quantity of explosives to be used. Details in relation to the 

methodology to be employed in detonating the explosives are not set out (i.e. 

the nature of ramp-up procedures etc.). Situations where explosives fail to 

detonate are lost on the seabed are a significant potential pollution concern. 

Details of mitigation measures and method statements employed should be set 

out in more detail. In general I consider that there is a lack of information 

regarding the methodology to be employed in relation to the drilling, blasting 

and dredging to be carried out on site. The long list of conditions set out in the 

DoEHLG report in relation to blasting techniques attests to this lack of 

information.  

 

The construction works may also give rise to significant levels of traffic and 

heavy machinery to be transported on site. According to the figures presented 

in the Managers Report, fill and concrete associated with the revetment pier 
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and access road will amount to 20,000 cubic metres of material. The rock 

dredged from the seabed will amount to between 7,500 – 9,000 cubic metres. 

Thus over 10,000 cubic metres of material will be required to be imported on 

site. This could give rise to over 1,000 HGV trips to and from the site over the 

construction period alone. A Traffic Impact Assessment should in my opinion 

have been carried out in order to ascertain the environmental impact of such 

traffic. All trucks will, it appears, be required to pass through Doolin Village 

and over an old bridge leading to the village. A structural assessment of the 

said bridge may also be necessary in order to ensure that the bridge and 

adjoining access road are of sufficient structural integrity to cater for such 

traffic. High volumes of traffic may also have impacts on residential amenity.  

 

Another very important consideration in my view which has not been 

evaluated as part of the application relates to noise. Noise is a potential 

nuisance which could have a material effect on receptors both under water and 

along the coastal area. The construction of the pier and revetment will 

undoubtedly give rise to significant noise levels with the use of heavy 

machinery and the moving of rock etc. during the construction phase. There 

are a number of noise sensitive receptors in the vicinity including a residential 

dwelling and a campsite. Underground noise through construction, piling, 

drilling, blasting and dredging is also likely to have a significant impact on 

cetaceans and other marine species which frequent the area. Academic 

research is indicated that there is a growing body of evidence which concerns 

that intense sound produced human generated noise in the marine environment 

can induce a wide range of adverse effects on marine mammals. For this 

reason it is considered that a noise impact assessment should be carried out as 

part of the proposal. I do acknowledge that ascertaining the potential impact 

on underwater receptors would be difficult. Noise however is likely to be an 

issue in the case of terrestrial receptors. 

 

Another issue not addressed in the environmental screening arises from the 

long-term maintenance of the dredged area. The excavation and dredging of 

the area adjacent to the pier will result in a depression within the cove. Coastal 

processes are likely to result in sedimentation building up within the dredged 

area, which may require more frequent dredging. This could give rise to on-

going sediment plumes and noise within the bay which could impact on 

protected species and designated coastal areas at the adjacent SAC during the 

operational as well as the construction period. The environmental impact of 

long-term dredging adjacent to the pier should also be assessed.  

 

In terms of accidents, there is a possibility of accidents due to the presence of 

explosives to be used in the development. Again a Health and Safety 

Audit/method statement for handling the explosives on site should be included 

in any environmental appraisal in relation to the development. I would 

consider the further details are required in relation to the nature, amount, 

transportation and storage of any explosives to be used during the construction 

processes as part of the development.  
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2. The location of the proposed development  

 

Criteria to be used in the assessment under this section includes 

 

 The environmental sensitivity of the geographical area likely to 

 be effected by the proposed development having particular 

 regard to  

 

 Existing land use 

 The relative abundance, quality and regenerative  

  capacity of the natural resource in the area 

 The absorption capacity of the natural environment  

  paying particular attention in the case of the current 

  application to - coastal zones. 

 

In terms of the existing land use, the screening report concludes that the new 

access road and pier will be located on a limestone pavement and there is no 

material of cultural or archaeological significance located in this area. The 

lands in question do not accommodate a formal land use at present with the 

exception of the initial section of the proposed access road which 

accommodates a ticket office and car parking (which is unauthorised 

according to the West Coast Surf Club submission). I would reiterate however 

that the lands in question are classified as Priority 1 habitats under the EU 

Habitats Directive. Having regard to this classification, any proposal which 

affects the status of this priority habitat should evaluate in detail the 

environmental impact on the priority habitat. For example any environmental 

assessment should identify the national status of this priority habitat limestone 

pavement.  

 

With regard to the relative abundance, quality and regenerative capacity of the 

natural resources of the area, it is noted that the proposed development is 

permanent and irreversible. It is evident from the various submissions on file 

that the area offers unique recreational attributes for surfers and concerns are 

expressed that the proposed pier will adversely affect the surf thus impacting 

on the socioeconomic and recreational potential of the area. A wave modelling 

report was submitted with the proposal which concludes that the development 

is unlikely to have a significant impact on wave formation in the area. These 

conclusions are disputed in the submissions on file. Reports on file by ASR 

Marine Consulting and Research and from Dr. Martin White of the 

Department of Earth and Social Sciences of NUA Galway suggest that the 

works carried out could well impact on the surf around Crab Island and within 

the cove. I note that the conclusions reached in the wave modelling report 

(December 2010) is far from unequivocal stating that “the modelling of the 

interim report (see Appendix 1) indicated that by moving the pier away from 

the location of the original planning proposal and shortening the pier length 

tends on average (my emphasis) to reduce the potential impact on the surf-

ways”. In my view further investigation is required to ascertain the effect of 

any pier construction on the surf within the cove and Crab Island. As already 

stated the impact on the surf could have significant recreational and 
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socioeconomic impacts on the wider community and this needs to be 

evaluated in more detail.  

 

With regard to the absorption capacity of the natural environment particularly 

in relation to coastal zones, I have already referred to the environmental 

sensitivity of the surrounding coastal area and in particular the proximity of 

the Blackhead Poulsallagh Complex SAC. It is my opinion that neither the 

Appropriate Assessment nor the Natura Impact Statement appropriately 

evaluates the impact of the proposal, in particular the impact of the works 

which would include pile driving, blasting, drilling and dredging. The analysis 

carried out made no reference to the sensitivity of the coastal reef habitats to 

changes in sediment loads that may be present in the water. For example 

shallow rock pools within coastal areas and the sea urchins and algal growth 

within these rock pools could be affected by changes in water quality and also 

changes in sunlight penetration due to increased suspended solids within the 

water. The NIS and AA does not adequately address the issue of marine 

currents transporting the silt to such sensitive areas within the SAC and 

elsewhere.  

 

3. Characteristics of the potential impacts  

 

The potential significant effects of the proposed development having 

particular regard to 

 

 The extent of the impact (geographical area and size of the effected 

population) 

 Trans-frontier nature of the impact  

 The magnitude and complexity of the impact  

 The probability of the impact  

 The duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact  

 

With regard to the extent of the impact, while the development may be 

significantly below the development threshold for which an EIS is mandatory 

it is difficult to ascertain the extent of the impact as no proper dispersion 

modelling has been undertaken to evaluate whether or not the proposed 

development could impact on the littoral areas along the coast including that 

part of the coast which lies within the SAC. Likewise without an Appropriate 

Assessment, it is difficult to ascertain the extent of which noise, traffic and 

other potential nuisances associated with the development could impact on 

surrounding amenities. In terms of the affected population any change in the 

wave dynamics resulting from the proposed development could significantly 

impact on an important surfing area which, according to the submissions on 

file, which is of a significant recreational potential for surfers nationwide. 

Again it is my opinion that the impact of these aspects of the proposed 

development should be explored in more detail.  

 

There will be no trans-frontier impact resulting from the proposed 

development.  
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With regard to the magnitude and complexity of the impact the 

magnitude/extent of the impact has been commented upon above. The impact 

of the development is likely to be of a complex nature as the potential impact 

relies on coastal processes including wave dynamics, currents, tides and water 

dispersion modelling. The nature of the impacts therefore is not easily defined 

and would require additional investigations in my view.  

 

It is difficult to comment at this stage in relation to the probability of the 

impact. Again this depends on more detailed and robust investigations as to 

how the proposed works could impact on surrounding amenity and sensitive 

habitats.  

 

Finally in relation to the duration, frequency and reversibility of the impact the 

proposed development will result in a permanent structure which could have a 

long-term effect on the tidal/wave dynamics of the surrounding area. With 

regard to the frequency of the impact again the most likely significant impact 

will take place during the initial construction works however if dredging of the 

channel is required on an intermittent basis this could likewise give rise to 

sedimentation and noise problems over the longer term. Given the permanent 

nature of the structure it is considered that the impact of the proposed 

development will not be reversible.  

 

 

12.0 CONCLUSION 

 

Arising from my assessment above I consider that a full Environmental Impact 

Statement is warranted in this instance. Of particular concern in my view is the 

fact that the works are located in close proximity to a designated SAC and are 

also to affect an area of limestone pavement which is designated as an Annex 

1 priority habitat in the Habitats Directive.  

 

The Board will be aware from European Cast Law including the Waddenzee 

Judgement (Case C-127/02) exercises the importance of the precautionary 

principle in that there is an onus on the consent authority to satisfy itself based 

on objective scientific assessment that there is no reasonable scientific doubt 

that the proposal will not adversely affect the integrity of a designated site. 

Authorisation can be granted only when the consent authority is convinced 

beyond reasonable scientific doubt that a proposal will not adversely affect the 

integrity of a designated site unless there are imperative reasons of overriding 

the public interest. I consider that the consent authority in this instance (either 

Clare County Council or An Bord Pleanála) could only conclude that the 

proposed development would or would not adversely impact on the integrity 

of a designated European site and impact on a priority habitat through a more 

robust investigation of the environmental impacts of the proposed 

development. For this reason I would recommend that the Board direct Clare 

County Council to prepare a full Environmental Impact Statement for the 

proposed development of a new access road, pier revetment together with 

blasting and dredging of the seabed at Doolin, County Clare. 

 

I therefore recommend that the Board issue the following decision. 
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13.0 DECISION 

 

Direct the local authority to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement in 

respect of the said development based on the reasons and considerations set 

out below.  

 

 

REASONS AND CONSIDERATIONS 

 

Having considered the submissions made to it, together with the guidance set 

out in Schedule 7 of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 as 

amended and having particular regard to the close proximity of the Blackhead 

– Poulsallagh Complex SAC and the presence of limestone pavement, a 

priority habitat as listed in the Habitats Directive, it is considered that the 

proposed development may be likely to have significant effects on the 

environment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________ 

 

Paul Caprani 

Senior Planning Inspector 

 

1
st
 September 2011 
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Appendix 

 

Summary of Environmental Reports Prepared on behalf of Clare Co 

Council 

 

 Environmental Screening Report 

 

This report was prepared by Malachy Walsh and Partners.The purpose of the 

report was to assist the development authority in forming an opinion as to 

whether or not the proposed new pier should be the subject of an 

Environmental Impact Assessment and if so whether or not an Environmental 

Impact Statement should be prepared. It notes that the proposed scheme does 

not fall within the mandatory requirement for an EIA and thus constitutes a 

sub-threshold development.  

 

In terms of cumulative impacts it is stated that given the coastal location of the 

pier and the policy of maintaining the nature of the area as is, it is clear that no 

other significant plan developments of scale adjacent to the pier or the 

approach road or planned. Consequently the cumulative effect is not an issue. 

There is no evidence to suggest that the proposal will result in a detrimental 

impact to the natural resources of the area. Desktop studies and other reports 

do not indicate significant loss of protected plant or animal species. The 

removal of soils and sub-soils are not considered particularly significant as the 

area mainly comprises of limestone rock pavement.  

 

There is unlikely to be any significant volumes of waste generated by the 

proposed development. The majority of surplus inert materials were removed 

during the construction will be used in the pier and the revetment construction.  

 

In terms of pollutions and nuisances it is stated that the pier revetment and 

road will be constructed using heavy machinery. There is some risk of 

nuisance and pollution during the works but this risk can be mitigated against 

by on site controls and good practice.  

 

The risk of accidents associated with the development would not cause 

unusual significant or adverse effects which would in themselves require an 

EIA.  

 

A terrestrial archaeological assessment of the area was undertaken by Moore 

Marine Services Ltd. and it concluded that there was no material of cultural 

heritage significance at or near the site. The same consultants undertook an 

ecological impact assessment for the proposed site. The report dealt with 

terrestrial ecological aspects and the aquatic ecology assessment is currently in 

progress according to the screening document. Both the terrestrial and aquatic 

reports would inform an Appropriate Assessment screening on a statement for 

Appropriate Assessment as required under the Habitats Directive. A copy of 

the interim ecological assessment report is included in Appendix 3 of the 

screening report. The proposed site is mainly comprised of limestone 

pavement interspersed with some soils and vegetation which is accumulated 

within the crevices and depressions in the rocky outcropping. This habitat is 
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typical of a coastal zone in the berm. There is an abundance of this habitat in 

the area and the footprint of the proposed development will not significantly 

impact on the integrity of the main habitats at this location. The natural 

environment has the absorption capacity to accommodate the development 

proposed. The proposed development will not have a significant impact on the 

nearby SAC, SPA or NHA. Noise and siltation during works will be localised 

temporary and minor in nature. 

 

The extent of the impact in terms of the geographical area and the size of the 

effected population are not deemed to be large (145 x 38 metres). In terms of 

the magnitude and complexity of impact, it is stated that the primary impact of 

the proposed development will occur during the construction phase which will 

be short-term and temporary. The pier structure and revetments will not 

change the hydrodynamics of the area except for localised impact adjacent to 

the base of the structure. It is considered that the probability of potential 

impacts would be likely in a number of instances. There will be a positive 

permanent impact in terms of the provision of a new safer pier with improved 

berthage for ferry operators and the users of ferries.  

 

In terms of assessment findings it is noted that nowhere protected species were 

encountered or identified on the site. It is stated that the works will be short-

term and temporary impacts associated with the construction phase can be 

managed and mitigation measures can be incorporated into the construction 

plan for the works. Table 1 in Appendix 3 gives an overview of the potential 

environmental impacts. It is recommended that an environmental report be 

prepared as part of the planning application process and that adequate 

consultation is undertaken with relevant environmental bodies and 

stakeholders generally. In the event that planning is secured an Environmental 

Management Plan should form part of the contract documents for the 

construction phase to ensure that positive mitigation is put in place along with 

strict controls during the duration of the works. Also attached to the 

Environmental Screening Report is a preliminary Cultural Heritage 

Assessment. It involved a site walkover on 16
th

 May 2010. It is noted that the 

area in the vicinity of the proposed harbour development has a rich and varied 

history which was intrinsically influenced by the surrounding streetscape. And 

there are a number of monuments in the area dating back as far as prehistoric 

times. The site walkover did not record any material of cultural heritage 

significance at or near the subject site. Thus it is considered that the proposed 

development would have a low archaeological impact.  

 

Appendix 3 addresses the terrestrial ecological aspects of the environment and 

forms part of an overall Ecological Impact Assessment. A Habitat Survey was 

carried out in April 2010. It notes that the terrestrial environment under the 

footprint of the proposed development is comprised of four main habitat types.  

 

BL3 – Buildings and artificial surfaces 

 

GS2 – Grassy verges  

 

ER2 – Wave swept limestone 
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The limestone pavement then grades into the splash zone of the exposed upper 

rocky shore which would be addressed under Marine Ecology Section.  

 

In terms of site evaluation it is stated that the predominant habitat on site is 

exposed rock in the form of limestone pavement. The pavement under the 

footprint of the proposed development is highly exposed to wind and wave 

action and narrow crevices in the rock provide shelter for thrift and sea 

spurrey. This habitat is not uncommon on the coastal zone of the berm. 

Terrestrial habitats are not designated for nature conservation nor do they 

contain any rare or protected species.  

 

 Natura Impact Statement and Appropriate Assessment Screening 

 

This report was received from Clare County Council Planning Section on 23
rd

 

December 2010 and was prepared by Moore Group Environmental Services. 

The Natura Impact Statement has been complied in order to aid the Planning 

Authority with the Appropriate Assessment process and the requirement for 

Appropriate Assessment screening. An Appropriate Assessment Screening 

Report is presented in Appendix 1. 

 

The method of assessment involved a desktop review and a site visit together 

with an intertidal survey. Surveys of the seabed were undertaken and the 

ground investigations are set out in Appendix 3 which indicate that the rock 

for the most part is solid and as overlaying by a thin layer of weathered rock, 

cobbles and boulders. The existing environment both in terms of terrestrial and 

marine habitats are set out in Section 3 of the report. Details of the marine 

mammals which frequent the area are also set out in Section 3.1.3 of the 

assessment.  

 

In terms of impacts during the construction phase it is stated that in the case of 

terrestrial habitats there would be a loss of a relatively small area of terrestrial 

habitat comprising of wind and wave washed limestone pavement. Having 

regard to the Natura Scheme for evaluating ecological sites this would 

constitute a moderate negative impact on a local scale.  

 

In terms of marine habitats it is stated that during construction the principle 

concern relates to potential impacts on coastal processes due to sediment 

plumes during dredging. There would be very little material finer than course 

sand in the dredge arising’s. The volumes of this material and the proposed 

dredging are expected to be very small and will be dispersed over a very large 

area. The area of marine habitat lost is estimated to be 1.25 hectares under the 

footprint of the pier and the associated revetment. Overall there would be a 

moderate negative impact on the local scale on the marine flora and fauna. 

There would be no significant impact on the adjacent Blackhead Poulsallagh 

Complex SAC. Impacts on cetaceans from the proposed development are 

likely to be acoustic in nature and due consideration should be taken of any 

sound pressure waves created. There would be potential impact on seals 

foraging in the immediate area of the development during rock piling or 
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blasting however there will be no impact on the seals at or within the Galway 

Bay complex SAC.  

 

In terms of tidal currents it is stated that as tidal currents in the vicinity of the 

proposed pier are small and as the area seawards towards Crab Island is wide 

and deeper it is not expected that the pier will have any significant impact on 

tidal currents except within its immediate vicinity. The impacts will be 

localised.  

 

In terms of wave action it is stated that the pier may cause an increase in wave 

action immediately south-west of the pier and a decrease in its lee for waves 

from the south to west sector. There will be little impact on wave conditions 

for waves from the north or west.  

 

In terms of sediment transport there may be some slight increase deposition of 

material in the lee of the pier and a slight reorientation of the existing beach. 

Immediately south-west of the pier the potential increase in wave height may 

increase the movement and potential removal of loose sediment in this area. 

However such effects are not considered to be significant.  

 

Given the determination of the Consultant Engineers that there would be no 

significant sediment event during the construction phase of the proposed pier 

and that there would be no significant change in the coastal processes during 

the operational phase of the proposed development it is considered that there 

would be no significant impact on the adjacent Blackhead Poulsallagh 

Complex SAC or on any of the Natura 2000 sites within 15 kilometres of the 

pier development. An Appropriate Assessment screening report is included in 

the Appendix.  

 

 

 Further Cultural Heritage Assessment Report 

 

An amendment to the maritime Cultural Heritage Assessment was prepared by 

Moore Marine Services Ltd. dated December 2010. A Desktop  

Assessment for the proposed development included that RMP CL008A006 

which is described as a “habitation site” may exist on site. The field survey did 

not record any visible evidence of this feature however there is a possibility 

that subterranean deposits may still remain under the narrow clay covered 

rocks and crevices in the area. Nothing of archaeological significance was 

recorded in the intertidal area.  

 

 

8.0 Wave Modelling Report 

 

Two Wave Modelling Reports are contained on file. The Wave Modelling 

Interim Report Revision A dated November 2010 and the Wave Modelling 

Report dated December 2010. The latter, according to the Managers Report, is 

the more up to date assessment. It states that a meeting was held with 

representatives of the surfing community where it was agreed that Clare 

County Council would undertake numerical wave modelling to assess the 
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potential impacts of the proposed structure on wave action. The bathymetry 

used in the modelling for this report is that obtained for the 2002 Study 

supplemented by additional data obtained in 2010. There are gaps in the 

bathymetry immediately off Crab Island at the point because of the wave 

conditions in these areas during the survey period.  

 

Models were undertaken for  

 

 The existing situation 

 The pier with a berthing face of 100 metres  

 And the development of a pier of 85 metres proposed under the current 

development. 

 

The significant wave height and the wave driven current plots were used to 

inform the assessment. The significant wave height plots indicate that there is 

very little impact on the surf waves at mean low water spring levels. At higher 

water levels changes were noted. However for the most part changes were 

slight particularly in the areas of greatest interest such as on the wave 

approaches to Crab Island and the Point. Changes are greatest for the longest 

wave period examined 18 seconds at the mean high water spring level. For this 

case there may a significant impact on the surf waves on the approach to the 

Point. For the other cases examined and at the lower water levels while 

changes were evident they are unlikely to be significant. Overall the greatest 

changes appear to occur to the east and north-east of Crab Island which are 

outside the general surfing areas and to a lesser extent in the approach between 

the Island and the Point.  
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XXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
XXXXXXXXXXXX 
 

01 November 2011        ref: pb/14378
       
 

Re:  Proposed Construction of a new access road, pier and revetment at Doolin Co Clare.  

 
Dear XXXXXXXX, 
 
Malachy Walsh & Partners have been commissioned by Clare County Council to undertake an 

environmental impact assessment (EIA) and prepare a subsequent environmental impact statement (EIS) 

relating to plans for the proposed construction of a new access road, pier and revetment at Doolin Co 

Clare. A recent planning application for a new pier was appealed to An Bord Pleanála (ABP) and 

arising from that appeal and following a decision by ABP a full EIA is now being undertaken on 

the proposed works. Details of the proposed project are attached. 

 

I am consulting with you on this project as it may be of interest or concern to your organisation.  While 

there will be the opportunity to make comments and/or a submission on the proposed development as 

part of the planning process, if there is any key issue which you consider should be addressed in the 

EIA/EIS we would welcome your input at this stage.  Should you require further information or wish to 

discuss the development we would be glad of the opportunity to facilitate you.   Please contact Peter 

Barry at (066) 7123404.  

 
Kind Regards 

 
Peter Barry, 
Environmental Consultant 

_________________________ 
Malachy Walsh and Partners 
Consulting Engineers 
Reen Point, Blennerville, 
Tralee, Co. Kerry  
Tel: 066 7123404 
Fax: 066 7126586 
peter.barry@mwp.ie 
http://www.mwp.ie 

_____________________ 

mailto:peter.barry@mwp.ie
http://www.mwp.ie/
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1 Introduction 
 

Malachy Walsh and Partners have been commissioned by Clare County Council to undertake an 

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of the proposed construction of a new access road, pier, 

sea wall and revetment and associated dredging and blasting at Doolin Co Clare.  

 

Clare County Council have been investigating the construction of a new pier in Doolin since 

2001. Since then several reviews of potential options have been carried out. Public consultation 

was also undertaken as part of this review process so you are already likely to be very familiar 

with the project. A recent planning application for a new pier was appealed to An Bord Pleanála 

and arising from that appeal and following a decision by ABP a full EIA is now being undertaken 

on the proposed works. Consultation is an integral part of the EIA process and once more your 

input is requested should you have any issues or concerns you think should be incuded. 

 

Various options are being re-visited in the vicinity of the existing pier at present. All submissions 

received will be considered as part of the iterative EIA process to ultimately arrive with an 

option that minimises impact to the natural and human environment. The preferred pier option 

(chosen as the candidate likely to have the least environmental impact) will be selected 

following the public open day by which time a detailed review of all pier options will have taken 

place. A robust EIA will be carried out on the preferred option and the findings will be presented 

in an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) that will accompany the planning application.  The 

open day is likely to take place sometime in December or early in the New Year.  

 

To assist with any submission you may wish to make please find below an outline of the 

proposed redevelopment works.  
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2 Nature and extent of the proposed development and the principle features 
 

2.1 Existing Pier 

The existing pier was constructed in the 20th century and it is presently used by a number of 

commercial ferry operators, fishermen, leisure crafts, and Doolin Coast Guard.  

2.2 Proposed New Pier  

From the proposed road, a new pier structure is proposed. Different pier options are currently 

under investigation.  In order to protect the pier the development is likely to include: 

 

o A high sea wall. The sea wall protects against over-topping by large waves. 

 

o A protective armoured revetment. A revetment is a facing of stone, concrete 

units or slabs, etc., built to protect a seawall against erosion by wave action, 

storm surge and currents. The primary amour of the revetment will most likely 

consist of concrete amour units on layers of under lying rock which will be laid 

on a core of material obtained from the dredging of the approach channel.  

2.3 Proposed Access Road 

An access roadway is proposed with an average width of 6 meters. A footpath of 1.8 meters in 

width will bound one side of the proposed road. The road and footpath will be approximately 

0.5 meters above the top of the existing rock surface (level of existing rock surface is 8.05m, 

finished road level of the proposed road / footpath is 8.5m) and will be protected on both sides 

by a reinforced concrete wall  of 0.5 meters – 1 meter in height. 

2.4 Construction  

An estimated 9-12 months construction period is envisaged. Works will commence on the 

access road first, followed by dredging, followed by construction of the actual pier and finally 

revetment.  

 

The dredging will take place by loosening of the sea bed by drilling and blasting. The seabed in 

this area is rock, and it is proposed that the dredged material will be used in the core of the 

revetment that protects the pier and part within the pier itself. The dredged area will extend a 

minimum of 25m landwards of the head of the proposed pier along the berthing face.  It is likely 

that the dredged area will extend the full length of the pier. 
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Figure 1 Site Location and Study Area 
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Figure 2  Location of Existing Pier and Nearest Designations 

 

























 

  

 

5
th

 December 2011 

 

Your Ref: pb/14378 

Our Ref:  DAU-2011-CL-CON-G Pre00160/2011 
 

 

Mr. Peter Barry, 

Malachy Walsh and Partners, 

Reen Point, 

Blennerville, 

Tralee, 

Co. Kerry 

 

 

 

Re: EIA/EIS for Proposed construction of a new access road, pier and revetment at 

Doolin, Co. Clare 
 

 

A Chara, 

 

I refer to your recent correspondence. Outlined below are the archaeological heritage 

observations with respect to the above-proposed development application. 

 

It is noted that the proposed development is within the zone of archaeological potential around 

monument number CL008A006, in the Sites and Monument Record for County Clare. 

 

We note the archaeological assessment report submitted with your application and its 

recommendations relating to mitigation of archaeological material on the development site.  This 

division has further unpublished information relating to archaeological finds within the bounds of 

the development site and related to SMR CL008A006.  Although the monumental features of the 

site are no longer visible above ground it is clear from the excavation results and from an inspection 

by this department in 2010 that archaeological material was present at the site and its surrounds.   

 

Given the scale and location of the proposed development, it appears that it will impact directly on 

the sub-surface archaeological remains of the monument during the construction phases that involve 

ground disturbance. 

 

It is our recommendation that further archaeological investigation, as described below, should be 

carried out on archaeological remains in the area where development is proposed to take place. It is 

our recommendation that the following recommendations to the undertaking of an archaeological 

excavation and monitoring be included in any archaeological assessment.   

 

 

 



Archaeological Resolution should be carried out as follows; 
 

1. The applicant should engage the services of a suitably qualified archaeologist to carry out a full 

archaeological excavation of Recorded Monument CL008A006, the monument lying within the 

bounds of the development site. More detailed location information and background information on 

recent finds may be acquired from the National Monument Service before proceeding.  No sub-

surface work relating to the development should be undertaken in proximity to the recorded 

monument without  providing at least two months written notification to the National Monuments 

Service.   

 

2. The archaeologist should carry out a programme of archaeological excavation at the site. This 

includes full resolution of the surviving archaeological material at monument CL008A006.  In 

tandem with the full excavation a programme of test excavation should be undertaken at relevant 

locations in order to determine the full extent of the archaeological material.  This work should be 

licensed under the National Monuments Acts 1930-2004, having consulted the site drawings and the 

National Monuments Service of this Department. 

 

3. The remainder of the development works should be archaeologically monitored. 

 

4. Having completed the work, the archaeologist should submit a written report to the Planning 

Authority and to the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht. Where archaeological 

material/features are shown to be present, preservation in situ, preservation by record (excavation) 

or monitoring may be required.  The final mitigation of archaeological material should be decided 

in consultation with the National Monuments Service of this department. 

 

Reason: To ensure the continued preservation (either in situ or by record) of places, caves, sites, 

features or other objects of archaeological interest. 

 

 

Architectural heritage observations/recommendations, if any, will follow in due course. 

 

Kindly forward any further information to the following address: 

 

The Manager, 

Development Applications Unit, 

Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht,  

Newtown Road, 

Wexford 

 

Alternatively, documentation associated with the above can be referred electronically to the 

DAU at the following address: 

 

manager.dau@ahg.gov.ie   

 

Finally, the above observations and recommendations are based on the papers submitted to this 

Department on a pre-planning basis and are made without prejudice to any observations the 

Minister may make in the context of any consultation arising on foot of any development 

application referred to the Minister, by the planning authority, in his role as statutory consultee 

under the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended. 

 

Is mise le meas, 

 



 

 

 

 

Yvonne Nolan, 

Development Applications Unit 

Tel: (053) 911 7382 

E-mail: yvonne.nolan@ahg.gov.ie 
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Your Ref: pb/14378 

Our Ref:  DAU-2011-CL-CON-G Pre00160/2011 
 

 

Mr. Peter Barry, 

Malachy Walsh and Partners, 

Reen Point,  

Blennerville,  

Tralee,  

Co. Kerry 

 

 

Re: EIA/EIS for Proposed construction of a new access road, pier and revetment at 

Doolin, Co. Clare 

 

A Chara, 

 

I refer to your recent correspondence. Outlined below are the natural heritage observations with 

respect to the above-proposed development application. 

 

Terrestrial Ecology 

General 

In preparing the EIS, the following EPA guidance should be followed: 

Guidelines on Information to be Contained in Environmental Impact Statements (2002) 

Advice Notes on Current Practice (on the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements) 

(2003) 

 

The ecology/flora/fauna section of the EIS should provide a full assessment of the likely 

ecological effects of all parts of the proposed development at site preparation, construction and 

operation stages.  

 

The assessment should inform the planning and design of the project, and the details of any 

mitigation measures necessary. In line with the COST 341 guidelines
1
, “project planning and 

design should aim to avoid ecological damage first and foremost, especially for protected or 

sensitive habitats and/or species, before employing mitigation techniques. Compensatory 

measures should only be employed as a last resort where avoidance is impractical, and the 

mitigation measures are considered insufficient”. 

 

Nature conservation sites 

                                                           
1 Trocmé, M. ed. (2002) COST 341. Habitat Fragmentation Due to Transport Infrastructure: The European Review. European 
Commission, Brussels. 



The NPWS website should be checked for details of any nature conservation sites in the area, 

including current site boundaries, site conservation interests and draft conservation objectives. 

Black Head-Poulsallagh Complex cSAC (site code 000020) is located approximately 150m from 

the proposed pier. Please note that the marine part of the SAC appears to be missing from Figure 

2 in the ‘Preliminary Project Details’ report.  

 

EIS 

The ecology/flora/fauna section of the EIS should include survey, description, characterisation 

and evaluation of the following: 

� Habitats of the receiving environment, including a habitat map of the site and surrounds with 

the footprint and all works areas of the development overlain. A standard scheme such as 

Fossitt
2
 (2000) should be used for habitat nomenclature, except in the case of any EU 

Habitats Directive Annex I habitats which should be clearly mapped, described and 

evaluated, including in terms of the vegetation communities, flora and fauna they support; 

 

� Flora of the receiving environment, including any rare or protected plants; 

 

� Fauna of the receiving environment, including mammals, birds and invertebrates that use the 

site or surrounding areas. In the case of birds, there should be particular emphasis on Annex I 

(Birds Directive) and any other rare
3
 species. 

 

Sufficient information should be supplied to determine potential effects on: 

� Species of flora and fauna that are strictly protected under the Wildlife Acts, 1976-2000, and 

the European Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations, 2011. See NPWS 

Circular Letter 2/07 (available from www.npws.ie); 

 

� ‘Protected species and natural habitats’, as defined in the European Liability Directive 

(2004/35/EC) and European Communities (Environmental Liability) Regulations, 2008, 

including: 

o Birds Directive – Annex I species and other regularly occurring migratory species, 

and their habitats (wherever they occur); 

o Habitats Directive – Annex I habitats, Annex II species and their habitats, and Annex 

IV species and their breeding sites and resting places (wherever they occur); 

 

� Stepping stones and ecological corridors covered by Article 10 of the Habitats Directive; 

 

� Other habitats and species of ecological value in a national or local context. 

 

The receiving environment should be defined to include all areas that are likely to be impacted 

directly, indirectly or cumulatively by the proposed development and associated activities, and 

should include road access; site access; site clearance; works areas; development footprint 

(including temporary traffic management measures or diversions); construction methods; on-site 

manufacturing facilities; machinery involved; abnormal loads and haul routes; storage and 

disposal sites; emissions; water management; water supply; landscaping or reinstatement; 

lighting.  

 

Mitigation measures should be set out as necessary to ensure that negative impacts are avoided, 

reduced or ameliorated.  

 

                                                           
2 Fossitt, J.A. (2000). A guide to habitats in Ireland. Heritage Council, Kilkenny.  
3 To include red or amber listed species in the current list of Birds of Conservation Concern in Ireland 



Please note that intrusive site or ground investigation works in nature conservation sites may 

require a consent such as planning permission, foreshore licence or the consent of the Minister of 

Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, if undertaken in advance of the main project consent. 

 

 

Marine Ecology 

The proposed development would be adjacent to Black Head- Poulsallagh Complex cSAC (Site 

Code: IE000020). This site is designated for the marine habitat type Reefs under Council 

Directive 92/43/EC. It is noted that previous documents circulated on behalf of the applicant may 

already contain a substantial element of the information sought by this Department. The 

following should be noted by the applicant/consultant when furnishing information related to this 

proposed development:  

 

Article 6(3) of Council Directive 92/43/EC states that “Any plan or project not directly 

connected with or necessary to the management of the [Natura] site but likely to have a 

significant effect thereon, either individually or in combination with other plans or projects, shall 

be subject to appropriate assessment of its implications for the site in view of the site's 

conservation objectives”.  

 

Guidance on this process can be found within “Assessment of plans and projects significantly 

affecting Natura 2000 sites: Methodological guidance on the provisions of Article 6(3) and (4) of 

the Habitats Directive 92/43/EEC” published by the European Commission in 2001. A recent 

document entitled “Appropriate Assessment of Plans and Projects in Ireland: Guidance for 

Planning Authorities” published by the Department of the Environment, Heritage & Local 

Government is available to download on: 

http://www.npws.ie/protectedsites/appropriateassessment/  

 

It must be noted that all cetaceans are listed under Annex IV (including those in Annex II) of 

Council Directive 92/43/EEC.  Accordingly, under Section 51 of the European Communities 

(Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011, S.I. No. 477 of 2011, it is an offence to 

deliberately capture, disturb or kill a cetacean or take actions that result in deterioration or 

destruction of their breeding sites or resting places.  Furthermore, all marine mammals are 

protected wild animals under the Fifth Schedule of the Wildlife Act (39 of 1976) and 

Amendment.  Under section 23 (as amended in 2000), it is an offence to wilfully interfere with 

or destroy the breeding place or resting place of any protected wild animal. Introduction of 

certain sound sources into the marine environment, as may result from construction or survey 

activities over the foreshore, have the potential to cause injury and possibly mortality in these 

species.  

 

In order for this proposed development to be assessed, the environmental implications for the 

development within the foreshore must be integrated into the Environmental Impact 

Statement/Assessment. To this end, the applicant should ensure that the following information is 

generated: 

 

1. Full description of proposed operation/activity 

• A full description of the proposed construction and operational methodology.  

• Are there similar operations/activities already in the locality? Would the proposed works 

act in conjunction with any existing developments? 

• The facilities to be put in place to cope with waste generated during construction and 

operation of the proposed facility should be detailed. 

• A copy of the pollution contingency plan for construction and operation of the proposed 

plan. 



 

2. Baseline description of relevant environment 

• The projected area of impact, both directly and indirectly (as may occur from changes in 

the hydrodynamic environment), from the proposed development should be detailed to 

include whether this would interact with the adjacent Natura site and its Qualifying 

Interest habitats. 

 

In order to Screen for potential interaction with marine mammals the following must be 

provided: 

 

3. A risk assessment must be completed designed to gauge the potential for impact from the 

likely construction/operation (e.g. dredging or potentially blasting) of the proposed development 

and disturbance to Annex IV species (cetaceans) or Fifth Schedule species (cetaceans and seals). 

If disturbance is likely then suitable mitigation must be proposed.  

 

 

Archaeological and architectural heritage observations/recommendations, if any, will follow in 

due course. 

 

Kindly forward any further information to the following address: 

 

The Manager, 

Development Applications Unit, 

Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht,  

Newtown Road, 

Wexford 

 

Alternatively, documentation associated with the above can be referred electronically to the 

DAU at the following address: 

 

manager.dau@ahg.gov.ie   
 

Finally, the above observations and recommendations are based on the papers submitted to this 

Department on a pre-planning basis and are made without prejudice to any observations the 

Minister may make in the context of any consultation arising on foot of any development 

application referred to the Minister, by the planning authority, in his role as statutory consultee 

under the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended. 

 

Is mise le meas, 

 

 

 

 

 

Yvonne Nolan, 

Development Applications Unit 

Tel: (053) 911 7382 

E-mail: yvonne.nolan@ahg.gov.ie 
 

 



 
 

West Coast Surf Club    Irish Surfing Association 
c/o Lahinch Surf Shop    Easkey Surf Centre 
Lahinch       Easkey 
Co Clare      Co Sligo 
         

11th January 2012 

 
To; Mr Peter Barry     cc; Mr Tom Coughlan 
Malachy Walsh & Partners    County Manager 
Reen Point      Clare County Council 
Blennerville      New Road, 
Tralee       Ennis 
Co Kerry      Co Clare 

 
 
Ref:  Proposed Marine Development at Doolin Pier, Ballaghaline, Co Clare 

 
Dear Sir 

Thank you for your invitation to the Public Consultation for the above, we confirm that 

we are, as a a keenly interested and independent stakeholder group in any such 

proposed development, available to meet with you and Clare County Council to 

discuss our concerns on the 25th January 2011 and look forward to receipt of final 

details of time and location.    We again take this opportunity to confirm that the 

WCSC is representing the ISA on this issue, on a day to day basis and should be 

copied on all correspondence  

 

While the Irish Surfing Association and the West Coast Surf Club have always stated 

their support for enhanced pier facilities at Doolin, we are happy to see that An Bord 

Pleanala have confirmed that a full Environmental Impact Study / Assessment will be 

required for this large development in such an important and sensitive location.   Our 

main interest is in protecting the surfing environment in the area.   In this regard, we 

have the following queries which we request responses to before the proposed 

consultation event; 

 What are the various options being revisited and are proposals being 

developed other than that previously tabled 

 What is the timeline for progressing the designs and what are the next steps 

for Clare County Council 



 When will a comprehensive seabed and environmental survey be carried out, 

to include the surf zones as this was clearly missing from initial surveys and 

studies 

 What level of wave modelling will be carried out and by whom.   Please 

confirm range of conditions being modelled as initial models were far too 

limited in their scope and detail 

 What assessment of best practice internationally, in terms of similar 

developments in important wave environments, have been reviewed by the 

designers 

 What proposals are being put forward to address concerns regarding safe 

access to the waves for surfers 

 What constraints (if any) have been imposed by Clare County Council on 

Malachy Walsh & Partners in the revised options being prepared 

 Have the consultants and / or Clare County Council been up to visit the site in 

recent weeks and months to assess the swell environment 

 

The issues raised by the Irish Surfing Association, the West Coast Surf Club and the 

many other concerned groups on the planning applications submitted to date remain 

of serious concern to surfers, as you will no doubt be aware from the high level of 

publicity this has received in the local, national and international press as well as in 

many online sources. 

 

We look forward to hearing from you by return. 

 

Regards 

Alec Frazer 

Chairperson, West Coast Surf Club 

 

cc Mr Tom Tiernan, Clare County Council  
 Mr Kieran Doherty, An Bord Pleanala 
 Council Members, Clare County Council 

 



 

 
 
Guidelines on the treatment of tourism in an 
Environmental Impact Statement 
 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Tourism is a significant component of the Irish Economy – estimated to employ 

approximately 190,000 people – and contributing over €5.3 billion in spending to 

the economy in 2009. The environment is one of the main resources upon which 

this activity depends – so it is important that the EIS evaluates whether and how 

the interacting impacts of a project are likely to affect tourism resources. 

 

The purpose of this short note is to provide guidance on how these impacts can 

be assessed through the existing EIA process. Undertaking an EIA is governed by 

the EIA Advice Notes published by the EPA. These Advice Notes contain detailed 

guidance on how to describe and evaluate the effects arising from a range of 

projects, including tourism projects. 

 

These guidelines were written with the assistance of Conor Skehan, Head of 

Department of Environment and Planning, Dublin Institute of Technology. 

 

 



 

2. Tourism and the Environment 

 

There are two interactions between tourism and the environment. 

 

1. Impacts caused by Tourism Projects 

2. Impacts affecting Tourism (e.g. the quality of a destination or a tourism 

activity) 

 

Impacts caused by Tourism Projects 

Tourism projects can give rise to effects on the environment. These are 

specifically dealt with under a number of Project Types in the Advice Notes, 

specifically: 

 

 

12 TOURISM AND LEISURE 

 

a. Ski-runs, ski-lifts and cable-cars where the length would exceed 500 metres 

and associated developments. Project Type 20 

 

b. Sea water marinas where the number of berths would exceed 300 and fresh 

water marinas where the number of berths would exceed 100. Project Type 10 

 

c. Holiday villages which would consist of more than 100 holiday homes outside 

built-up areas; hotel complexes outside built-up areas which would have an area 

of 20 hectares or more or an accommodation capacity exceeding 300 bedrooms. 

Project Type 28 

 

d. Permanent camp sites and caravan sites where the number of pitches would be 

greater than 100. Project Type 28 

 

e. Theme parks occupying an area greater than 5 hectares. Project Type 29 

 

Figure 1 The Advice Notes contain detailed descriptions on how to describe and evaluate 

the effects arising from a range of tourism projects. 

 

Impacts affecting Tourism 

Environmental effects of other projects on tourism are not specifically addressed 

in the Advice Notes. Taking account of the significance of tourism to the Irish 

economy a specialist topic of ‘Tourism’ has been prepared to facilitate a 

systematic evaluation of effects on this sector within the format laid down for 

other parts of the Environmental Impact Statement. 

 

It is not intended that the assessment of effects on tourism should become a 

separate section of the Impact Statement, instead it is intended to become a 

specialist sub-section of the topic ‘Human Beings’ which is currently described in 

Section 2 of the Advice Notes 

  



 

3. Tourism in the Existing Environment 

 

Introduction 

Visitor attitude surveys reveal that the following factors – in order of priority – 

are the reasons that tourists visit and enjoy Ireland: 

 

– Beautiful scenery 

– Friendly & hospitable people  

– Safe & Secure 

– Easy, relaxed pace of life 

– Unspoilt environment 

– Nature, wildlife, flora 

– Interesting history & culture 

– Plenty of things to see and do 

– Good range of natural attractions 

 

 

It is noteworthy that over half of the factors listed are environmental and that all 

others are related to the way of life of the people. The following describes how 

these factors are considered within an EIS, set out under EIA topic headings, and 

how they interact with tourism. 

 

Beautiful scenery 

This is covered in the ‘Landscape’ Section. Particular attention needs to be 

paid to effects on views from existing purpose-built tourism facilities, 

especially hotels, as well as views from touring routes and walking trails. 

It is important to note that there appears to be evidence that the visitor’s 

expectations of ‘beautiful’ scenery does not exclude an admiration of new 

modern developments – such as windfarms – which appear to be seen as 

indicative of an modern, informed and responsible attitude to the 

environment. 

 

Friendly & hospitable people 

This is not an environmental factor though it is indirectly covered under 

the ‘Human Beings’ section of the EIS. The principal factor is the ratio of 

visitors to residents. This is of less significance in areas with long-

established patterns of tourism. 

 

Safe & Secure 

This is not an environmental issue – though some of the factors that are 

sometimes covered under the heading of ‘Human Beings’ – such as social 

inclusion or poverty – can point to likely effects and interactions. 

 

Easy, relaxed pace of life 

This is not an environmental issue though it is partially covered under 

‘Human Beings’ – see comments above. 

 

 

Unspoilt environment 



 

This is covered under the sections dealing with ‘Landscape’, ‘Flora’ and 

‘Fauna’ and to a lesser extent under emissions to ‘Water’ and ‘Air’. In 

some instances traffic congestion, especially in rural areas, can be an 

issue, this is usually covered within ‘Material Assets’. 

 

Nature, wildlife, flora 

This is principally covered under the headings of ‘Flora’ and ‘Fauna’ and to 

a lesser extent by ‘Landscape’, ‘Water’ and ‘Air’. The principal issues being 

to avoid any effects that might reduce the health or extent of the habitats. 

This can occur either directly, by impinging on the site, or indirectly, 

through emission, that can affect the natural resources, like clean water, 

which the habitat depends on.   It also considers effect on physical access 

to and visibility of these sites. Occasionally there are concerns about the 

disturbance or wear and tear of visitor numbers to such sites. 

 

Interesting history & culture 

This is principally covered under ‘Cultural Heritage’ and, to a lesser extent, 

under ‘Human Beings’. The principal issues being to avoid damage to sites 

and structures of cultural, historical, archaeological or architectural 

significance – and to their contexts or settings. It also considers effect on 

physical access to and visibility of these sites. Occasionally there are 

concerns about the wear and tear of visitor numbers to such sites. 

 

Plenty of things to see and do. 

This is not an environmental issue though it is partially covered by the 

‘Human Beings’ section, where the tourism resources of an area are 

described and assessed.  

 

Good range of natural attractions 

This is covered by the ‘Landscape’, ‘Flora’, ‘Fauna’, and ‘Cultural Heritage’ 

sections of the EIS. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Project factors affecting Tourism 

 

Introduction 

Tourism can be affected both by the structures or emissions of new developments 

as well as by interactions between new activities and tourism activities – for 

example the effects of high volumes of heavy goods vehicles passing through 

hitherto quiet, scenic, rural areas. Tourism can be affected by a number of the 

characteristics of the new project such as: 

 

– New Developments 

– Social Considerations 

– Land-uses and Activities 

 

– New Developments - will the development stimulate or suppress demand for 

additional tourism development in the area?  If so, what type, how much and 

where? Marinas, golf courses, other major sporting facilities as well as theme 

parks and larger conference facilities can all stimulate the emergence of new 

accommodation, catering and leisure facilities often within an extensive area 

around a new primary visitor facility. Extensive urbanisation and large scale 

infrastructure as well as  certain processing and extractive industries all have 

the potential to suppress demand for additional tourism – but usually only in 

the immediate locality of the new development. It should be noted however, 

that some types of new or improved large scale infrastructure – such as roads 

– can improve the visitor experience – by increasing safety and comfort or 

can convey a sense of environmental responsibility – such as wind turbines. 

 

– Social Consideration - will the development change patterns and types of 

activity and land use? Will it affect the demographics, economy or social 

dynamics of the locality? 

 

– Land-use - will there be severance, loss of rights of way or amenities, 

conflicts, or other changes likely to ultimately alter the character and use of 

the tourism resources in the surrounding area? 

 

Existing Tourism 

In the area likely to be affected by the proposed development, the following 

attributes of tourism, or the resources that sustain tourism, should be described 

under the following headings. 

 

Note that the detailed description and analysis will usually be covered in the 

section dealing with the relevant environmental topic – such as ‘Landscape’. Only 

the relevant finding as to the likely significance to, or effect on, tourism needs to 

be summarised in this section.  

 

Context 

Indicate the location of sensitive neighbouring tourism resources that are likely to 

be directly affected, and other premises which although located elsewhere, may 

be the subject of secondary impacts such as alteration of traffic flows or 

increased urban development. The following should be noted in particular: 



 

 

– Hotels, conference centres, holiday accommodation – including holiday 

villages, holiday homes, and caravan parks. 

– Visitor centres, Interpretive centres and theme parks 

– Golf courses, adventure sport centres and other visitor sporting facilities 

– Marinas and boating facilities 

– Angling facilities 

– Equestrian facilities 

– Tourism-related specialist retailers and visitor facilities 

– Historic and Cultural Sites 

– Pedestrian, cycling, equestrian, vehicular and coach touring routes 

 

Indicate the numbers of premises and visitors likely to be directly affected directly 

and indirectly. 

Identify and quantify, where possible, their potential receptors of impacts, noting 

in particular transient populations, such as drivers, walkers, seasonal and other 

non-resident groups. 

 

Describe any significant trends evident in the overall growth or decline of these 

numbers, or of any changes in the proportion of one type of activity relative to 

any other. 

 

Indicate any commercial tourism activity which likely to be directly affected, with 

resultant environmental impacts. 

 

Character 

Indicate the occupations, activities or interests of principal types of tourism in the 

area. – Where relevant, describe the specific environmental resources or 

attributes in the existing environment which each group uses or values; where 

relevant, indicate the time, duration or seasonality of any of those activities. For 

example describe the number of guides, boats and anglers who use a salmon 

fishery and the duration of the salmon season as well as the quantity and type of 

local accommodation that is believed to be used by the anglers.  

 

Significance 

Indicate the significance of the principal tourism assets or activities likely to be 

affected. Refer to any existing formal or published designation or recognition of 

such significance. Where possible provide an estimate of the contribution of such 

tourism activities to the local economy. For instance refer to the number of 

annual visitors to a tourism attraction or to the grading of a hotel. 

 

Sensitivity 

Describe any significant concerns, fears or opposition to the development known 

to exist among tourism interests. Identify, where possible, the particular aspect 

of the development which is of concern, together with the part of the existing 

tourism resource which may be threatened. For instance describe the extent of a 

potential visual intrusion onto a site of historic significance which is the main local 

tourist attraction. 

 



 

5. Impacts on Tourism 

 

"Do Nothing" Impact; 

Describe how trends evident in the existing environment will continue and how 

these trends will affect tourism. 

 

Predicted impact; 

– Describe the location, type, significance, magnitude/extent of the tourism 

activities or assets that are likely to be affected. 

 

– Describe how the new development will affect the balance between long-

established and new dwellers in an area and it’s affect on the cultural or 

linguistic distinctiveness of an area. For example describe the effect of a 

new multi-national population required for an international call-centre 

located in a Gaeltacht area.  

 

– Describe how changes in patterns of employment, land use and economic 

activity arising from the proposed development will affect tourism, for 

example, illustrating how a new industrial development will diversify local 

employment opportunities thereby reducing the area’s unsustainable over-

reliance on seasonal tourism. 

 

– Describe the consequences of change, referring to indirect, secondary and 

cumulative impacts on tourism; Examples can include describing how the 

new development may lead to a reduced assimilative capacity for traffic or 

water during the peak of the tourism season or how new urbanism 

combined with existing patterns of tourism may lead to unsustainable 

levels of pedestrian traffic through a sensitive habitat. 

 

– Describe the potential for interaction between changes induced in tourism 

and other uses that may affect the environment – for instance increasing 

new tourism-related housing affecting water resources or  structures 

 

– Describe the worst case for tourism if all mitigation measures fail. 

 

 



 

6. Mitigating adverse impact on Tourism 

 

Describe the mitigation measures proposed to: 

 

– avoid sensitive tourism resources – such as views, access, and amenity 

areas including habitats as well as historical or cultural sites and 

structures. 

 

– reduce the exposure of sensitive resources to excessive environmental 

burdens arising from the development’s emissions or volumes of  traffic 

[pedestrian and vehicular], and/or losses of amenity arising from visually 

conspicuous elements of the development – for example by prioritizing 

visual screening of views from a hotel towards a quarry. 

 

– reduce the adverse effects to tourism land uses and patterns of activities – 

especially through interactions arising from significant changes in the 

intensity of use or contrasts of character or appearance – for example by 

separating traffic routes for industrial and tourism traffic. 

 

– remedy any unavoidable significant residual adverse effects on tourism 

resources or activities, for example by providing alternative access to 

tourism amenities – such as waterways or monuments. 

 









Department of Communications, Energy, and Natural Resources             Roinn Cumarsáide, Fuinnimh agus Acmhainní Nádúrtha 

 

 
 
 
 
 
RE: Proposed Construction of new access road, pier and revetment at Doolin, Co Clare 
 
Ref: pb/14378 
GSI Ref: 11/107 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
 
I would like to acknowledge receipt of your letter of November 1

st
, 2011 concerning the above scheme. 

 
 
Please note that there is currently a 4 weeks turnaround for answering environmental impact consultations 
and planning enquiries. We will endeavour to meet your deadline. 
 
 
In the meantime, the Geological Survey of Ireland, as the national earth science agency, has datasets on 
Bedrock Geology, Quaternary Geology, Mineral deposits, Groundwater Resources, Geological Heritage, 
Landslides and the Irish Seabed. These comprise maps, reports and extensive databases that include 
mineral occurrences, bedrock/mineral exploration, groundwater/site investigation boreholes, karst 
features, wells and springs. Please see our website at http://www.gsi.ie/Mapping.htm  for data availability.  
 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________ 
John Butler 
/Sophie Préteseille, Geologist,  
Heritage and Planning Programme  

 

Suirbhéireacht Gheolaíochta Éireann
Tor an Bhacaigh
Bóthar Hadington
Baile Átha Cliath 4

Geological Survey of Ireland
Beggars Bush

Haddington Road
Dublin 4

Tel. +353 1 6707444
Fax. +353 1 6681782

http://www.gsi.ie 
Malachy Walsh & Partners 
Reen Point 
Blennerville 
Tralee 
Co Kerry. 
 

 
 
 
 

11/11/11 
 

 

http://www.gsi.ie/Mapping.htm














 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix 1-C 

 
 Public Information Day Advertisement and Main Points 

made at Public Information Day 

 

 
 



 

  

Doolin Pier Development 

Pier Options 

Public Consultation 

 
Clare County Council would welcome your comments and observations in relation to the proposed 

Pier Option locations under consideration for the Doolin Pier Development. 

Information on these Pier Options will be on display at the location and time below, where Local 

Authority staff and Consulting Engineers (Malachy Walsh and Partners) will be available to answer 

questions. 

 

Venue Date Time 

Doolin Hotel, 

Doolin,  

Co Clare. 

Wednesday, 25
th
 January 2012 3:00 pm to 8:00pm 

 

All interested groups or individuals are invited to attend the exhibition. 
 

Maps/Drawings indentifying the Pier Options will also be available for inspection at the locations listed 

below from Thursday 25
th
 January 2012. 

 Roads Section. Clare County Council, Áras an Contae, New Road, Ennis, Co. Clare: 

 Ennistymon Area Office, Ennistymon, Co. Clare  

 

Information on the project to date can be obtained by visiting the Clare County Council Website 

www.clarecoco.ie. 

 

Submissions and observations, in writing, are invited from interested groups or individuals regarding 

the Pier Options. All submissions should be clearly endorsed with the project’s name, Doolin Pier 

Development and sent to the Administrative Officer at the address given below, on or before 

Thursday, 22
nd

 February 2012. 

 
For further information contact: Administrative Officer,  

Roads Section 
     Clare County Council, 

Áras an Contae, 

New Road,  

Ennis, 

Co. Clare. 

 

http://www.clarecoco.ie/


1 Mary Jo O’Connell Roadford, Doolin, Co. Clare. 

2 Micheal O’Conghaile An Cheibh, Inis Oirr, Aran Islands. Co Galway. 

3 
Teach an Tae Tea Rooms 
and Cafe 

Lurgan Village, Inis Oirr, Aran Islands. Co Galway. 

4 Aran Island Walks Inis Oirr, Aran Islands. Co Galway. 

5 Cleas Teorante,  Inis Oirr, Aran Islands. Co Galway. 

6 West Coast Surf Club Lahinch Surf Shop, Lahinch Co. Clare. 

7 Doolin Tourism Boherbue, Doolin, Co Clare. 

8 Paddy Crowe West Village, Inis Oirr, Aran Islands, Co Galway. 

9 
Doolin Community Harbour 
Co-op 

Doolin, Co Clare. 

10 AF Engineering Doolin, Co Clare. 

11 
Doolin 2 Aran Ferry 
Company 

Ballaghline, Doolin, Co Clare.  

12 Padraig Poil An Mhaighdean Mhara, Baile an Chaisleain, Inis Oirr.  

13 
Doolin Community Centre 
Co-op 

Doolin, Co Clare. 

14 Tomas Searraigh Bru Radharc na Mara, Baile Thiar, Inis Oirr. 

15 O’Brien Line  Doolin, Co Clare. 

16 Peadar O’Conghaile Inis Oirr, Aran Islands. Co Galway. 

 

Outlined below are some of the key points of the submissions and observations made by those who 

contributed to the consultation process and who are listed above. The points are grouped under 

common headings. 

 

Heading Point  

Option Selection  

Option 1 

The lack of berthage and restrictions at low tide greatly restrict the efficient 
movement of ferry passengers on and off the pier. Option 1 offers adequate 
sheltered berthage and the safest passage for boast using the facility 
Option 1 would give safe access to the seas at low and high water 

This is the preferred option as it offers access to deeper waters and reduces 
the need for dredging 

Option 1 provides protection for the existing pier 

The lack of berthage and restrictions at low tide greatly restrict the efficient 
movement of ferry passengers on and off the pier. Option 1 offers adequate 
sheltered berthage and the safest passage for boast using the facility 

Option 1 would give safe access to the seas at low and high water 

This is the preferred option as it offers access to deeper waters and reduces 
the need for dredging 

Option 1 provides protection for the existing pier 
The line of Option 1 is in line with the channel making it easy to navigate 



The lack of berthage and restrictions at low tide greatly restrict the efficient 
movement of ferry passengers on and off the pier. Option 1 offers adequate 
sheltered berthage and the safest passage for boast using the facility 

Option 1 would give safe access to the seas at low and high water 
The lack of berthage and restrictions at low tide greatly restrict the efficient 
movement of ferry passengers on and off the pier. Option 1 offers adequate 
sheltered berthage and the safest passage for boast using the facility 

Option 1 would give safe access to the seas at low and high water 
The lack of berthage and restrictions at low tide greatly restrict the efficient 
movement of ferry passengers on and off the pier. Option 1 offers adequate 
sheltered berthage and the safest passage for boast using the facility 

Option 1 has the potential to impact on surfing waves 

Option 2 

Option 2 would be very open to the elements 

The dogleg in the dredge channel would be difficult to navigate 

Option 2 does not provide any difficulty for surfers 
Option 2 is in an SAC area 

Option 3 

Option 3 (development of the existing pier) would present an improvement 
on the current facilities it is felt it would leave little room for error in 
approaching the pier.  
Option 3 would not offer the option in separating from ferry passengers 
from fishermen and rescue services.  
Option 3 does not provide any difficulty for surfers nor is it likely to 
significantly impact on wave environment 
Option 3 is located in a very confined and shallow area. Outside the dredge 
area shown the sea bed is too shallow  for ferries and does not give boats 
room to turn or pass one another safely 

The dredge area shown as part of option 3 would be dangerous to any boat 
using it as it runs directly across the weather 

If Option 3 were chosen the pier would have to be closed for a significant 
amount of time for the works to be carried out and this would be 
detrimental to safety   

The new pier can be used for passengers and commercial users. The existing 
pier can be used by Doolin Coast Guard and amenity and recreational users 
without congestion. 

Many different users on a congested pier pose a health and safety risk 

The current pier poses safety risks and the standard is not in keeping with 
the level and type of usage 

Tourism/ Economic 
Benefit 

Thousands of tourists visit Inis Oirr annually from Doolin, having a hugely 
positive impact on the economy and sustainability of the Island.  

The tidal nature of the pier makes it extremely difficult for tourism providers 
to set a timetable and can lead to delays and cancelations. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix 1-D 

 
 Options Presented at Public Information Day 

 

 
 











 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix 3-A 

 
 The Socio Economic Impact of the Proposed New Pier at 

Doolin 
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Page 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Context  

Given the poor and inadequate condition of the existing pier at Doolin, County Clare, 

Clare County Council recommended a new development comprising of a new access 

road, pier, revetment and the carrying out of dredging at Doolin and prepared a Part 8 

planning application in this regard. The application was presented at a Council 

meeting on 21 March 2011 and was accepted unanimously by the 32 Councillors 

present. The proposed new pier was estimated to cost some €6 million to construct. 

The West Coast Surf Club subsequently requested An Bord Pleanála under Article 

120(3)(a) of the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 as amended to assess 

whether or not Clare County Council should prepare an Environmental Impact 

Statement in respect of this proposed development. 

The Bord Pleanala Inspector, in his Report of August 2011, noted that ‘It is evident 

from the various submissions on file that the area offers unique recreational attributes 

for surfers and concerns are expressed that the proposed pier will adversely affect 

the surf thus impacting on the socioeconomic and recreational potential of the area.’ 

He went on to say that ‘In my view further investigation is required to ascertain the 

effect of any pier construction on the surf within the cove and Crab Island … and the 

significant recreational and socioeconomic impacts on the wider community need to 

be evaluated in more detail.’ 

He concluded that, arising from his assessment, a full Environmental Impact 

Statement is warranted in this instance.  This recommendation was considered at a 

Board meeting of An Bord Pleanala held on the 13
th
 September 2011 and, arising 

from their assessment, the Board directed that Clare County Council should prepare 

an Environmental Impact Statement. 

1.2 Objectives of the Study  

Malachy Walsh and Partners, Consulting Engineers to Clare County Council in 

relation to this proposed development, engaged Raymond Burke Consulting to 

prepare a report on the socio-economic impact of the proposed development. 

The Study Area is set out in the map overleaf. 
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Figure 1 Site Location 
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1.3 Structure of Report 

In this Report we present 

 This Introductory chapter 

 A chapter that deals with the world of surfing and its economic impacts nationally 
and internationally 

 A profile of Doolin and the ferry, surfing and other activities that take place there 

 A socio-economic analysis of the ferry, tourism and surfing activities that take 
place in Doolin and a presentation of the benefits that arise from them particularly 
in relation to Inis Oirr. We also consider the benefits that would arise from the 
construction of a new pier and the implications of maintaining the status quo 

 A final chapter that summarises the key findings and notes that there are 
significant benefits that would arise from the construction of a new pier and that 
the concerns of the surfers can be addressed by a working together of the key 
stakeholders concerned 

1.4 Approach  

The approach adopted comprised 

 A literature review of surfing activities and developments in Ireland and 
elsewhere including their socio-economic impacts 

 A two-day visit to Lahinch and Doolin with confidential discussions with key 
stakeholders on a range of matters including the extent of surfing and other 
tourism activities there, economic impacts, key concerns and needs 

 The key stakeholders included 

 The West Coast Surf Association 

 Two of the three major ferry operators at Doolin 

 Doolin Ferries 

 Doolin2Aran Ferries 

 Doolin Tourism 

 Doolin Community Harbour CoOp 

 Doolin Coast Guard 

 A meeting with and ongoing discussions with Failte Ireland 

 Phone discussions were held with  

 O’Brien Line 

 Shannon Development 

 the Doolin Harbour Master 

 Burren Sub Aqua Club 

 Inis Oirr Co-Op 

 Aran Islands Fast Ferries  

 Bundoran Town Council 

 A number of active surfers 

The Irish Surfers Association deputed the West Coast Surfing Association to speak 

on their behalf. 
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Given that this exercise was carried out during the months of December and January, 

it was not possible to survey visitors to Doolin or users of the ferries to establish 

actual expenditure, activities carried out and duration of stay.  Local statistics, 

equally, are not available. Much of the analysis, therefore, is derived from the 

literature review, anecdotal evidence and interviews with local interests. 

1.5 Key Findings  

Key findings of the Study include: 

 Doolin pier was originally built for fishing currachs and the existing pier has 
insufficient length and water depths to satisfy present user requirements 

 Doolin is a major tourism destination famed for its music and scenery, and, 
together with the Burren, the Cliffs of Moher and Spanish Point, forms a part of 
North Clare’s destination trail 

 In addition, between March and October, there are three principal ferry operators 
that provide frequent services to the Aran Islands and the Cliffs of Moher. A 
fourth ferry operator has offered services occasionally 

 At least 70,000 passengers are carried each way annually 

 The current pier is short and has limited tidal access giving rise to unsafe 
situations  

 During the summer, the harbour suffers from congestion as other recreational 
users attempt to access the pier 

 Bad weather affects the level of service provided 

 At low tide, trans-shipment is required to bring passengers to the ferries; this 
limits those with disability and a fear of the sea to travel 

 Up to 80 per cent of Inis Oirr’s tourism comes from Doolin’s ferry traffic; as such, 
the ferries are the island’s lifeline and underlie the future economic sustainability 
of the island 

 Surfing is a major adventure sport worldwide and, in terms of top ten European 
sports activities, surfing ranks fifth with five per cent of those active in sports 
participating in surfing. 

 It is estimated that there are about 50,000 surfers in Ireland 

 The principal surfing spots are on the west coast, particularly in Donegal 
(Rossnowlagh, Bundoran), Sligo (Strandhill, Mullaghmore, Easkey), Mayo 
(Belmullet, Westport, Achill Island) and Clare (Lahinch, Cliffs of Moher, Doolin) 
though surfers also surf on the east, south and south west coasts 

 The Failte Ireland North West Regional Tourism Development Plan 2008 – 2010 
designates the North West Region as the surf capital of Ireland; Doolin, of 
course, is in the Shannon Region 

 Crab Island, some 400 metres off-land, is recognised as an iconic surf location 
but is not for beginners 

 Discussions with local interests indicate that the number of surfers there annually 
is relatively small and probably no more than 150 at the most over the last two 
years 

 Domestic surfers are not big spenders with many of them limiting their visits to 
one day trips starting early in the morning and returning home late in the day 

 While the economic impact of surfing at Doolin is not significant, the loss of Crab 
Island as a national, natural iconic facility could be significant from an image and 
tourism perspective 
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 The development of a new pier would reduce congestion, improve safety and 
tidal access, provide more certainty in relation to ferry schedules and avoid the 
need for trans-shipment. This would increase the number of passengers carried 

 Any local development would not impact, if there were an impact, which is not a 
certainty, on surfing activity outside of Doolin 

 A new pier could see a greater integration of ferry operations and surfing activity 
to the benefit of the whole Doolin community 

  A failure to develop would see a continuation of the health and safety issues 
arising from the trans-shipment process, a constraint on tourism growth both in 
Doolin and Inis Oirr, and a continuation of congestion at the pier particularly at 
summer time 

1.6 Acknowledgements  

Raymond Burke would like to thank the many local interests who spoke to him and 

provide information on a confidential basis. Ms Mary Stack and her colleagues at 

Failte Ireland also provided helpful information. 
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2. The World of Surfing 

In this section, we look at the growing interest and importance of surfing and consider its 

economic worth to a number of areas where it occurs.  In particular, we look at its 

development in Ireland 

2.1 The History of Surfing  

According to the International Surfing Association
1
, the roots of surfing reach back to 

the early Pacific islands when the ancestors of Polynesians and others started 

exploring the ocean and islands around them.  While there is no specific date as to 

when the first wave was ever surfed, it is generally known that by the 1700s, 

Hawaiians had begun to amaze foreign sailors and explorers with their wave-riding 

skills.  

Surfing continued to develop in Hawaii and gained international importance in the 

1900’s when the famous Hawaiian surfer Duke Kahanamoku won the gold medal for 

swimming in the 1912 Olympic Games.  Within the context of public relations, an 

exhibition tour was organised throughout the world, which enabled many countries to 

be exposed to surfing.  As a result, surfing grew in popularity, and in 1964 during the 

first World Surfing Championships near Sydney, Australia, the ISF (International 

Surfing Federation) was created.  This association gathered all the surfing nations 

together and began organizing world championships every other year.  In November 

1976, in Hawaii, the ISF gave way to the ISA (International Surfing Association).  

The International Surfing Association (ISA) is recognised by the International Olympic 

Committee as the World Governing Authority for Surfing. ISA membership includes 

the surfing National Governing Bodies of 69 countries on five continents. 

Its headquarters are located in San Diego, California. 

According to the World Games Association, “the total number of licensed surfers is 

estimated at over 100,000 and it is estimated that there are more than 20 million 

recreational surfers worldwide.”  

In Ireland, the Irish Surfing Association
2
 is the National Governing Body for the sport 

of surfing. It is a voluntary organisation comprising of approximately twenty clubs and 

groups involved in the development, representation and regulation of surfing in 

Ireland. Representing surfing in many forms (shortboarding, longboarding, 

bodyboarding, kneeboarding, standup paddle surfing, skimboarding, body surfing and 

tow surfing), it is active in areas such as club development, training of coaches and 

judges, surf school approval, national and international competition, promotion of 

safety and protection of our surfing environment. 

                                                 
1
 http://www.isasurf.org/home_history.php 

2
 http://isasurf.ie/ 

http://www.isasurf.org/home_history.php
http://isasurf.ie/
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The Irish Surfing Association is managed by an executive committee comprising of 

one representative from each of its member clubs. Its headquarters are located at 

Easkey Surf and Information Centre where it employs one full time development 

officer and one part time administrator. 

The ISA is a member for the International Surfing Association (World Governing 

Body) and the European Surfing Federation (European Governing Body) and are 

recognised by the Irish Sports Council and the Olympic Council of Ireland. 

2.2 Surfing Activity 

2.2.1 Ireland 

According to the ISA, there are approximately 50,000 surfers in Ireland and 

the ISA comprises of 2,500 members and twenty surf clubs each 

representing a different geographic location or surfing ethos. With more 

surfers in Ireland than ever before the surf industry is booming. There are 

approximately forty surf schools and a similar number of surf shops.   

The ISA website details the main areas to surf in Ireland as follows: 

Area ISA Comments 

Northern Ireland  Portrush is the home of surfing in Northern Ireland, 
with waves on both its West and East Strands. From 
Magilligan Strand travelling East along the North 
Coast a surfer will be treated to numerous quality 
beach breaks and the occasional reef.  

Donegal  Donegal is rich in waves. Surfing locations include 
Inishowen and Fanad Head in the North of the 
county, in the North West waves can be found around 
Dunfanaghy, Bloody Foreland and Dungloe. South 
Donegal has probably two of the best known 
locations for surfing in Ireland, Rossnowlagh and 
Bundoran.  

Sligo  Like Donegal most of the Sligo coastline is wave rich. 
The seaside village of Strandhill, just outside of Sligo 

Town is one of Ireland’s most popular beach breaks. 
West Sligo, an area renowned for its quality surf, 
takes in Aughris, Easkey and Enniscrone.  

Mayo  The main locations for surfing in Mayo include 
Belmullet, Achill Island and the beaches around in the 
Westport/ Louisburgh area.  

Galway  Galway does not have the same abundance of waves 
as other west coast counties however there are some 
good surfing location in the county particularly around 
the Clifden area.  

Clare  Lahinch is the centre of surfing in County Clare with 
waves scattered all along this very exposed coastline.  

Kerry  Kerry’s diverse coastline host many surf spots from 
beach to reef to point. The most popular locations are 
Ballybunion and Castlegregory.  
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Cork  The beaches surrounding Clonakilty are some of the 
most popular however there is surf along most of the 
Cork coast.  

Waterford  The main location is Tramore, a short drive from 
Waterford.  

East Coast  Although the surf on the East Coast is not as 
consistent as the rest of the Irish coastline it does 
occasionally have waves.  

 
The Irish Surfing Association website notes that the first Irish National Surfing 

Championships were held in Tramore in 1967. The following year the first 

Intercounties Championships was held in Rossnowlagh where Down beat 

Wicklow in the final. In 1969 Ireland sent its first full team abroad to the 

inaugural European Surfing Championships held in Jersey 

By the late sixties, members of the Surf Club of Ireland began to break away 

to form other clubs. The South Coast Surf Club, now T-Bay Surf Club, 

emerged in Tramore along with the West Coast Surf Club in Lahinch, 

Rossnowlagh Surf Club, North Shore Surf Club in Portrush, and Fastnet Surf 

Club in Cork. In 1970 the Clubs founded the Irish Surfing Association, the 

Governing Body of surfing in Ireland today. By then there were about 400 

surfers in the country. 

In 1972 Ireland hosted the European Surfing Championships in Lahinch, Co 

Clare. Unfortunately there were only sufficient waves to run off the junior 

category, however some visitors travelled up the west coast to Easkey and 

were treated to some excellent waves. 

In 1979, the Smirnoff International was held in Easkey, Co Sligo. With perfect 

surf, perfect weather and the resulting publicity both at home and abroad the 

event organisers declared it a success. However the event was not regarded 

a success by all and particularly by those who opposed the 

commercialisation and exploitation of the surfing in Ireland.   

The popularity of surfing continued to grow in Ireland. Irish teams competed 

regularly at the European and World Championships. In 1985 the European 

Surfing Championships returned to Ireland, hosted in Bundoran and 

Rossnowlagh. In 1988, Rossnowlagh Surf Club opened the first purpose built 

surf club house and the country’s first surf shop, Lahinch Surf Shop opened 

1989. The ISA initiated its Surf Instructor Development Programme in 1990 

with a Level 1 Surf Instructor Course. Surfing was becoming increasingly 

popular with young people and in 1992 Ireland returned from the European 

Junior Surfing Championships with two bronze and one silver medal. In 1995 

the Irish Surfing Association set up its headquarters in Easkey and employed 

a full-time development officer. By then the ISA was actively involved in club 
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and youth development, promotion of safety, coach education and 

organisation of competitions. In 1997 the ISA hosted the European Surfing 

Championships in Bundoran, Co Donegal that was won by Portugal.  

Eurosurf returned to Bundoran in 2011 when 13 teams from all over Europe 

participated in the various events with Portugal winning again.  According to 

the October edition of Tourism Matters, over 20,000 visitors arrived in 

Bundoran over the ten day event and were expected to generate €3 million 

for the local economy. 

The 2nd edition of Surfing Europe
3
, published by Footprint, notes that surfing 

in Ireland has undergone a shift of seismic proportion since the end of the 

1980s. It states that Ireland’s coastal waters are some of the best quality in 

the whole of Europe. 

The book notes that in favour of Ireland are 

 Undulating coastline with loads of potential for surf in all conditions 

 Excellent quality reefs 

 Still plenty of breaks off the beaten track 

 Picks up loads of swell 

The book references both Crab Island and Doolin Point. 

2.2.2 Mundaka 

Mundaka is a small Basque village in northern Spain with a population of the 

order of 1,900 people and is home to one of the world's most famous wave 

breaks. Tourism is considered the main source of income with surfing and 

eco-tourism being the two main draws to the area. A 2004 river dredging 

project changed ocean dynamics leading to the disappearance of the 

sandbar that creates the Mundaka wave. This has resulted in a three-year 

drop in surf tourism to the area, partially from the loss of the Billabong Pro 

surf contest, which was cancelled in 2005, and held primarily at an alternate 

location in 2006.  

To try and estimate the potential impacts of surf tourism to Mundaka's 

economy, Save The Waves commissioned Oregon State University’s College 

of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences in 2007 to carry out an economic 

study on the value of the surfing wave in Mundaka to the local economy. This 

comprehensive study factors in tourism revenue as well as local surf industry 

revenue, including the annual Billabong Pro contest held there every 

October. Results were applied to four visitation levels: 10,000 visitors, 20,000 

visitors, 30,000 visitors and 40,000 visitors. 

                                                 
3
 Authors: Chris Nelson and Demi Taylor 
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.Summary of Key Findings: 

 The overall total economic impacts range from $1.1 million at ten-
thousand visitors, $2.2 million at twenty-thousand visitors, $3.4 million at 
thirty-thousand visitors, to more than $4.5 minion at forty-thousand 
visitors.  

 The personal income effects of the direct spending range from 
approximately $400,000 to $1.5 million and potentially support between 
24 and 95 jobs for the area. 

 A majority of survey respondents claimed they would no longer visit 
Mundaka if the wave there were significantly degraded. 

 Local businesses estimated that up to 40% of their customers are surfers 
or surf spectators, and that the loss of business due to the degradation of 
the wave and the cancellation of the Billabong Pro contest could be as 
high as 50%.( Based on informal interviews with local businesses) 

2.2.3 Elsewhere 

In 2002 a proposed artificial surf reef at Mount Mauganui, New Zealand, was 

estimated to "generate an additional $500 thousand of annual expenditure 

locally based on attracting an additional 50 surfers per surfable day, and the 

proposed Opunake surf reef in South Taranaki, New Zealand, was estimated 

to have additional expenditures of $129,920 in year one and $288,120 in year 

five. This reef was proposed as a possible way to save the failing coastal 

tourism in the area which over a 15 to 20 year period saw a loss of 200 to 

300 jobs" (Tourism Resource Consultants 2002).  

A study conducted by Lazarow and Nelson utilised a multi-disciplinary 

approach to measuring the value of surfing at South Stradbroke Island in 

Queensland, Australia found that the potential annual economic impact was 

twenty-million Australian dollars.  

In 1995 the Rip Curl Pro at Bells Beach, part of the Surf Coast Shire, 

"attracted 20,050 individual visitors who spent an estimated $860,000 on 

surfing merchandise and had an estimated total increase in direct 

expenditure for the shire of $2.11 million' (Ernst and Young 1995, cited in 

Fluker 2003}.  

Based on a 1988 Hawaii Sea Grant report by Mike Markrich on the Economic 

Effects of Surfing Activities in Hawaii, a 2003 study found that visitors to the 

Triple Crown of Surfing event, held at Hawaii's North Shore, had an 

estimated expenditure of $7.3 million over the six week event (Hoover 2003). 

Another 2003 report, The Economics of Surf Reefs, suggests that "a single 

high profile event on the Gold Coast of Australia is worth $2.2 million 

(Raybould and Mules 1998,cited in Weight 2003) and a major surf 

competition in Newquay would attract an income of about €l. 7 million" 

(Weight 2003).  
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In California, it has been estimated
4
 that surfers visiting the break at Trestles 

contribute up to US$13 million (£9 million) a year to the local city of San 

Clemente.  

In Costa Rica, a market survey
5
 carried out in 2006 suggests that surfing-

related activities account for around 25 per cent of the country’s tourist 

economy. This puts surfing ahead of coffee and second only to bananas as 

the principal money-bringer to Costa Rica. 

A survey
6
 was carried out in 2004, commissioned by Cornwall County 

Council and the South West Regional Development Agency, results of which 

showed that the overall turnover from the surfing industry in Cornwall was 

about 20 per cent more than the sailing industry, and about twice as much as 

the golf industry. Results also showed that the average visiting surfer spends 

about 8.5 per cent more in Cornwall than the average visitor. The number of 

businesses relating to surfing in Cornwall is extremely high considering the 

population. In Newquay, for example, the combined number of surf shops 

and surf schools reached a recent peak of over a hundred, which has 

declined slightly due to the recession, but is still a very large number for such 

a small town. 

In 2000 a Travel Cost study, conducted by Charles Tilley, to measure the 

economic value of the Pleasure Point surf-break in Santa Cruz, California 

showed that this particular surf- break was worth an estimated $8.4 million 

annually (Tilley 2001). The results have been used in an on going debate 

over a seawall project in Santa Cruz that many say could have future 

detrimental effects on the surf.  

2.3 The Promotion of Surfing in Ireland  

Surfing in Ireland has received extensive promotion, not only through the 2008 Joel 

Conroy documentary
7
, Waveriders, but also through the efforts of Failte Ireland and 

Shannon Region Tourism. 

2.3.1 Fáilte Ireland Strategy Statement 2010-2012 

The Fáilte Ireland Strategy Statement 2010-2012 states that the mission of 

Failte Ireland is to support the growth of sustainable tourism enterprise and to 

guide and influence the development of Ireland as a world-class tourism 

destination for the benefit of the national economy and the regions of Ireland. 

                                                 
4
 Nelsen, C., Pendleton, L. and Vaughn, R., 2007. A socioeconomic study of surfers at Trestles Beach. Shore & 

Beach 75: 32–37 
5
 Lazarow, N., Miller, M. and Blackwell, B., 2009. The value of recreational surfing to society. Tourism in 

Marine Environments, 5: 145–158 
6
 http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/cornwall/3924693.stm 

7
 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1202056/ 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/england/cornwall/3924693.stm
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1202056/
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The key priorities for the three years that Failte Ireland set for the three years 

are to: 

 Support those businesses with the greatest potential, particularly those 
with the ability to bring in overseas visitors 

 Identify and develop those key destinations offering the greatest 
prospects for growth over the short to medium term 

 Support ideas and innovation in tourism to improve competitiveness 

 Stimulate demand in selected markets with a particular emphasis on 
home holidays and on business, sporting and cultural events as growth 
levers 

 Aggressively pursue the tourism agenda within the public arena to help 
bring about the necessary understanding and support to enable the 
sector to recover and grow 

 Provide a world-class visitor experience, based on high-quality tourist 
information, animation and interpretation. 

2.3.2 Soft Adventure / Activity Tourism 

Soft Adventure / Activity Tourism is a recognised market opportunity within 

the Failte Ireland Tourism Product Development Strategy and is deemed to 

be the “theme under which Ireland can offer the largest amount of tangible 

product”. The strategy states that it is necessary to combine tourism 

resources, for example, the “soft adventure‟ theme, with tourist information, 

food and dining, entertainment, access, transportation and the environment. 

This will facilitate the creation of an overall visitor experience which will be 

authentic, enriching and memorable.  

Despite the fall off in global tourism in recent years, the adventure travel 

sector has been less affected by the downturn in global tourism than 

mainstream tourism according to the Adventure Travel and Tourism 

Association (ATTA). This is reflected in trends for “Sports” holidays in Europe 

as estimated by the European Travel Monitor, where the potential for such 

holidays has grown steadily since 2005.  

2.3.3 Activity Tourism and Holidays in Ireland 

The activity tourism industry in Ireland was estimated by Fáilte Ireland to be 

worth €1.1 billion in 2009; of which €653m is derived from overseas visitors 

and €404m from the domestic market. The Fáilte Ireland Tourism Adventure 

and Activity Update 2009 reported that overseas visitors accounted for just 

over one third of all participants in activities in 2009. Mainland Europe was 

the largest overseas market followed by Britain, while North America and the 

other long haul markets accounted for less than 10% of participants. 

The analysis of the key activities undertaken by overseas visitors by origin 

suggests that the key market for water based activity is Mainland Europe 

(50%), followed by Britain (35%). 
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In relation to activity tourism in Ireland in 2010
8
, some 76,000 overseas 

visitors participated in water-based activities generating a spend of some €69 

million. Twenty-one per cent of those were involved in surfing.  Over half of 

water-based visitors came from Britain. Under the heading of ‘Other Water-

Based Activities’, almost 90 per cent came from the managerial/professional 

or white collar social classes and 41 per cent were aged under 35.  A half of 

those involved came as a ‘couple’ and for 58 per cent, this was their first visit 

to Ireland. Almost twenty per cent of those on an activity holiday visited West 

Clare. Water-based activities got good ratings: 67 per cent said that they 

were Very Good and 31 per cent said that they were good. 

An article by Ronan McGreevy in the Irish Times on the 13
th
 November 2010 

reported that a giant 15 metre wave, Prowlers, which was surfed off Donegal 

would enhance Ireland’s growing reputation as a world class surfing 

destination. The photographs and stories of the occasion went worldwide 

through all media outlets and surfing in Ireland received unprecedented 

coverage worldwide as a result of this wave.  It follows on from the giant 

wave, Aileens, which broke at the Cliffs of Moher in 2008 and, as noted, was 

the subject of the documentary Waveriders. 

The article noted that Failte Ireland's Manager of Marine and Countryside 

Pursuits, Ethna Murphy, said they already had plans to market Ireland as a 

surfing destination the following year in advance of the championships, but 

the surfers who found Prowlers had given them priceless publicity. "Surfing is 

one of our good news stories. It is a sector that is growing and the people 

involved in it have an entrepreneurial spirit. We are working with them to get 

involved with traditional B&Bs and self-catering places to help market Ireland 

as a prime cold water surfing destination." 

2.3.4 Labour Party Policy Statement 

The importance of surfing in Ireland from a tourism perspective was also 

reiterated in the Labour Party policy document “Labour’s Proposals to 

Sustain and Develop Tourism‟ May 2010. This policy document states that: 

“More than ever before tourists are demanding greater variety in the type of 

holiday they take. As a result there are countless niche markets in which 

Ireland can become a world leader. Niche markets such as surf tourism, golf 

tourism and adventure tourism are areas where the Irish tourism product 

can be expanded. Enterprising marketing strategies that target niche 

markets in which Ireland has a competitive advantage would bring diversity to 

                                                 
8
 Bord Failte Current Performance and Visitor Trends 2011 Outdoor Adventure and Activity Forum 
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the customer. We are already achieving this in golf tourism and it is time to 

bring this success into other niche markets.” 

2.3.5 Adventure Tourism Development Index 

The Adventure Tourism Development Index (ATDI) is a joint initiative of The 

George Washington University, The Adventure Travel Trade Association, and 

Vital Wave Consulting, Inc 

The ATDI is a ranking of adventure tourism potential for countries around the 

world based on principles of sustainable adventure tourism. The index 

gauges country potential to be competitive in adventure tourism; scores are 

not a reflection of a country’s current popularity for adventure travel, although 

in some cases a country’s ranking does correspond with its reputation and 

popularity for adventurers. The ATDI and its foundational principles support 

holistic tourism policy and planning, with an industry goal of economic, as 

well as environmental and cultural, sustainability. 

Adventure, as a way of travel, is increasingly appealing to travellers, allowing 

for a deeper cultural exchange with different people and an appreciation for 

the fragility of places, and is more often viewed as a “guilt-free” holiday option 

given that money spent can penetrate more deeply into communities, 

contributing to local economies. 

A 2010 study completed by The George Washington University, Xola 

Consulting and the Adventure Travel Trade Association found that 26% of 

travellers engage in adventure activities on vacation and valued international 

adventure tourism as an $89 billion dollar industry (The George Washington 

University, ATTA & Xola, 2009). A closer look further shows that adventure 

tourism is accelerating out of the recession with an estimated growth rate of 

17% annually (December 2009 — December 2010). 

The ATDI ranks countries in two categories: developed and developing, 

based on the countries’ UN designation. Ireland ranked 7
th
 in the Developed 

Country Category in 2010, up one placing on the 2009 ranking. 

The ATDI uses the following 10 Pillars of Adventure Tourism Market 

Competitiveness as a basis for the ranking. 

1. Government Policies Supporting Sustainable Development 

Government policies which support and foster sustainable and rural tourism 

development are crucial to adventure tourism market competitiveness 

because they safeguard the destination's natural, heritage and cultural 

resources and provide a positive investment climate for the private sector. 
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When public and private sector actions are coordinated, the private sector 

flourishes, attracting investment and development to a region. 

2. Safety 

Examine qualitatively whether adventure operators provide for the safety of 

travellers, and also whether facilities exist to cope with travel-related injuries. 

For example, in destinations where scuba diving is a popular draw, do 

hyperbaric chamber facilities for decompression exist? In destinations where 

mountaineering is prevalent, are rescue operations available? Do guides 

have first aid training? Generally, does the client safety offered meet 

internationally accepted standards? 

3. Natural Resources 

Adventure travellers want untrammeled and well-managed natural resources. 

Destinations with unusual or rare natural resources, which are well-managed 

and not exploited, will earn high praise from adventure travellers and 

sustained market competitiveness. 

4. Health 

A healthy local population is more likely to be able to foster and nurture new 

businesses, and to care for its resources responsibly. Countries where 

healthcare is readily available are better able to support adventure travellers. 

5. Adventure Resources 

Adventure sports span a range of outdoor nature-based activities - from bird 

watching to mountaineering; whitewater rafting to rock climbing; caving to 

paragliding. 

Destinations with resources lending themselves to a the development of a 

particular sport, for example cliffs excellent for ice climbing, or forests with a 

wealth of bird species, may find themselves with a market opportunity and 

sustained competitive advantage. 

6. Entrepreneurship 

An adventure market's vitality and strength originates from the so-called 

"fringe" - those pioneering businesses with unusual offerings that would seem 

to appeal only to a small subset of niche enthusiasts. Activities which begin 

outside the mainstream, or which seem too eccentric to appeal to a broader 

adventure travel market, reliably seem to end up as mainstream activities: the 

surging popularity of snowboarding is a case in point. 

Given this reality, destinations in which entrepreneurship in the business 

sector is thriving more likely to become competitive in the adventure travel 

market. 
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7. Humanitarian 

The Humanitarian Pillar is concerned with human development in a country - 

the presence of basic services such as sanitation for example, and with the 

potential for blended adventure and volunteering trips. As the trend toward 

volunteer tourism and its appeal to adventure travellers continues to build, it 

is acknowledged that destinations with volunteering opportunities available to 

adventure travellers are competitive in the larger market for adventure 

tourism. 

8. Infrastructure  

Adventure travellers, unlike mainstream package tourists, are frequently less 

sensitive to deficiencies in hard infrastructure, but perhaps more sensitive 

than other travellers when it comes to conservation and soft tourism 

infrastructure. While hard infrastructure may take substantial capital 

investment and years to develop, sometimes the soft infrastructure required 

by adventure travellers can be developed with comparatively little capital 

outlay. 

9. Cultural Resources 

Adventure travellers are as keen to learn about new cultures as they are to 

explore nature. For the adventure traveller, being able to experience local 

culture in an authentic way is a sought-after outcome of the travel investment. 

Destinations which encourage local people to preserve their culture - even as 

modern influences continue to shape and evolve local customs - fare well 

with adventure travellers. 

Our method does not encourage local people to become living museums to 

the past or actors staging outdated customs, but to acknowledge and honour 

their customs, recognizing their unique contribution to the world stage. 

10. Adventure Image/Brand 

A destination's image can be one of the most malleable aspects of market 

competitiveness. Image is also important in guiding and influencing 

sustainable market development. 

A destination's image for sustainability and adventure opportunity will attract 

travellers who value these aspects. Through their visitation and expenditures, 

these people will in turn further support the country's ongoing sustainable. 

2.4 The Impact of Surfing on the Local Economy of the Lahinch Area  

2.4.1 The Findings 

In November 2010, the West Coast Surf Club published a document entitled 

‘The Impact of Surfing on the Local Economy of the Lahinch Area, Co Clare, 

Ireland’. It was submitted as an objection to the proposed development. 
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This study focuses on the general area around Lahinch town and includes 

nearby villages and towns such as Doolin approximately 20km to the North 

and Doonbeg approximately 30km to the South and inland towns such as 

Miltown Malbay and Ennistimon. A major source of revenue to this region is 

tourism.  

The author of the document argues that it is feared that the proposed pier will 

destroy the quality of the surfing waves at Doolin through changes in currents 

and the introduction of reflective waves towards the wave at Crab Island and 

Doolin Point. The proposed pier will also interfere with the safe access 

surfers currently enjoy when paddling out to the wave at Crab Island.  

The document goes on to say that up until the last decade, the majority of 

visitors to the Lahinch area were attracted by golf, the Burren and the Cliffs of 

Moher, with a ferry operation to the Aran Islands located at Doolin. However, 

in the past ten years, according to the report, this trend has somewhat 

changed with the activity of surfing being the predominant year round activity 

in the area. In 2005, surfing in this area made international news for the large 

waves surfed at the Cliffs of Moher called Aileens. A documentary was soon 

released in 2008 called 'Waveriders' detailing the surfing activity in the area 

with a particular focus on this new wave at the Cliffs of Moher while Allied 

Irish Bank included local surfer John McCarthy surfing this wave in their 

television advertisements.  

The study notes that the Lahinch Area has a wide variety of waves with 

beginner beaches such as Lahinch and Spanish Point where many people 

receive lessons and coaching. In addition there are numerous more 

advanced spots called 'reefs' which offer more challenging conditions for the 

more experienced surfers. The area is also home to big wave surfing at the 

foot of the Cliffs of Moher and this can be attempted either by paddling into 

the wave or using a jet ski to tow the surfer into the wave. These jet skis are 

launched at Doolin harbour. At Doolin there are two top class Waves: Doolin 

Point and Crab Island, the latter being noted world wide as one of the top 

such waves in the world. The combination of all these different' types and 

size of waves makes the Lahinch Area a very attractive surfing destination.  

An online survey was prepared by the author and sent to all surf shops, 

schools, surf clubs and surf-related businesses and was posted on two 

surfing forums in Ireland. The survey was open for approximately six weeks 

from 20 September 2010 to 30 November and there were 262 respondents. 

This was a response rate of just over 0.5 per cent of the estimated 50,000 

surfers in Ireland.  Extrapolating the results from this national survey, the 

author indicates that 27,000 surfers surf in the Lahinch area, there were 
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513,665 surf events and a total direct spend estimated at almost €33 million 

per annum. 

2.4.2 Our Considerations 

It would be the view of this writer that the analysis at a macro level is 

statistically unsound given the small response rate and that there is no 

guarantee that the responses were representative of the population as a 

whole. It is also unsafe to extrapolate such data to the Lahinch data.  

Nevertheless, much of the local economy is linked to surfing with almost 40 

shops dedicated to the sport and some 72 people employed either as surf 

shop owners, school instructors, photographers, board manufacturers or in 

repairs.   

However, two tables arising from the survey are worthy of note when 

considered at a micro level.  The tables examined the nature of 

accommodation used and daily spend. The survey found that 

 6 per cent stayed locally and spent €22 per one day/night surf event 

 7 per cent stayed with a friend and spent €22.90 per one day/night surf 
event 

 64 per cent stayed at a hostel or campsite and spent €62 per one 
day/night surf event 

 23 per cent stayed at a hotel or B & B and spent €93 per one day/night 
surf event 

Interviews held with surfers support that level of expenditure. 
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3. Doolin 

In this section, we profile Doolin 

3.1 Brief Profile  

Some 20 kilometres from Lahinch, Doolin is classified as a ‘large village’ in the Clare 

County Development Plan 2011-2017. With a population of some 179 in 2006, Doolin 

is set in a scenic coastal landscape and has developed as a settlement with 

distinctive character, which has grown significantly over recent years. Doolin is 

renowned for its traditional music and has commercial ferry services operating from 

Doolin Pier to the Aran Islands which attract many tourists to the area.  There are 

also a number of diving sites off Doolin. 

Doolin has experienced significant development in recent years, much of which has 

consisted of visitor accommodation including Bed and Breakfast, hostel 

accommodation and holiday home development.  

Currently, Doolin benefits from 

 Over 50 bed and breakfast units 

 150 self-catering units 

 Five hostels 

 Four hotels and two large camping sites 

Due to the nature of the growth of Doolin there is no single village centre. However, 

there are three identifiable service areas within the settlement in addition to Doolin 

Pier. 

As with many coastal towns and villages, Doolin experiences a seasonal influx in 

population during the tourism season, placing increasing pressure on the village 

infrastructure, and reverting to a smaller permanent population during the remainder 

of the year. 

According to the North Clare Local Area Plan 2011 - 17, Doolin has an adequate 

water supply to accommodate anticipated growth. There is no public waste water 

treatment plant at present in Doolin and existing development is currently serviced by 

individual wastewater treatment units. A sewerage scheme is scheduled for 

construction within the life time of the plan which will facilitate growth once 

implemented. 

The Plan states that Doolin has three individual service areas. There is an identified 

need to connect the three areas through the provision of road improvements and a 

footpath and lighting scheme. It is an objective of the Council to provide a public 

footpath and public lighting scheme from Roadford to Fisher Street.   

It is also an objective of the Council to provide for the upgrade and extension of 
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Doolin Pier and any associated activities related to Maritime and Tourism use. 

Planning permission has been granted to the OPW to provide an Irish Coast Guard 

Station in the vicinity of Doolin pier. 

Tourism is the main economic activity in Doolin and as such needs to be provided for. 

A ‘Tourism Growth Centre’ is identified in the centre of the village. This includes the 

area around Fitz’s Cross. The streetscape and character of Fitz’s Cross has evolved 

around the tourism market as a result of the lands being zoned for Tourism uses in 

the North Clare Local Area Plan 2005. The majority of this area has been the subject 

of successful planning applications which have seen the development of two hotels 

and two holiday home developments which have defined the centre of Fitz’s Cross. 

Doolin pier has a long history of visitor ferry operations to the Aran Islands and as 

such generates a considerable amount of visitor traffic through the holiday period 

which is a significant contributor to the local economy. It is important that all 

development that takes place around the pier head area is sympathetic to its 

sensitive location having regard to the proper planning and sustainable development 

of the area.  

The Doolin pier area is zoned ‘Maritime’ and is located adjacent to a SAC and a 

pNHA. It is an objective of the Council to require all planning applications for 

development within, adjacent to, or affecting Natura 2000 sites, including those on 

lands zoned Open Space, Maritime or Tourism, to carry out a Habitats Directive 

Assessment in accordance with the Habitats Directive (1992) and objective CDP 17.4 

of the Clare County Development Plan 2011 – 2017. Section 17.3.6 Natural Heritage 

Areas and CDP 17.5 will also apply to this area. 
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Source: A Comprehensive Guide to Surfing in County Clare, Shannon Development 
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3.2 Ferry Operations 

There are three ferry companies that provide most of the ferry services out of Doolin. 

They operate to the Aran Islands as well as to the Cliffs of Moher. The travel time to 

Inis Oirr is about thirty minutes and the fare can be up to €15 return with discounts for 

children. 

Up to four services daily are operated at peak season by each of the operators to the 

Islands. 

The three main ferry operators are: 

 O’Brien Line (www.obrienline.com) 

 Doolin Ferries (www.doolinferries.com) 

 Doolin2Aran Ferries (www.doolin2aranferries.com) 

Aran Islands Fast Ferries have also provided occasional ferry services out of Doolin. 

They did not operate in 2011 and offered some services in 2010. 

Each of the operators has two main vessels: 

 O’Brien Line has the Tranquility and Queen of Aran that can carry 96 passengers 
and four crew 

 Doolin Ferries operates the Happy Hooker and the Rose of Aran that can also 
carry 96 passengers and four crew 

 Doolin2Aran Ferries uses the Jack B and the Doolin Discovery that can carry 67 
and 72 passengers respectively and a crew of 3 each 

Estimates vary on the number of passengers carried by the ferry companies; they 

range from 70,000 up to 90,000 passengers annually. 

At peak season, the three ferry companies employ between them some 40 people as 

crew, ticketing staff, sales & marketing and other support staff. 

Bad weather and swell can interrupt schedules and between 30 and 40 days of 

sailing were lost in 2011 because of such conditions. 

At low tide, it is necessary to trans-ship passengers to the ferries that are required to 

berth some 250 metres off-shore. Trans-shipment is only allowed for four months 

during the summer. Travellers are carried in small 12 passenger boats from the pier 

to the boat, a journey that takes about two minutes.  This mode of transport is 

required about 10 days every month and is unsuitable for those who are disabled or 

who have a fear of the sea. 
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3.3 Surfing at Doolin 

Surfing takes place primarily at Crab Island some 400 metres off-shore. A secondary 

surfing location is Ballaghaline Point, often confused with Doolin Point where surfing 

has been very seldom seen according to local people. 

Surfing is at its best when both the prevailing winds and tides are favourable and 

generally up to three hours either side of low tide. 

Surfing at Doolin is not for the faint-heated and certainly not suitable for beginners. As 

the Shannon Development ‘Guide to Surfing in Clare’ states 

It is important to note that Crab Island should only be attempted by fit and 

experienced surfers, as the paddle is much longer than it looks. Also please be aware 

that the wave arrives out of deep water with little warning and can catch the unwary. 

Many surfers who are not aware of the nature of this location have been caught 

‘inside’ the break with the danger of being washed on to the rocky island. The ‘rips’ 

here can be very strong when the surf is big. And remember to keep a reserve of 

energy for the paddle back to the mainland. 

The 2nd edition of Surfing Europe, noted above, references both Crab Island and 

Doolin Point. 

In relation to the former, it indicates that its size is 3 – 12 foot plus with a length of 50 

to 75 metres and the bottom being jagged reef. The best months to access it are 

September to November and the ability level is advanced. It notes that there is a long 

paddle offshore, heavy wave and shallow reef. The paddle offshore will take some 20 

minutes to reach the back of Crab Island. Crab Island is ‘a serious wave and has 

broken many boards and leashes, dislocated a few shoulders and put out a few 

backs. If you lose your board then the swim home can be very, very difficult due to 

the currents in the channel between the island and the mainland’. 

In relation to Doolin Point, the authors note the waves of Doolin Point ‘peel over an 

intimidating jagged limestone reef that must be tip toed over to reach the waters 

edge. From its outside line-up, long walling waves provide bowling rids of up to 8 feet. 

The wave is best surfed at low to mid tide, before the waves start to push onto the 

limestone ledges, making exit difficult. The reef is sharp and dangerous. Best left to 

experienced surfers. There is also a good left just to the southwest of the point 

towards the cliffs.’ 

Discussions with local people
9
 indicate that the number of surfers annually at Crab 

Island is small. It has been indicated that during 2011 the number of times surfers 

were observed surfing there did not exceed ten, and that the number of surfers seen 

at any one time could also be up to about ten. 

                                                 
9
 At the Public Consultation meeting held in Doolin on January 25

th
 2012, a surfing representative of the West 

Coast Surf Club indicated that up to 2,000 surfers surf Doolin annually 
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As mentioned above, very few surfers have been observed at Ballaghaline Point. 

It has been indicated that surfers do not spend much money in Doolin but do most of 

their purchasing in Lahinch. Any overnight stays would also be there. 

3.4 Coastguard 

The Doolin Coastguard Unit is one of the busiest in the State and had 45 call-outs 

last year including eight searches for people who went missing off the Cliffs of Moher. 

The Coastguard recovered six of the eight bodies. Five of the searches for bodies 

missing were protracted with the unit failing to recover the body of a Spanish national 

and a Co Limerick woman who went missing in early December. 

Planning permission was granted for a €2 million coastguard station for the unit in 

September 2010 but it is understood that funding would not be provided for the new 

station until 2014. The provision of the station will end the practice by one of the 

country’s busiest lifeguard units of having to haul their boat by tractor 1½km to the 

coast in response to an emergency call-out. 

3.5 The Existing Pier 

The pier is an essential part of local infrastructure but only provides tidal access and 

is recognised not to be fit for purpose. Because of its small size, it gives rise to 

congestion as it cannot cater for all of the ferries simultaneously. This has given rise 

to local difficulties and a Harbour Master is employed by Clare County Council during 

the summer months to oversee and control operations and to record the number of 

passengers embarking. 

Outside of Ros a Mhil, Doolin pier is the busiest Pier for passenger traffic within the  

state. This is in spite of access to the pier being tidally restricted for up to four hours 

per tide, and the pier itself being too small and exposed for the ferries using it.  

The pier is very exposed and offers no shelter as vessels overhang the pier. 

In the summer months, there can be significant congestion as the pier has to handle, 

not only the ferry boats, but also 

 The Coastguard RIB and inflatable 

 The boats of a number of sub aqua clubs including the Burren Sub Aqua Club 
and the Ennis Sub Aqua Club. Other Sub Aqua Clubs using the facility include 
those from Limerick, Galway, Lough Derg and Aughinish 

 Recreational fishing boats 

 Sailing boats 

 Kayaks 

 Currachs from Inis Oirr bringing in lobsters and getting petrol 

 Jet skis for surfing at the Cliffs of Moher 
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4. The Socio-Economic Impact 

4.1 Introduction 

There is very little information published on tourism activity in Doolin, and visitor 

numbers and spend for the town are not collected. However, according to Failte 

Ireland statistics, in 2010, there were 770,000 overseas tourist visits to the Shannon 

Region of which 415,000 were to Clare. Almost sixty per cent of the Region’s visitors 

indicated that the main reason for their visit was ‘holiday’. 

The total revenue generated by overseas tourists to the region was estimated to be 

€223 million, of which €66 million was generated by visitors from Britain, thus giving 

an average spend of €289.  Total bed-nights for the Region was 4,115,000 giving an 

average stay of 5.3 nights and an average daily spend of €54. This average figure is 

influenced by the proportion of visitors who stay with friends and relations, the 

number of visitors on holiday packages as well as the number of children in the 

holiday party. 

The current typical per diem spend used by Failte Ireland are: 

 €65 for an overseas visitor 

 €110 for an overseas visitor staying in paid accommodation 

 €60 for a domestic visitor 

 €40 for a domestic day-tripper 

Of the 770,000 overseas visitors to the region, 415,000 visited Clare and spent €82 

million. 

Average daily spend and length of stay for domestic visitors are not available. 

Nevertheless, Doolin has a particular importance, profile and reputation for the 

development of tourism in Clare and as the basis for the future sustainability of Inis 

Oirr because of its links with the island. 

As Clare County Council’s 2011 – 17 Development Plan notes, ‘the sustainable and 

successful development of the tourism industry is critical to the economy of County 

Clare and also to the wider Mid-West Region. The tourism industry contributes to the 

vitality and sustainability of a wide variety of local enterprises, particularly in rural 

areas. Tourism promotes an enhanced awareness of and positive appreciation of 

local traditions and ways of life. While County Clare is one of the leading tourist 

counties in Ireland, a stronger year-round product must be developed. There is a 

need to ensure that tourism growth is spread beyond established resorts and larger 

towns to rural areas’.  

One of the objectives set out in the Council’s 2010 – 2014 Tourism Strategy is ‘to 

build on the existing product base to develop integrated packages by supporting the 

development of such areas as Recreation & Sport - Natural Environment – including 
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cycling, walking, beaches and surfing’.  

We set out below the key socio-economic contribution that the pier offers to the local 

economy of Doolin as well as to Inis Oirr and make a broad assessment of the 

financial benefits that it confers to the economy. 

We also look at the local benefits of surfing as well the increased benefits arising from 

the provision of new pier facilities. 

4.2 Elements of Economic and Socio-Economic  Impact 

The principal economic and socio-economic impacts of the existing Pier include: 

 Three ferry companies offer passenger services to the Aran Islands and the Cliffs 
of Moher, the latter destination becoming an increasing element of the business 
as the Cliffs was the fourth most popular visitor attraction in Ireland in 2010 

 These three ferry companies employ up to forty staff at peak times 

 At least 70,000 passengers are carried annually by the three ferry companies 

 The vessels offer the shortest ferry service to the Islands taking about 30 minutes 
to reach Inis Oirr 

 Visitors to the Islands often stay in Doolin the night before and the night after their 
journey 

 Doolin is the second largest port (after Rossaveel) for passengers within the state 

 Tourism is the main industry of north Clare and Doolin is an important element of 
the tourism ‘chain’ of North Clare that includes visitor destinations such as the 
Cliffs of Moher, the Atlantic Coastline, Ballyvaughan and the Burren, with Doolin 
recognised for its scenery, traditional music and as a gateway to the Aran Islands 

 The sea around Doolin is also attractive to divers and a number of sub-aqua 
clubs operate from the pier 

 The extent of the accommodation plant available for tourists to the town 
estimated to be some 3,000 places. During the high season, over 2,000 places 
can be occupied at any one time 

4.3 Inis Oirr 

Inis Oírr is the smallest of the three Aran Islands with a population of 252 and an area 

of around 4 square miles. 

Over recent years, Cornhar Caomhan, the local community development co-op 

responsible for cultural, social and economic developments on lnis Oirr, and 

representing the island population, has overseen major development at Inis Oirr pier, 

which included dredging and extension works. Phase 2 of the project, which includes 

a 90 metre extension, has received full planning permission and is expected to be 

commenced in the near future. This phase will greatly improve facilities for ferries 

from Ros a Mhil harbour (which has also been upgraded for ferries) and from Doolin, 

which is the nearest landing point for Inis Oirr.  -  

The Co-Op cannot stress strongly enough how important a part the ferries play in the 

whole economy of lnis Oirr and in the future sustainability of the island. Tourism is 

now the main business of the island replacing fishing and agriculture. 
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Doolin pier provides a large number of jobs for Islanders working on the ferries, for 

those providing tourist services, as well as the fishing community on the island. The 

CoOp estimates that Doolin provides up to 70 per cent of Inis Oirr's tourist trade. 

In the last few years huge improvements have been carried out on harbour facilities 

on the three Aran Islands and Ros a Mhil, leaving Doolin Pier completely inadequate 

and in need of modernisation to adequately cope with the modern ferries which use it.  

The CoOp argues that it is crucial for the future of the tourist industry in North Clare 

and Inis Oirr that a new pier should be developed at Doolin. The inaccessibility due to 

tidal conditions for the main part of the day during Spring Tides causes severe 

disruption to ferry timetables for roughly fourteen days per month. The very exposed 

nature of the pier also renders it unusable in certain weather conditions. The present 

situation using Tenders at low tide has an adverse effect on customer service and on 

the future of the tourist industry.  

Inis Oirr is already seeing a switch in some passenger trade from Doolin to Ros a 

Mhil (110 km distant) where the ferries are modem and facilities are much better. The 

switch in trade is caused by the extremely long delays and very poor facilities 

experienced by tourists at Doolin pier. The CoOp is very concerned that the greater 

part of the passenger trade will switch from Doolin over the next few years because of 

the very difficult circumstances being encountered by tourists at Doolin pier. Not only 

will this have a disastrous effect on the tourist industry in North Clare, the 

consequences will be devastating to the island’s economy and future.  

The CoOp is on record that the development of a new pier for Doolin as vital to the 

future of Inis Oirr, not alone because of the very important jobs it "generates, but 

most importantly to the sustainability of our island population.  

4.4 Surfing 

As noted elsewhere, the number of surfers annually at Doolin incorporating Crab 

Island, Ballaghaline Point and Doolin Point, is generally reported to be small. Our 

interviews suggest that no more than 75 surfers would have visited Doolin for each of 

the last two years.  

Our discussions with surfers have found, generally, that Irish and domestic surfers 

are not large spenders. Many are day-trippers leaving home early in the morning and 

returning late in the evening and being involved in two surfing sessions of up to two 

and a half hours each. Spend is primarily on food with travel expenses shared. Those 

who overnight, usually stay in a bed & breakfast, campside or with friends, while 

some are known to sleep in their car or camper. Excluding travel costs, day-trippers 

would spend about €30 per visit. 

On that basis, direct surfing tourism spend annually is estimated to be of the order of 

€2,500 much of which is expended in neighbouring towns rather than in Doolin. 
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4.5 Gross Economic Impact 

To measure the total economic impact of any tourism spend for a region, the direct, 

indirect and induced effects of the spend must be summed.  

Direct effects refer to the total expenditure by the tourist on goods and services 

within an area. This represents the initial round of spending induced by the tourism 

industry.  

Indirect effects are those which occur when the tourism operators in receipt of initial 

expenditure, in turn purchase additional goods and services to meet demand. This 

downstream or second round of spending results in further production and 

employment.  

Induced impacts refer to the additional consumer spending, which takes place when 

the income generated from the direct and indirect impacts is spent.  

Table 4.1 presents a breakdown of the multiplier used by Ginty
10

 in her analysis of the 

economic impact of marine water based operators. A regional rather than national 

multiplier was used as it is assumed that ‘leakages’ are quite high for the rural areas. 

Leakages refer to the fact that money spent across different sectors (I.e. expenditure 

in the food and beverage sector) ‘leaks out’ of the regions economy to pay for goods 

and services not manufactured in the region. Calculating a separate multiplier for 

regional economic impact analysis allows one to capture these leakages and 

provides a more realistic estimate of the direct and indirect impact of expenditure in 

an area.  

Table 4.1: Regional Tourism Multipliers 

Direct Impact  1.00 

Indirect Impact  0.30  

Induced Income  0.18  

Total Economic Impact (Income 
Multiplier)  

1.48 For every €1 spent by marine 
tourists in the West of Ireland, 
approximately €0.48 was generated 
by secondary effects  

 

The economic benefit of the Pier can be considered under the following headings: 

 Ferry operations 

 Ferry Tourist spend in Doolin 

 Ferry Tourist spend in Inis Oirr 

 Other marine-related tourism 

                                                 
10

 Ginty, C., 2010. An examination of the Marine Tourism Business Sector in the West of Ireland: Capabilities, Performance 

and Contribution to the Regional Economy, Thesis (PhD), Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology 
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4.5.1 Ferry Operations 

As we have noted, there are at least 70,000 passengers carried on the three 

main ferry services. 

Applying a return fare of €15 to, say, 75,000 passengers, suggests that total 

fare income is of the order of 1.1 million Euros before any rebates or 

discounts.  

4.5.2 Ferry Tourist Spend in Doolin 

Tourists who travel on the ferries generally either 

 Do not stop or stay at Doolin 

 Stop and spend but do not stay overnight 

 Stop, spend and stay one overnight there 

 Stop, spend and stay a night before and after their ferry journey 

As noted elsewhere, there are no statistics that provide an analysis of stay 

and spend at Doolin.  For the purposes of this estimate, we have assumed 

that the overall average spend per ferry passenger in Doolin (excluding ferry 

fare) is €60. 

On that basis, tourism expenditure associated with ferry passengers amounts 

to €4.5 million annually. 

4.5.3 Ferry Tourist Spend in Inis Oirr 

It is estimated that up to 80 per cent of all Doolin ferry passengers travel to 

Inis Oirr. Tourists who travel to Inis Oirr either 

 Return within the day 

 Stop, spend and stay one overnight there 

 Stop, spend and stay two nights before returning to Doolin or transferring 
to Inis Meain or elsewhere 

 Spend more time there 

If we have assume that the average ferry passenger to Inis Oirr spends one 

night there at a daily spend of €90, then these ferry passengers generate a 

tourism spend of some €5.4 million annually. 

4.5.4 Other Tourist Spend in Doolin 

The pier attracts other marine-related tourists including 

 Divers 

 Kayaks 

 Fishermen 

 Yachts 

There is no quantitative information in relation to the number or spend of 

such visitors but their stay and activity must generate some income for the 

town. 
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For the purposes of this study, a figure of €20,000 is not unreasonable as the 

total spend of these tourists. 

4.5.5 Total Tourism Value of the Pier 

Based on the analysis above, the total direct tourism value of the Pier to 

Doolin and Inis Oirr is estimated to be of the order of €11 million. 

Applying the multiplier effect, the total economic value is almost €16.4 million. 

However, as some of the indirect and induced benefits arise outside of Doolin 

and Inis Oirr, the ‘leakage’ effect, the actual ‘local’ economic value, assuming 

a leakage of 50 per cent, is of the order of €13.7 million. 

The calculations are as follows: 

 Direct Tourism Impact €m 11.0 

 Total Tourism Impact €m Applying a Multiplier of 1.48 16.3 

 Less 50% Leakage of Indirect and Induced Impacts 2.6 

 Net Tourism Impact €m 13.7 

According to SEMRU
11

, marine based water activities generated €74.3 million 

in turnover to the Irish economy in 2007 of which €40 million was Gross 

Value Added – a measure of the contribution to the economy of a sector. 

Applying the same ratio to the Doolin turnover value, Gross Value Added is 

estimated to be of the order of €7.4 million supporting up to 134 Full Time 

Equivalent (FTE) positions applying a ratio of one FTE per GVA of €55,000. 

The Failte Ireland ‘Tourism Facts’ for 2009 notes that total out-of-state and 

domestic tourism expenditure was €5.3 billion and, in terms of gross value 

added (GVA), tourism generated €3.6 billion. Applying this ratio generates a 

Doolin GVA of almost €9.3 million and an employment content of some 169 

FTEs. 

4.6 Tourism as a Tax Generator for the Exchequer12 

Tourism generates substantial tax returns
13

 as generally tourists spend their money 

on goods and services that are relatively heavily taxed – car hire, petrol, alcoholic 

drink and department store purchases in particular. As a result, the tourism industry 

generates substantial tax returns for the Exchequer. 

Statistics presented in the Failte Ireland Tourism Product Development Strategy 2007 

– 2013 indicated that every Euro spent by overseas visitors in Ireland then directly 

generated an additional 30.2 cent in tax revenue for the Exchequer. In addition, every 

Euro spent on passenger fares with Irish carriers directly created a further 11.7 cent 

                                                 
11

 A Socio-Economic Study of Marine Based Water Activities in the West of Ireland, SEMRU Working Paper 11-WP-SEMRU-

01, Karyn Morrissey and Caroline Moran 
12

 Failte Ireland Tourism Product Development Strategy 2007 - 2013 
13

 ‘The Impact of Tourism on the Economy of Ireland (2000)’, Eamonn Henry and Brian Deane, 2002, Table 501. 
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in tax receipts for government. 

Tourism also generates further indirect taxation from related enterprises that must 

buy inputs such as professional services, and transportation to meet the final 

demands of out-of-state visitors. 

When the direct and indirect effects are combined, it is estimated that every Euro of 

overseas visitor spending in Ireland produced an additional 37.1 cent in tax receipts 

for the Exchequer. 

In the case of passenger fares, the combined direct and indirect effects of each Euro 

spent by visitors raised additional tax revenues of 17.8 cent for the government. 

4.7 The Benefits of a New Pier 

The development of a new pier would generate significant benefits. For instance, a 

safe, secure and sheltered pier would result in 

 The ceasing of trans-shipment activity 

 The number of ferry interruptions would be significantly reduced 

 Greater certainty in relation to ferry schedules 

 Allow bigger and better vessels to operate without restriction as the ferry 
companies cannot be expected to upgrade their ferries in the present 
circumstances 

 Opens the door to new enterprises and opportunities at Doolin and at the pier 

 Facilitates the use of the existing pier as a tourist pier 

 Greater competition between the ferry operators 

 Protection of tourism in North Clare and Inis Oirr in particular 

 Facilitates a greater relationship between surfers and local interest groups 

There is no doubt that direct access to the ferries, without the need for trans-shipment 

and without sailing interruptions due to bad weather, would see a significant growth in 

ferry traffic thus leading to a greater economic benefit for Doolin and Inis Oirr. It is 

quite likely that traffic numbers could increase by at least 50 per cent within five years 

of construction. 

4.8 Failure to Develop 

A failure to develop the pier would have significant local and regional impacts. They 

include: 

 There would be a continuation of the health and safety dangers linked with the 
trans-shipment process of bringing tourists to the ferries moored offshore, as well 
as for visitors to and general users of the pier 

 An accident could result in a decision by the Department of Transport to ban 
trans-shipment completely 

 Passenger numbers using the ferries and ferry services would be constrained 
from growing impacting the tourism and economic benefits both to Doolin and to 
Inis Oirr in particular 

 Greater efficiencies to be achieved in vessel use would be limited 
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 Continued congestion at the pier, particularly during the tourism season, 
impacting the safe use for all sports and other users of the pier 

 Opportunities for new users of the pier would be curtailed 

 Limits the proposals to address concerns regarding safe access to the waves for 
surfers 

4.9 The Construction Benefits 

The construction of a new pier would provide non-tourism local employment 

opportunities as well as the purchase of local goods and services. In a submission
14

 

to Government prepared by DKM for the Construction Industry Council, the authors 

found that of the order of nine direct and indirect jobs were created for each €1 million 

of construction spend in 2007. With reduced tender prices now prevailing, DKM 

suggests that the number of construction jobs per €1 million is of the order of eleven 

excluding the induced multiplier effect. The actual labour intensity of construction 

projects, of course, varies depending on the type of constructed being carried out. 

 

                                                 
14

 Submission To The Government by the Construction Industry Council: Jobs and Infrastructure – A Plan For National 

Recovery, DKM Economic Consultants and Goodbody Corporate Finance, March 2009 
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5. Conclusion 

In this Report, we have shown that the present pier in Doolin has significant economic and 

tourism importance: 

 It facilitates three principal ferry operators to provide cruises to the Aran Islands as well 
as to the Cliffs of Moher. These ferry operators employ up to forty staff at peak season 
and generate revenue in excess of one million Euro annually in ticket sales 

 Over 70,000 tourists use these ferries every year of which about eighty per cent visit Inis 
Oirr 

 Tourists who use the ferry services are estimated to contribute over five million Euro to 
the Doolin economy directly from their local spend 

 The Inis Oirr population relies primarily on the ferry services out of Doolin for their tourism 
income. On the assumption that the average ferry passenger to Inis Oirr spends €90, 
then these ferry passengers generate a tourism spend of some €5.4 million annually 

 The direct spend in itself generates further indirect and induced spend that provides a 
Gross Value Added locally of over seven million Euro and supports some 134 full time 
equivalent positions in Doolin and in Inis Oirr 

 Provides facilities for the Coast Guard as well as other maritime sports organisations 

We have also seen that 

 Surfing is a growing sport both nationally and internationally 

 Failte Ireland actively promotes Ireland as a destination for adventure sport, and surfing in 
Ireland is achieving greater publicity particularly after the recent surfing championships at 
Bundoran 

 While surfing takes place around the island of Ireland, it is primarily on the west and 
south-west coasts with Clare, Sligo and Donegal being the principal surfing destinations 

 Crab Island has a particular iconic surfing reputation. However, it requires a twenty 
minute paddle to reach it and is not for beginners 

 The numbers surfing Crab Island annually are not large, estimated to be less than 75, 
with numbers surfing Ballaghaline (Doolin) Point significantly less 

 The average spend of surfers who surf Doolin is small, estimated at some €2,500 
annually, with much of it spent in Lahinch 

Our discussions with all stakeholders, including the surfing community, recognise and support 

the case for a new pier given that the existing pier is not fit for purpose. The benefits are 

significant: 

 Provides certainty for the continuation of ferry services out of Doolin 

 Enhances health and safety for both passengers and visitors at the pier 

 A new sheltered pier would be more secure and avoid the need for trans-shipment and 
reduce the number of sailing days lost due to bad weather 

 This, in turn, would see an increase in the number of tourists using the ferries and 
enhancing the economic benefits to Doolin itself and Inis Oirr 

 Allow bigger and better vessels operate from Doolin 

 Would allow the existing pier to be used for other marine-related activities and enterprises 
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On the other hand, a failure to develop the pier would have significant local and regional 

impacts including: 

 A continuation of the health and safety dangers linked with the trans-shipment process, 
as well as for visitors to and general users of the pier 

 A limit on the number of passengers using the ferries affecting the tourism and economic 
benefits particularly for Doolin and to Inis Oirr especially 

 Sustained congestion at the pier, particularly during the tourism season  

 Reduces the potential solutions for addressing surfer concerns regarding safe access to 
the waves 
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 A Comprehensive Guide to Surfing in County Clare 
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Surfing
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If you have ever ridden a wave, you’ll know that surfing 

is one of those unforgettable experiences and, for many, 

a life changing moment. Suddenly priorities change and 

you find yourself exploring new places, surfing new 

beaches and meeting new people.

Surf’s Up!
IN

S
ID

E

All rights reserved, including the right of reproduction in whole or in any form whatsoever. 

Every care has been taken to ensure accuracy. Shannon Development cannot, however, 

accept responsibility for errors or omissions but, where such are brought to our notice, 

future publications will be amended accordingly. The author and publisher accept no 

responsibility for any loss, damage, injury or inconvenience sustained or caused as a 

result of using this guide. Surfing may, by its nature, be hazardous and involve risk. It is 

recommended in such cases to take out personal accident insurance.

Surfing  

in County Clare

Key Surf Spots

Approved  

Surfing Operators

Kitesurfing –  

Are you ready to fly?

Useful  

Information

Clare –  

How to Get There
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Whether you want to catch your first wave, 

are taking your surfing to the next level or 

want to enjoy a surf holiday, County Clare 

in Ireland’s Shannon Region offers a range 

of great surfing spots for the total beginner 

to the experienced big-wave rider. 

Clare’s Atlantic coastline is one of the most 

prolific and beautiful surfing backdrops in 

the northern hemisphere, if not the world. 

The breathtaking coast and world-class 

waves have made the area star in the 

world of surfing and windsurfing, and 

have swept Ireland into the elite group of 

surfing’s big wave destinations alongside 

Hawaii and California. 

What’s more the area is also home to 

many renowned surf festivals, including 

Cois Fharraige, which bring together an 

innovative mix of live music and surf.  

So it’s no wonder that, for the past few 

years, the world’s amateur surfers and 

best professionals alike have flocked to 

surf Clare’s rugged coastline and enjoyed 

the hospitality of the Irish!

So what are you waiting for? Armed with 

a wetsuit and surf board you’ll find an 

uncrowded surfing wonderland in County 

Clare just waiting to be explored!

2 3



Located 12kms from 
Ballyvaughan, the village of 
Fanore is situated on the west 
coast of north County Clare. 
Its gaelic meaning “fainne 
oir” means ring of gold, with 
reference to its beautiful  
sandy beach. 

Fanore Doolin
Located 20kms from Lahinch, 
Doolin is a charming seaside 
village on the northwest coast 
of County Clare. Set against 
the rugged Atlantic Ocean and 
surrounded by the spectacular 
bare limestone landscape of 
the Burren, Doolin is a place of 
breathtaking beauty.

As one of Ireland’s award winning ‘blue flag’ 
beaches, Fanore provides surfers with a 
beach-break wave that is great for beginners. 
The beach, which is surrounded by immense 
and breathtaking scenery, is located close 
to the heart of the Burren area, and boasts 
the delicate limestone cliffs that the area is 
renowned for. 

Fanore village, with its small population, has 
all surfers could need including a coffee shop, 
restaurant, pub, shop, campsite, plenty of 
accommodation and fantastic surfing just 
down the road.  With all its space, solitude and 
uncrowded surf, Fanore is an ideal location for 
those wanting to learn to surf.

County Clare is blessed with quality surf spots 
and some uncrowded areas which means 
that you will get the best out of your surf trip. 
What’s more, the area provides surfers with 
a combination of beaches, reefs and points to 
suit all abilities. So it’s a great place to get up on 
that board for the first time as well as offering 
experienced surfers perfect surf conditions for 
performing cut backs and 360s!

Key surf locations include Fanore, 
Doolin, Lahinch, Spanish Point and 
Doonbeg, and each beach is 
surrounded by breathtaking 
scenery, tourist towns, 
cozy pubs and ancient 
ruins, all within 
comfortable driving 
distance.

Key Surf Spots...
County Clare...  
where the Surf is Swell!

4

It is important to note that Crab Island should 
only be attempted by fit and experienced 
surfers, as the paddle is much longer than it 
looks. Also please be aware that the wave 
arrives out of deep water with little warning 
and can catch the unwary. Many surfers who 
are not aware of the nature of this location 
have been caught ‘inside’ the break with the 
danger of being washed on to the rocky island. 
The ‘rips’ here can be very strong when the 
surf is big. And remember to keep a reserve of 
energy for the paddle back to the mainland.

5

Please Note *

As well as being renowned for its stunning 
scenery, Doolin is also a famous surfing area in 
County Clare, with massive surf crashing in off 
the Atlantic. In the early and late parts of the 
year, there’s no place better to surf than at the 
back of Crab Island*, which sits just offshore 
from Doolin harbour. It offers some protection 
for the harbour from the Atlantic waves, and 
there’s great surf on the reefs which extend 
from the south of the island. 

Not far from Crab Island is Doolin Point, 
another great surfing location in County Clare 
that provides surfers with reef break waves 
and relatively consistent surf. As Doolin point 
can break very close to jagged rocks it is also 
only for the experienced.

And there’s much more to savour in this 
perfect surfing location... Doolin is renowned 
for its wealth of traditional Irish music, 
beautiful coastline, historic sites and friendly 
atmosphere, all of which make it a great place 
for the perfect surfing trip! 



Located close to the Burren area in County Clare, the seaside town 
of Lahinch is situated 2kms west of Ennistymon and 30kms from 
Ennis. Lahinch, which boasts one of Ireland’s award winning ‘blue 
flag’ beaches, has been renowned for surfing since the late 1960s, 
and provides some of the best waves in Europe. Its picturesque 
location and plethora of world-class surf breaks ensure a steady 
flow of enthusiastic surfers all year round. Lahinch, with its 
bay opening to the untamed Atlantic, is home to massive waves 
considered by surfers worldwide to be some of the most perfect.

Lahinch
Located 2.5kms west of Milltown Malbay and 8kms further south 
of Lahinch, Spanish Point, a small seaside resort in County Clare, 
has a coveted ‘blue flag’ beach which is famous among surfers for 
its impressive waves, rolling in from the majestic Atlantic Ocean. 

Spanish Point

Doonbeg

Key Surf Spots continued...

Spanish Point takes its name from the 
Spaniards who were buried there after the 
wreck of their Armada ships along this coast. 
However, nowadays Spanish point is a lot 
more welcoming to its visitors, who can enjoy 
the golden beach and activities available there. 

With its uncrowded waves, Spanish Point is 
a great spot for surfers who want to get the 

most out of their surf. The area provides an 
exposed reef and point break with consistent 
surf that can work at any time of the year, and 
is suitable for intermediate and experienced 
surfers. With its stunning coastline, chilled 
out vibe, excellent pubs, and choice of 
accommodation and restaurants, Spanish 
Point is a great area for a surfing holiday! 

The nature of the break in Lahinch makes it 
a perfect location for beginner surfers as the 
long flat beach creates a slow, consistent 
wave. The more critical sand banks at the 
south of the beach and the quality reefs are 
ideal for intermediate and experienced surfers. 
The quality and quantity of waves in and 
around Lahinch are unquestionably the envy 
of Europe!

With its two-mile stretch of golden beach, 
Lahinch is one of Ireland’s most popular 
resorts offering visitors spectacular scenery, 
varied entertainment, great sport, friendly 
people and a choice of accommodation. As a 
lively tourist town, Lahinch is also known for 
its nightlife, so there will be plenty of places to 
enjoy a pint and brag about all the amazing 
waves you have conquered! 

 It is important to note that Lahinch 
beach, due to its rock armour, 
becomes covered by the tide two 
hours before full tide and until two 
hours after, and can result in surfers 
being caught on the rocks. Always 
check the state of the tide so you 
know whether it is rising or falling. 

P
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Located 12kms from Kilkee, Doonbeg village is situated around the 
remains of Doonbeg castle, which was built in the 15/16th century. 
Some picturesque spots can be found in the village along the Doonbeg 
River and across the remains of the old castle. There are two fantastic 
surf spots, Killard and Doonbeg Castle, located in this area. 

Three kilometres northwest of Doonbeg, you’ll 
find Killard which boasts a beautiful, award 
winning strand known as ‘The White Strand’. 
This sandy beach offers surfers a sheltered 
beach break that has very reliable surf and it is 
an ideal surf spot for those who want to try out 
surfing for the first time. It’s a relatively quiet 
beach, with just a handful of surfers lapping 
it up, so you are likely to get the most out of 
your surf. 

Doonbeg Castle is another great surfing 
location which provides surfers with a very 
sheltered reef break that has fairly consistent 
surf. This is an ideal spot for experienced 
surfers. 

So if you’re looking for a picturesque location, 
cozy pubs, long sandy beaches, challenging 
waves and a varierty of surfing spots… head 
to Doonbeg!
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Lahinch Surf School,  
Lahinch, Co. Clare.

Lahinch Surf School, an ISA approved surf 
school which provides a safe, relaxed and 
affordable introduction to the exhilarating sport 
of surfing. The surf school checks the surf 
early every morning and provides surf reports 
on their website, so surfers can get the actual 
surf report for the day. 

Tel/Fax: +353 (0) 65 7082061
Mobile +353 (0) 87 9609667
E-mail: lahinchsurfschool@eircom.net 
Web: www.lahinchsurfschool.com/  

Ocean Scene Surf School, 
Lahinch, Co. Clare

This ISA approved surf school’s services 
include one off surf lessons, 3 day and 5 day 
surf courses, surf safaris as well as group and 
team building options. All of their instructors 
are qualified beach lifeguards as well as 
qualified surf coaches. The surf school’s 
website features a live surf web cam which is 
updated every minute, so surfers can go online 
and get a look at the day’s conditions. 

Tel: +353 (0) 65 7081108 
E-mail: surf@oceanscene.ie 
Web: www.oceanscene.ie 

The Green Room Surf 
School, Lahinch, Co Clare.

This ISA approved surf school prides itself on 
quality lessons using a ratio of 1 instructor to 
5 pupils, which means a better lesson and a 
safer one for its students. The Green Room 
offers 2 hour, 3 day and 5 day courses, and 
all equipment is included. The school also has 
special deals for groups, families, clubs, etc. 

Tel: +353 (0) 65 7082771
Mobile: +353 (0) 87 9833018 (before 9pm)
E-mail: stuartsurfergreen@hotmail.com 
Web: www.greenroomlahinch.com 

White Water Surf Co.,  
Miltown Malbay, Co Clare.  

White Water Surf Co. is ISA approved and the 
owner is a qualified beach lifeguard and an 
ISA surfing instructor. Services offered include 
one off lessons, private lessons, weekend surf 
clinics and a free advisory service. The school 
runs its surfing lessons at Spanish Point beach.

Tel: +353 (0) 65 7079780
Mobile: +353 (0) 86 8625564 
E-mail: patandorlakeane@hotmail.com

Aloha Surf School,  
Fanore, Co. Clare.

Aloha Surf School offers the highest quality 
professional surfing instruction for people of all 
ages and abilities. You can choose from a two 
hour lesson, a full day or weekend package. 
No experience is necessary and all equipment 
is provided. The surf school is approved by the 
ISA and all its instructors are qualified RLSS 
Beach Lifeguards and ISA Surfing Instructors. 

Tel: +353 (0) 87 2133996
E-mail: enquiries@surfschool.tv 
Web: www.surfschool.tv/

Ben’s Surf Clinic,  
Lahinch, Co. Clare.

Ben’s Surf Clinic, an ISA approved surf school, 
provides highly professional surf coaching for 
those who have advanced past the beginner 
lessons other surf schools provide. Services 
include one off lessons, private lessons, 
weekend surf clinics and a free advisory 
service. Courses generally run around the 
Lahinch area, however other locations can be 
considered depending on surf conditions.  

Tel: +353 (0) 86 8448622
E-mail: ben@benssurfclinic.com 
Web: www.benssurfclinic.com/

Approved  
Surfing Operators
If you are planning on going on a surfing holiday in County 
Clare your first step should be to take a surfing lesson at an 
Irish Surfing Association (ISA) approved surf school. Such 
schools are insured, use qualified surf coaches, and use 
suitable equipment and locations. You will be introduced 
to the sport in a safe environment and you will be given all 

the information, advice and basic skills 
required to get started. There are six 

ISA approved surf schools in Clare.
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Useful InformationKitesurfing –  
Are you ready to fly?
Kitesurfing is a relatively new extreme sport to Ireland. This 
unique activity is a combination of several sport skills, including 
kiteflying, surfing and wakeboarding, and it provides an adrenaline 
rush to anyone who loves the outdoors. There are many great 
techniques that you can learn and the manoeuvres can help you 
improve your surfing skills immensely. By harnessing the power of 
the wind and ocean, your board can reach top speeds while you fly 
into the air at 20 feet!

Orbital Winds,  
Lahinch, Co. Clare.

County Clare, in Ireland’s Shannon Region, 
is one of the best locations for kitesurfing in 
Europe as it has numerous long beaches with 
prevailing winds. This combination provides 
good conditions for kitesurfing for most of the 
year. Orbital Winds offers a range of kitesurfing 
courses at Lahinch beach. All instructors are 
International Kiteboarding Organisation (IKO) 
certified. Courses range from private lessons 
to full packages designed to teach a complete 
beginner. 

Tel: +353 (0) 87 0659338
E-mail: info@orbitalwinds.com  
Web: www.orbitalwinds.com 

Kitesurfing Safety

The sport of kitesurfing completely depends 
on having suitable weather conditions. If the 
wind is too light it is impossible to get going, 
but if it is too windy it can be very dangerous. 
Never go out in offshore winds. Tides need to 
be checked on some beaches as you might 
have nowhere to launch or land your kite. If 
the wind direction is not right for your beach, 
DON’T GO OUT. Try a different beach or try a 
different day. Ask local kitesurfers for advice  
on the best beaches for the conditions.  
It is essential to check the weather  
forecast before you go kitesurfing.  
And remember to 
never kitesurf alone 
– bring some friends!

Accommodation. 

There is a variety of places to stay near each 
of the surfing spots mentioned in this guide. 
However, due to the limitation of space in this 
guide it is impossible to list the many superb 
hotels, guesthouses, bed & breakfasts, and 
hostels that are available. 

For more information logo onto  
www.shannonregiontrails.ie/accommodation, 
www.discoverireland.ie/shannonregion,  
or www.shortbreaksireland.ie or visit the 
Shannon Region’s local Tourist Information 
Offices – contact details can be found on the 
Shannon Region Trails website.

When to Surf.

Spring and autumn are considered to be the 
best times of year to surf in County Clare, 
although most days throughout the year you’ll 
find great surf conditions. The warmest time 
of the year for surfing is during the months of 
August and September with average water 
temperatures at 16ºC. The coldest time of year 
for surfing is during February and March, with 
water temperatures averaging at 8ºC. From 
October to April a 5mm wetsuit, hood, boots, 
and gloves are recommended. A 3mm wetsuit 
is suitable for the rest of the year. A quiver of 
surfboards, including your regular board and 
a small wave board, is advisable for surfing in 
County Clare. 

Know your surfing 
capability.

It is very important to know your surfing 
capability and not take undue risks because 
the surf can be dangerous.

Beginner Surfer. 
A person who has been surfing less than two 
years. Has not mastered paddling, wave riding 
or duck diving. It is advisable to attend a surf 
school if you are totally new to surfing. The 
surf school will teach you surf awareness, how 
to paddle, stand up and turn. Have several 
lessons before attempting to surf at beaches 
on your own.  

Intermediate Surfer. 
A person who has been surfing for a few 
years. Can paddle confidently and has a 
general understanding of rips and currents. 
Can ride a wave successfully and turn the 
board to avoid other surfers.

Experienced Surfer.
A person who has been surfing for many 
years and has an excellent understanding 
of surf conditions. Can paddle for extended 
periods and perform manoeuvres on waves.

Kitsurfing lessons are a must for getting 
started with this sport as it can be dangerous 
and there is a lot to learn. Like any other 
extreme sport you don’t want to take 
unnecessary risks while learning and many 
of the techniques are best learned in a 
lesson, which can make Kitesurfing easy 

and fun to learn. Depending on your ability 
the initial learning curve can be steep while 
you learn the basics of kite control. Once 
you have good kite control, your progress 
will increase rapidly and you will be up on a 
board before you know it! 
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Safe Surfing and Etiquette
Safety. 

Surfing is an adventure sport and should be 
treated with respect. When participating in 
surfing note should be taken of the following 
safety advice:

1. If you are starting surfing have a lesson 
at an ISA approved school. Here you 
will be introduced to the sport in a safe 
environment. 

2. Do not attempt surfing unless you  
can swim.  

3. Never surf alone. Do not enter the water 
as dusk is approaching or if you have been 
drinking alcohol. 

4. Always let somebody on land know where 
you have gone and when you will return.

5. Check the weather and tides before you 
paddle out. Learn to observe the ocean 
so you can identify rips, wind changes 
and other hazards. Visit www.met.ie for 
weather conditions.

6. If you are unfamiliar with a break, check 
with local surfers or other water users.

 7. Ensure the waves you are surfing are of a 
size and power suitable to your ability. Do 
not get too confident. Stick to beaches 
until you become an experienced surfer.

8. Make sure your equipment, especially 
your leash, is in good order. Remember it 
is much easier to spot a brightly coloured 
surfboard or wetsuit at sea in the event 
of you requiring rescuing. Consider other 
safety equipment.

 

9. If you find yourself in difficulty it is 
important to stay calm and always stay 
with your board. 

10. If you get caught in a rip do not try to 
paddle against it, paddle across it. 

11. When you ‘wipeout’ do not come to  
the surface too soon and when you do 
come to the surface protect your head 
with your arms. 

12. Always check behind you before 
abandoning your surfboard to dive  
under a wave. 

13. Never ‘drop in’ on another surfer. 
‘Dropping in’ is taking off on a wave in 
front of another surfer who has right of 
way. (See illustration opposite).

14. Be aware of other water users and always 
show respect regardless of craft. Above 
all, keep a good attitude.  

15. Always respect our rescue services. 
Should you see a surfer in difficulty in the 
water DON’T DELAY phone 112 or 999 
and ask for the Coast Guard. Even the 
most experienced surfer may at some time 
require assistance. 

Important – Basic Etiquette

Respect the Line Up

A surfer riding a wave has priority over a surfer 
paddling out. It is the responsibility of the 
surfer paddling out to avoid collision. When 
paddling back out you must never obstruct 
someone else who is up and riding. Either 
paddle wide of the wave breaking area or into 
the white water. This allows the surfer who is 

up and riding to continue without having to 
dodge you. (However if the situation arises 
where a collision is inevitable the surfer riding 
the wave has the manoeuvrability to avoid the 
collision. There is no justification for running 
over another surfer.) 

Learn to respect the ‘line up’. This is an 
informal line of surfers, particularly at point 
and reef breaks where each surfer waits 
their turn with the surfer whose turn it is next 
sitting deepest. The line up can break down 
when one or more surfers consistently paddle 
inside those surfers waiting their turn. Such 
behaviour will cause the ‘line up’ to break 
down turning the session into a free for all.

Beach breaks tend to feature multi breaks with 
several take off areas, therefore there are more 
waves for everyone but even at beach breaks 
the line-up exists at each of the various peaks 
along the beach.

If you are surfing a peak where you have 
an option to go right or left you must 
communicate with other surfers in the line up 
your preferred direction, to avoid ‘drop ins’ 
and unridden waves. At some breaks you 
may be able to paddle out into a position that 
gives immediate access to the inside take 
off position. You should not use this artificial 
positioning to jump the queue. Doing this poor 
etiquette will lead to bad feeling among fellow 
surfers. Instead either let the surfers, already 
sitting and waiting, take the waves they want 
until the line up is clear, or paddle wide to the 
outside and move into position along with 
everyone else.

12 13

Safe Surfing – Basic Etiquette

REMEMBER! 
•The surfer closest to the peak has priority. •Do not drop in. 

•Hold on to your board. •Paddle for the whitewater to avoid a collision

Shoulder

Peak

Surfer closest to peak 
has priority

Do not  
drop in

Whitewater

Surfer closest to peak 
has priority

To avoid collision paddle 
wide on wave shoulder

To avoid collision paddle 
towards the whitewater

YesNo
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Clare - How to get there 

Clare By Road or Rail. 
Clare is easily reached by road or rail. The 
mileage chart featured gives distances to 
Ennis, the County’s main town. Ennis is on 
the national train grid and has daily Dublin-
Ennis services. Limerick City is the Shannon 
Region’s major rail hub, and bus connections 
can also take you onward to Ennis and 
points in Clare. Clare is also well serviced by 
a network of bus routes. 

Car hire companies operate from Shannon 
International Airport, and taxis are plentiful 
in the area. A car passenger ferry operates 
between Killimer and Tarbert on the Shannon 
Estuary linking Clare and Kerry. 

 

Access by Air. 
The easiest way to reach Clare, by air, is 
through Shannon International Airport which 
lies at the heart of Ireland’s Shannon Region. 
With direct flights from the UK, North 
America, France, Germany, Belgium, Italy, 
Spain, Poland, Portugal and Lithuania, it’s 
the best way to get to Clare. For information 
on services visit www.ShannonAirport.com.

Access by Sea 
Sea ferry services operate, year round, from 
the UK and France. Clare is less than two 
hours drive from Cork Ferry Port and about a 
three hours drive from Dublin, Dun Laoghaire 
and Rosslare ferryports. 

So what are you waiting for? With County 
Clare being so easy to reach…it’s a great 
destination for your next surfing trip!

To Ennis From Mls Kms

Dublin 147 237

Cork 83 134

Galway 42 68

Limerick 23 37

Shannon 13 21

Rosslare 151 243

C
o

. C
la

re



Fanore

Doolin

Lahinch

Spanish Point Ennis

Doonbeg

Kilkee

Fanore

Doonbeg  Cast le

K i l la rd

Crab  I s land

Spanish  Po in t

Doo l in  Po in t

Lah inch

Key Surf Spots in County Clare

For further information visit: 

www.ShannonRegionTrails.ie 

www.DiscoverIreland.ie/ShannonRegion



 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix 4-A 

 
 Hydrographic Survey December 2001 

 

 
 

















































 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix 4-B 

 
 Site Investigation Doolin 2004 

 

 
 





















































 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix 4-C 

 
 Side Scan Sonar 2005 

 

 
 





































































 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Appendix 4-D 

 
 Surf Wave Modelling Report 2010 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
A marine development has been proposed at Doolin by Clare County Council.  The proposed 
development consists of a new pier, revetment and dredging in the vicinity of the existing pier at 
Doolin.  Concerns have been expressed by the surfing community as part of the planning process 
regarding the potential impacts of the proposed development on surfing waves in the vicinity of Crab 
Island and Ballaghaline Point (known locally as Doolin Point or The Point) at Doolin.  A meeting was 
held in Clare County Council’s offices on the 2

nd
 September 2010 with representatives of the surfing 

community following which Clare County Council agreed to undertake numerical wave modelling to 
assess the potential impacts of the proposed structure on wave action. 
 
Wave modelling of a number of wave conditions, development locations and development sizes was 
then undertaken by UCC’s Hydraulic and Maritime Research Centre.  The interim results of the 
modelling were outlined in an interim report, revision A of this document, see Appendix 1.  A copy of 
the interim report was given to the surfing community representatives and discussed with them during 
a meeting on the 11

th
 November 2010.  

 
Further modelling was undertaken following this meeting.  This report details the further modelling and 
conclusions drawn with regard to potential impacts on surf waves.   
 
2 DESCRIPTION OF MODELLING 
 
2.1 General 
 
The modelling of the interim report indicated that by moving the pier away from the original planning 
proposal and by shortening the pier length tends on average to reduce the potential impact on surf 
waves.  Following from this it was decided to revise the original proposal by moving its location 
landwards some 25m and shortening the pier length by some 15m, Layout H.  In addition to this, 
layout H is to be fronted by a revetment with a front slope of 1 vertical to 3 horizontal, see comment 
below on wave reflection coefficients.  In order to enhance wave shelter at the pier, Layout H also 
involves rotation of the original proposal to make it parallel to the existing pier.  This report gives a 
more detailed assessment of wave conditions using Layout H.  The 2002 report discusses future 
development and stated that a potential future development at Doolin might need a navigational 
channel width of 76m.  Layout H would be the closest that the new pier could be to the existing while 
allowing for such a future development. 
 
The bathymetry used in the modelling for this report is that obtained for the 2002 study supplemented 
with data obtained in 2010.  The 2010 data has been surveyed during the modelling for the 
preliminary runs contained in the interim report and was not used in that modelling output.  The 2010 
data covers for the most part an area south east of The Point.  There are gaps in the bathymetry 
immediately off Crab Island and The Point because of wave conditions in these areas during the 
survey period.  Calm conditions in these areas are an infrequent occurrence.  Levels in these areas 
were obtained by interpolation, and while the modelling in these areas might be less accurate as a 
result, it is changes in wave characteristics rather than absolute values that inform the assessment. 
 
That is to say the assessment concentrates on an evaluation of changes in Hs, wave driven currents 
and surface elevations.  In addition the assessment covers a much wider sea area than the areas 
where there are data gaps and it is therefore possible to infer potential changes in these relatively 
limited areas. 
 
A reflection coefficient of approximately 40% was used in the modelling.  This would mean that the 
slope of the front of the revetment would be in the order of 1 vertical to 3 horizontal.  This has 
implications for the type of concrete armour unit that can be used. Some units depend for their 
stability on a steep front revetment slope.  Such units (Accropode) should not be used in the 
development at Doolin as the resulting steep front slope will cause higher wave reflections. 
 
2.2 Model Runs and Output 
 
The further modelling consisted of two strands: 
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 The modelling of wave propagation from offshore to south west of Doolin.  This was 
undertaken using MIKE21 Spectral Wave Module. 

 

 The modelling of wave propagation from just south west of Doolin to the shore.  This was 
undertaken using MIKE21 Boussinesq Wave Module. 

 
The two stage approach was adopted because during the meeting of the 11

th
 November the view was 

expressed by the surfing representatives that the model seemed to be predicting the largest 
nearshore waves west of where they actually occur on the approaches to Crab Island and The Point.  
In addition a site visit was undertaken on the 17

th
 November to Doolin to visually assess conditions on 

site. The initial modelling was based on a wave with a SW direction immediately off Doolin.  Further 
preliminary runs indicated that slight (10˚) changes in the wave approach angle could move the 
location of the breaking wave towards the correct line of approach to Crab Island.  The MIKE21 SW 
modelling indicated that offshore waves from the SW would change direction slightly as the waves 
approach the west coast of Clare.  The nearshore wave angles for 12 to 18s period offshore waves 
with a SW direction were found to be closer to WSW than SW.  A revised wave approach angle was 
then used in the final MIKE21 Boussinesq modelling based on this finding. 
 
The modelling has been undertaken using regular waves with an offshore height of 1m and periods of 
12, 15, and 18s.  Waves with a significant height of 1m offshore result in significant wave heights in 
the vicinity of the surfing areas of up to and greater than 4m.  Regular waves were used in the 
modelling in order to better model the swell waves of interest. 
 
Model runs have been undertaken for: 
 

 The existing situation. (Existing) 
 

 The proposed development that has been presented to Clare County Council for planning 
approval, (New1).  This pier has a berthing face some 100m from the existing pier, and is 
angled away from the existing pier. 
 

 A potential development at approximately 73m from the existing pier, Layout H of the interim 
modelling report (NewH).  This development is similar to the original proposal but 
approximately 15m shorter and the orientation of the pier has been changed to make it 
parallel to the existing pier. 

 
Modelling output is given below at MLWS, MWL and MHWS water levels. 
 
The output from the model runs are plans showing: 
 

 Mean significant wave height Hs 
 

 Mean wave driven current velocities 
 

 Surface elevation: This is a snapshot of the waves at a particular point in the model run. 
 
Modelling output given below is given first for Significant Wave Height, then for Wave Driven Current 
Velocities and then Surface Elevation. 
 
Model runs and output are listed in Table 1 below. 
 
2.3 Models Used 

 
The wave models used are the Danish Hydraulics Institute Boussinesq Wave Model (MIKE21 BW), 
and the Wave Spectral Module (MIKE21 SW).  MIKE21 BW is a very advanced wave modelling 
package and is suitable for determining wave disturbance in small areas. It includes such influences 
as shoaling, refraction, diffraction, directional spreading, frequency spreading, reflections and back 
scattering, wave-wave interaction, bottom friction and wave-ship interaction.  It is a model that 
includes wave breaking processes as the waves approach the shore.  Contoured plots of waves are 
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shown on the Surface Elevation plots of this report. In these plots thin crest levels are indicative of 
breaking. 
 
MIKE21 SW models amongst other things, wave refraction effects.  It is these effects that change the 
direction of waves as they propagate from deep into shallow water when the wave direction is at an 
angle to the seabed contours. 
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Table 1 
Marine Development at Doolin 
Wave Model Runs 

Run 

Number Layout Orientation Location 

Nominal 
Berthing 

Length 

m 

Offshore Wave Conditions 

Water 

Level 

Model Output 

Wave 
Height 

 H m 

Wave 
Period 

 T s 
Wave 
Direction 

Mean 
Wave 
Height  

Mean 
Wave 

Current 
Surface 

Elevation 

1 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 12 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

2 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 12 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

3 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 12 SW MWL Y Y Y 

4 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

5 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 15 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

6 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 15 SW MWL Y Y Y 

7 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 18 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

8 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 18 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

9 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 18 SW MWL Y Y Y 

10 New1 Not Parallel 100 101 1 12 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

11 New1 Not Parallel 100 101 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

12 New1 Not Parallel 100 101 1 18 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

13 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 12 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

14 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 12 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

15 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 12 SW MWL Y Y Y 

16 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

17 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 15 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

18 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 15 SW MWL Y Y Y 

19 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 18 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

20 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 18 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

21 NewH Parallel 73 85 1 18 SW MWL Y Y Y 
Note an offshore wave direction of SW gives a nearshore wave direction between WSW and SW just off Doolin. 
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3 ASSESSMENT OF MODEL OUTPUT 
 
The assessment concentrates on Hs and current output.  Hs measures mean wave height at a 
location and shows potential changes better than the surface elevation plots. 
 
3.1 Significant Wave Height Plots 

 
An assessment of the significant wave height plots of the modelling undertaken for this report 
indicates that: 
 

 

 There is considerable reflection occurring in the existing situation at Doolin.  This has 
implications in terms of the significance of potential reflection from the proposed development.  
The amount of reflection increases with water level, there being little reflection at MLWS and 
considerable reflection at MWL and MHWS.  The amount of reflection also increases with 
wave period. The assessment therefore examines changes in Hs at different water levels, and 
within each water level set, at different wave periods 

 

 At Mean Low Water Spring tide the proposed development at Layout H has little if any impact 
on waves approaching Crab Island, The Point or the area in between.  This was indicated by 
the plots for waves with periods, 12, 15 and 18s. 

 

 At Mean Water Level (approximately mid tide level) some changes were noted.  These 
included: 

 

 For the 12s wave 
 

 There is a noticeable area of change with increases in Hs to the East of Crab Island; 
 

 There is some change noticeable on the wave approach to the Point; 
 

 There is a very slight change on the wave approach to Crab Island; 
 

 For the 15s wave 
 

 The most noticeable area of change is to the East of Crab Island and in the wave 
approach to the area between Crab Island and the Point.  
 

 There is a localised slight increase in the wave approach to Crab Island 
 

 Slight changes in the wave approach to the Point 
 

 For the 18s wave 
 

 There are changes in Hs in the area north of the wave approach to Crab Island; 
 

 There are slight changes to the wave approach to the Point; 
 

 There are slight changes in the wave approach between the Crab Island and the 
Point. 

 

 At Mean High Water Spring Tide the following were noted  
 

 For the 12s wave 
 

 The most noticeable change is on the east side of Crab Island and on the approach 
between Crab Island and the Point; 
 

 Changes on the wave approaches to Crab Island and the Point are slight; 
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 For the 15s wave 
 

 The largest changes are on the east and north east side of Crab Island; 
 

 Changes on approaches to Crab Island, the Point and the area in between are 
similar. 

 

 For the 18s wave 
 

 There are potentially significant changes on the wave approach to the Point; 
 
 Changes on the wave approach to Crab Island are noticeable but slight; 

 
 There are also changes to the north of the wave approach to Crab Island. 

 
 The impacts on the 18s waves at MHWS are larger than for the shorter wave periods 

at this water level and are greater than impacts at lower water levels. 
 
In summary the impact of the proposed structure (Layout H) on waves is slight to none on water 
levels below mean tide level.  Above this level impacts increase but are only locally potentially 
significant at the highest water levels for longer swell waves.  Longer swell waves are likely to be 
significantly impacted upon as they approach the Point at higher stages of the tide. 
 
3.2 Wave Current Plots 

 
Rip currents generated by wave action at Doolin can be much greater than those generated by tides.  
The mean value of these currents has been estimated from the modelling.  Table 2 below gives an 
indication of changes in rip currents due to the proposed option, layout H.  The assessment 
concentrates in the area presently used to access the water between the existing pier and The Point. 
 
Table 2 
Summary Assessment of Wave Driven Currents 

Wave Period s Tide Level Layout 

Existing New H 

12 MHWS 0.45 to 0.6s Up to 1.05 locally, 
0.6 in the wider 
area 

12 MLWS 0.15 to 0.3 0.15 to 0.3 

12 MWL 0.45 to 0.6, very 
narrow band 

0.45 to 0.6, 

15 MHWS Up to 1.05 Up to 1.05 locally. 
Less than 0.6m/s 
generally 

15 MLWS 0.3 to 0.45 0.15 to 0.3 

15 MWL 0.45 to 0.6 Up to 1.05 locally, 
Up to 0.6m/s 
generally 

18 MHWS 0.45 to >1.05 >1.05 to 0.6 
locally 

18 MLWS 0.15 to 0.3 0.15 to 0.3 

18 MWL 0.3 to 0.6 0.4 to 0.6, 
maintained to 
head of pier 

 
The modelling indicated that while the proposed development increased rip currents the biggest 
increases are localised and occur on the seaward side of the proposed pier.  In a wider area the rip 
currents appeared to be similar to the existing values.  Modelling indicates that the proposed 
development causes currents to deflect along the new structure towards its head.  However, in most 
cases these currents quickly die off as the head of the pier is approached. 
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In general at MLWS high wave currents (>1.05m/s) occur seawards of the Point.  They are relatively 
low in the access area.  This holds true both for the existing situation and the proposed Layout H. 
 
At MHWS wave currents are higher in the access area than further seawards and while the proposed 
pier causes an increase in these currents the increase is localised and the high currents die off 
quickly away from the high values. 
 
At MWL the currents in the access area increase, and, as for the other water levels, the increases are 
for the most part local and die away to values similar to the existing situation.  However, at this water 
level, the longer period swell, such as the 18s period waves, gives rise to a relatively broad area of 
increased current (up to 0.6m/s) which sweeps up to and past the head of the pier before dying off.  
The current does die off away from the pier. 
 
Overall, the wave driven currents will increase locally in the access area for higher stages of the tide.  
The increase is only likely to be significant near mid tide for long period swell.  Near low tide, wave 
driven currents in the access area are low and remain low with the proposed layout H.  Near high tide 
increases are localised. 
 
3.3 Surface Elevation Plots 

 
Surface elevation plots were output for the model runs.  They represent a contoured plan snapshot of 
the water surface elevation at a point in time. It is difficult to see any changes in wave conditions from 
these plots.  Unless the snapshot is taken at a specific time such plots do not highlight changes.  The 
plots have been included in this report for information as they indicate modelling predictions of 
locations of wave shoaling, wave directions and wave heights. 
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4 SUMMARY 
 

The modelling of the interim report (see Appendix 1) indicated that by moving the pier away from the 
location of the original planning proposal and by shortening the pier length tends on average to 
reduce the potential impact on surf waves.  Following from this it was decided to revise the original 
proposal by moving its location landwards some 25m and shortening the pier length by some 15m.  In 
addition, this new layout, layout H is to be fronted by a revetment with a front slope of 1 vertical to 3 
horizontal to minimise wave reflections.  In order to enhance shelter it was also decided to make the 
new pier (Layout H) parallel to the existing pier. 
 
The modelling undertaken for this report included bathymetric data surveyed in 2010 during the 
preparation of the interim report.  This data covers for the most part an area south east of The Point.  
There are gaps in the bathymetry immediately off Crab Island and The Point because of wave 
conditions in these areas during the survey period.  Wave conditions in these areas are seldom calm. 
Levels in these areas were obtained by interpolation and while the modelling in these areas might be 
less accurate as a result it was changes in wave characteristics rather than absolute values that 
informed the assessment.  That is to say the assessment concentrates on an evaluation of changes in 
Hs, wave driven currents and surface elevations.  In addition the assessment covers a much wider 
sea area than the areas where there are data gaps and it is therefore possible to infer potential 
changes in these relatively limited areas. 
 
The significant wave height and wave driven current plots were used to inform the assessment.  
These plots indicate changes in wave characteristics better than the surface elevation plots. 
 
The significant wave height plots indicate that there is very little impact on surf waves at MLWS.  At 
higher water levels (MWL and MHWS) changes were noted.  However, for the most part, changes are 
slight particularly in the areas of greatest interest, such as on the wave approaches to Crab Island 
and The Point.  Changes are greatest for the longest wave period examined, 18s, at MHWS.  For this 
case there may be a significant impact on surf waves on the approach to The Point.  For the other 
cases examined and at the lower water levels while changes were evident they are unlikely to be 
significant.  Overall the greatest changes appear to occur to the east and north east of Crab Island 
(which are outside the general surfing areas) and to a lesser extent in the approach between the 
Island and The Point. 
 
In conclusion we would recommend the movement of the proposed development to that of Layout H 
as a reasoned response to concerns regarding potential impacts on surfing activities. 
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Wave Modelling Output 
 

Significant Wave Height 
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Hs H1T12 Existing MHWS 
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Hs H1T12 Existing MLWS 
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Hs H1T12 Existing MWL 
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Hs H1T15 Existing MHWS 
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Hs H1T15 Existing MLWS 
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Hs H1T15 Existing MWL 
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Hs H1T18 Existing MHWS 
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Hs H1T18 Existing MLWS 
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Hs H1T18 Existing MWL 
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Wave Modelling Output 

 
Wave Driven Current Velocities 
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Wave Modelling Output 
 

Wave Surface Elevation 
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Introduction 
 
A marine development has been proposed at Doolin by Clare County Council.  The proposed 
development consists of a new pier, revetment and dredging in the vicinity of the existing pier at 
Doolin.  Concerns have been expressed by the surfing community as part of the planning process 
regarding the potential impacts of the proposed development on surfing waves in the vicinity of Crab 
Island and Ballaghaline Point at Doolin.  A meeting was held in Clare County Council’s offices on the 
2

nd
 September 2010 following which Clare County Council agreed to undertake wave modelling to 

assess the potential impacts of the proposed structure on wave action. 
 
Wave modelling of a number of wave conditions, development locations and development sizes has 
been undertaken by UCC’s Hydraulic and Maritime Research Centre.  The interim results of the 
modelling are outlined in this report. 
 
Thus far the modelling has been undertaken for a regular wave with an offshore height of 1m and a 
period of 15s, H1T15.  These waves result in significant wave heights in the vicinity of the surfing 
areas of up to 3m. 
 
Model runs have been undertaken for: 
 

 The existing situation. (Exist) 
 

 The proposed development that has been presented to Clare County Council for planning 
approval, (New1).  This pier has a berthing face some 100m from the existing pier, and is 
angled away from the existing pier. 
 

 Three potential developments at approximately 100m from the existing pier, layouts A to C.  
These developments are similar to the original proposal but the orientation of the pier has 
been changed to make it parallel to the existing pier. 

 

 Three potential developments at approximately 50m from the existing pier, layouts D to E.  
These developments are similar to the original proposal but the orientation of the pier has 
been changed to make it parallel to the existing pier. 

 

 Three potential developments at 73 m from the existing pier, layouts G to I.  These 
developments are similar to the original proposal but the orientation of the pier has been 
changed to make it parallel to the existing pier. 

 
The layouts modelled are shown below. 
 
Initial model runs undertaken for the initial interim report are given in Table 1.  Most of the model runs 
have been undertaken for a water level of Mean High Water Spring (MHWS) tide as this is the case 
likely to give greatest reflection from the new structure.  Model runs have also been undertaken for 
lower tide levels in order to assess the sensitivity of potential impacts to tide level.  In addition to 
model runs at MHWS, tide levels used include Mean High Water Neap (MHWN), Mean Tide Level 
(MWL), and Mean Low Water Spring Tide.  Supplementary model runs are given in Table 2. 
 
Modelling output is given below at MLWS, MWL and MHWS water levels. 
 
The output from the model runs are plans showing: 
 

 Mean significant wave height Hs 
 

 Mean wave driven current velocities 
 

 Surface elevation: This is a snapshot of the waves at a particular point in the model run. 
 
Modelling output given below is given first for Significant Wave Height, then for Wave Driven Current 
Velocities and then Surface Elevation. 
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The wave model used is the Danish Hydraulics Institute Boussinesq Wave Model (MIKE21 BW). 
This is a very advanced wave modelling package and is suitable for determining wave disturbance in 
small areas. It includes such influences as shoaling, refraction, diffraction, directional spreading, 
frequency spreading, reflections and back scattering, wave-wave interaction, bottom friction and 
wave-ship interaction. 
 
The bathymetry used is that obtained for the 2002 study.  Further data has been surveyed during the 
modelling process but most of this data relates to the area south east of Ballaghaline Point and has 
not been inserted in the setup as yet as preliminary model runs had already been undertaken and we 
wished to limit, for the moment, the examination the impact of changes in input waves, water levels 
and locations and scale of the development. 
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Table 1 
Marine Development at Doolin 
Wave Model Runs Undertaken for initial Interim Report 
 

Run 

Number Layout Orientation Location 

Nominal 
Berthing 

Length 

m 

Offshore Wave Conditions 

Water 

Level 

Model Output 

Wave 
Height 

 H m 

Wave 
Period 

 T s 
Wave 
Direction 

Mean 
Wave 
Height  

Mean 
Wave 

Current 
Surface 

Elevation 

1 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

2 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 15 SW MWL Y Y Y 

3 Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 15 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

4 New1 Not Parallel 100 101 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

5 New1 Not Parallel 100 101 1 15 SW MWL Y Y Y 

6 New1 Not Parallel 100 101 1 15 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

7 A Parallel 100 101 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

8 B Parallel 100 101 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

9 C Parallel 100 101 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

10 D Parallel 50 101 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

11 E  Parallel 50 70 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

12 F Parallel 50 60 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

13 G Parallel 73 101 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

14 G Parallel 73 101 1 15 SW MHWN Y Y Y 

15 H Parallel 73 85 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

16 H Parallel 73 85 1 15 SW MHWN Y Y Y 

17 I Parallel 73 70 1 15 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

18 I Parallel 73 70 1 15 SW MHWN Y Y Y 
 
Modelling output for all but the MHWN tides are given in this report 
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Table 2 
Marine Development at Doolin 
Modelling Runs – Supplementary to initial report and included in this revision 

Run 

Number Layout Orientation Location 

Nominal 
Berthing 

Length 

m 

Offshore Wave Conditions 

Water 

Level 

Model Output 

Wave 
Height 

 H m 

Wave 
Period 

 T s 
Wave 
Direction 

Mean 
Wave 
Height  

Mean 
Wave 

Current 
Surface 

Elevation 

* Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 15 SW MHWN Y Y Y 

* Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 12 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

* Exist N/A N/A N/A 1 18 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

* H Parallel 73 85 1 15 SW MWL Y Y Y 

* H Parallel 73 85 1 15 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

* H Parallel 73 85 1 12 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

* H Parallel 73 85 1 18 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

* I Parallel 73 70 1 15 SW MWL Y Y Y 

* I Parallel 73 70 1 15 SW MLWS Y Y Y 

* I Parallel 73 70 1 12 SW MHWS Y Y Y 

* I Parallel 73 70 1 18 SW MHWS Y Y Y 
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Marine Development at Doolin for which Part 8 planning application has been made 
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Alternate layouts are shown at the line of the mean tide level based on a revetment slope of 1 vertical to 1.5 horizontal. 
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Alternate layouts are shown at the line of the mean tide level based on a revetment slope of 1 vertical to 1.5 horizontal. 
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Wave Modelling Output 
 

Significant Wave Height 
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Rev A Supplementary Model Runs 
 

Wave Height Output 
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Wave Modelling Output 

 
Wave Driven Current Velocities 
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Wave Driven Current Velocities 
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Wave Modelling Output 
 

Wave Surface Elevation 
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1 Introduction 

 
This Appendix contains the output from the wave modelling undertaken for the assessment of 
potential impacts on surf waves within the context of a proposed marine development at Doolin 
specifically for the EIA.  
 
2 Model Parameters 

 
The following input parameters were used in the modelling: 
 

 Bathymetric data surveyed in 2001, 2010 and 2012. 
 

 Offshore wave height of 1m.  This gives Hs values up to 4m in the nearshore area. 
 

 Offshore wave periods of 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18s 
 

 Offshore wave direction of 225°N, which gives a wave direction of 245°N approaching Crab 
Island. 

 

 Water levels: MLWS, MLWN, MTL, MHWN, and MHWS. 
 

 A reflection coefficient of approximately 40% was used for the pier revetment in the modelling. 
 

 Regular waves were used to better model the swell waves. 
 
3 Model Runs and Output 

 
Wave modelling runs and output are summarised in Table 1 below 
 
Table 1 Wave Modelling Runs1,2,3 

Water Level Wave Period s 

8 10 12 14 16 18 

MHWS 1 1 1 1 1 1 

MHWN   1 1   

MTL 1 1 1 1 1 1 

MLWN   1 1   

MLWS 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1 Runs were undertaken for the existing layout and the proposed development 

2 Output was produced for Hs, surface elevation and wave driven current 

3 Difference plots were produced for all Hs and surface elevation runs. 

 
The output from the model runs are plans showing: 
 

 Significant wave height Hs, Existing and New (with the development) 

 Surface elevation: This is a snapshot of the waves at a particular point in the model run. 

 Mean wave driven current velocities 

 Significant wave height Hs, difference between New and Existing 

 Surface elevation difference between New and Existing 
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4 Models Used 

 
The wave models used are the Danish Hydraulics Institute Boussinesq Wave Model (MIKE21 BW), 
and the Wave Spectral Module (MIKE21 SW).  MIKE21 BW is a very advanced wave modelling 
package and is suitable for determining wave disturbance in small areas. It includes such influences 
as shoaling, refraction, diffraction, directional spreading, frequency spreading, reflections and back 
scattering, wave-wave interaction, bottom friction and wave-ship interaction. 
 
MIKE21 SW models amongst other things, wave refraction effects.  It is these effects that change the 
direction of waves as they propagate from deep into shallow water when the wave direction is at an 
angle to the seabed contours. It is this model that indicated that south west offshore waves have a 
nearshore direction closer to west south west.  
 
5 Wave Modelling Output 

 
Wave modelling output is given in the following pages. 
 
The plots are given in the following order: 

 Mean significant wave height Hs, Existing 

 Mean significant wave height Hs, New. 

 Wave surface elevation, Existing 

 Wave surface elevation, New 

 Mean wave current, Existing 

 Mean wave current, New 

 Mean significant wave height Hs, difference between New and Existing 

 Surface elevation difference between New and Existing 
 
The plots are denoted by a code to the bottom left of each page. 
 
Hs  Significant wave height 
SE  Surface Elevation 
Current  Mean wave driven current 
T10, T12 Wave with period 10, 12s, etc 
MLWS  Water level 
Existing  Existing Layout 
New  Development Layout 
Difference Development Plot minus Existing Plot 
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